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OPENING SESSION
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OACPS Secretariat
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We are attending this second session on 
Knowledge sharing on trade and Investment 
good practices on programmes financed 

under the tradecom II which, as you know, this is the acp 
group initiative being funded by the european development 
fund (edf). my role will be quite simple, I will sum up in one 
and half minutes why we are here. the secretary-general, dr 
gomes will formerly welcome you and ms. carla montesi will 
present the european commission’s point of view. during 
this session, we will try to determine where we have come 
from, give an update and determine how to chart the future.

We are at the mid-term review because we would like to 
extend the support provided to our states and regions in 
the development of trade and trade facilitation. We would 
also like to discuss the role of investment as there cannot 
be any trade if we have no goods to trade, and if we do not 
have industrial development and products developed for 
that purpose. In that regard, I would like us to learn about the 
inherent progress and challenges as we listen to one another, 
but also to take note of the good and best practices so that 
we can determine how to go further. this is 2020, the last 
year of commitments under the 11th edf, and discussions 
are underway, at the commission’s level, for a multiannual 
envelope covering 2021 to 2027. 

We are not certain how this financing will be shaped for our 
countries. there have been discussions with between the 
european delegations and the regions on priorities to be 
supported in the future.

I think our discussions today will feed into that brainstorming 
exercises so that we can determine the priorities that we can 
in turn be supported in the future. as you know, there will 
be certain constraints and there is a structure at the level of 
the eu that must be factored in. We will be looking forward 
to receive the announcement of the european commission 
with regard to the agreed new priorities. last year when we 
met in nairobi, we were given some guidance as to what 
will obtain over the next three years, so we can with that 
determine the future. so, let us be open and frank as to what 
has been done and what remain to be done and with that, 
we will be able to build on the future. 

the documents which you have is a brochure which includes 
the programmes and the various projects and the key 
elements of the results so it will make a good reading for you. 
this will give you an idea of what we have been able to do in this 
phase. as pointed out, the most important task for us is to share 
the knowledge we have gained so that we can 
brainstorm over the good practices and lessons 
for the future.  

“

„

vIwaNOU GNaSSOUNOU 
ASG—SEDT
OACPS Secretariat

Viwanou GNASSAOUNOU, EDD19 18-19 June 2019
High Level Panel organised by TradeCom II Programme

Viwanou GNASSAOUNOU, TCII Grant Signing Ceremony
Geneva, 4 July 2019
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I am very happy to be among you and 
very proud of the attention being given to 
the trade sector by the african, caribbean 

and pacific group in collaboration with the european 
commission. this is highly appreciated worldwide 
particularly at the Wto. on friday I was at the retreat 
of the acp group in geneva, and the Wto officials 
emphasized how significant it has been that the 
acp group was contributing to the success of the 
Wto agenda, especially with regard to the Bali trade 
facilitation agreement that would not have come to 
be without those inputs. thus, we have now to protect, 
ensure, expand and build the multilateral trading system. 
It is under threat, and we know that. there are high 
forces, very powerful forces, that want to dismember 
and destroy—there is now no appellate Body because 
of the opposition of the united states government, 
with the risk of making the whole system to collapse. 
therefore, we must see all that is being done, here even 
in tradecom II which is to be highly praised for the work 
which is significant at the global level. 

Welcome now, and welcome to our dear friend carla 
montesi from the commission. I want to say a special 
thanks to the asg, his department and tradecom II. 
christiane and Yvonne are the stalwarts and foundation 
that make all these activities possible. We are, of course, 
very thankful to the contractor that continues to 
provide those services.

I am very proud to say that this knowledge sharing event 
on the tradecom II builds on the success of the previous 
one held two years ago, I believe in february 2018. In 
sharing knowledge, we are in fact at the foundation 
of capital accumulation, in the sense of knowledge 
capital. the rich experiences are the foundation for 
sharing benefits and good practices, and knowledge 
management. Knowledge by definition is something 
to be disseminated.

now it is evident from the many support programmes and 
projects that are being implemented under tradecomII 
that the call is to enhance the qualitative, substantial and 
equitable integration of our acp countries into the global 
economy. that is what we are all about, and in itself to 
satisfy the key requirements of trade, to satisfy the great 

work that crosQ is doing, and to be pleased to comply 
with all the different things. It is for a purpose, and the 
bigger purpose is the integration of our economies into 
the global trading system so that our member states 
benefit from the enhanced trade which makes it possible 
for the quality of lives of people. trade is by definition an 
instrument and principle for sustainable development for 
our people but not an end in itself.

therefore, as we have been able to see, there are 
many uncertainties that are facing the multilateral 
trading system and it therefore calls for intensifying 
our knowledge and sharing that knowledge. It also 
calls us to join forces to be able to capture ways by 
which the global trade will serve not only the current 
generation but derive these demographic dividends 
to our youths who leave their countries in search of 
better opportunities. If opportunities are available, the 
migration issue and crisis will not be there. We see 
migration crisis fundamentally not as barriers to protect 
the important laws of those countries, but because the 
opportunities are not there for people to be at home 
and to realise what they want to see particularly the 
young people and women who put at risk their lives and 
those of their children. the migration issue is a poverty 
question that we must address under development. It 
therefore calls for reinforcing our economic and trading 
opportunities and, along with the opportunities, the 
capacities in our acp countries for the benefit of all, 
particularly for the women and the youth.

enhancing and seeking dynamism of growth 
opportunities, niche productive capabilities, south-
south trade, national and regional competitive 
advantages especially in the services sector all those 
factors have potential convergences that will carry 
acp countries to a higher trade trajectory. the acp 
secretariat continues to expand its support to the acp 
states with the view of fulfilling the objectives of growth 
and greater integration into the global economy 
through, for instance, an acp-wide trade portal. We 
hope to effectively make use of the trade portal. It is 
meant to be an ongoing devise that will be expanded 
with the assistance of unctad and, therefore, it will 
capture the good practices.

PaTRICK I. GOmES 
SEcrETAry GEnErAl
OACPS Secretariat

“
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the good practices must come from you. You are the 
sources of the knowledge and experience, and are 
capable to make it possible to be used by others that 
should be capacitated to see the users’ opportunities 
built on the good practices. You are also capable to 
enable them face the challenges underlying those good 
practices so that in fact the outputs of this tradecom II 
will be directly leading to sustainable development of 
our economies.

this event, therefore, will help also to assess where 
we are with the tradecom II objectives of enhancing 
capacities and also looking at the regions how they can 
fully realise the potential they possess. In that regard, 
our speakers and participants are invited to be very 
frank and open, and critical so that we learn from each 
other on the good practices that can be replicated and 
see where there are limitations and weaknesses. 

the remaining challenges, therefore, will be addressed 
and enable us to go forward to tradecom III also in line 
with what the european commission would like to do 
in light of that multiannual framework. We should not 
forget that we will need to have a very strong trade 
network. the eu external Investment plan is also a very 
significant part of this programme and we would like to 
build convergence and synergies going forward. We are 
proud of the european Investment plan, and we await 
to receive greater clarity on how we can improve the 
operations of tradecom II and Business acp.

Wish you very fruitful deliberations. „

Patrick I. Gomes, EDD19 18-19 June 2019 - Brussels
High Level Panel organised by TCII II Programme

Patrick I. Gomes, UNCTAD 14, 2016 - Nairobi

Patrick I. Gomes, Knowledge Sharing 2 on Trade and Invesment Good  
Practices - 4-5 February 2020 Brussels, organised by TCII Programme
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I am delighted to be able to open this event 
together with the secretary-general, you have 
already defined the content of this knowledge 

sharing event hence I will not repeat that, but I would like to 
convey other key messages and would, in that regard, I want 
to underscore what the secretary-general said, that this is 
an important event.

You are gathered here as the main beneficiaries of these 
programmes and we are toward the conclusion of the 
programme’s term thus it will be very useful to take stock of the 
lessons learned and to work out together what has and what has 
not worked, and what are the most useful methods to succeed 
in our common agenda. unfortunately, I will not be able to stay 
with you throughout all the session but my team will be on 
hand and we will be happy to hear your analysis or criticisms of 
the programmes. I will take this opportunity to reiterate what 
the secretary-general just said how important trade is, how 
important investment is, and this is clearly one of the priorities of 
our partnership today but also is a priority of our future partnership. 

the european union is still in favour of your countries’ 
ambitions to ensure that the acp group is fully integrated 
into the global trade and we can use this to further our 
cooperation. Indeed, our cooperation does not need to 
be underlined. I would point out that as far as our future 
cooperation is concerned, we now have a new president 
of the european commission and the new presidency in 
the council. they have indicated our goals for the future 
which include partnerships that should ever more be 
strengthened together with our partners. one of the key 
words is trade integration, in which investment and human 
development are among the top priorities. and when we 
look at this current commission’s priorities, we are talking 
of strengthening special partnerships with africa and also  
of the implementation of the new financial instruments in 
support of the objectives and goals of the various countries. 

We have a tradecom component and an investment 
component which are key to our present partnerships 
and will also be key priorities in our future partnerships and 
relations. as you know the post cotonou negotiations are 
well underway and you will soon hold important events –very 
soon we will have commission to commission meetings – the 
meeting bringing together the european commission and 
the african union to share the main objectives, and we will 
have the au-eu summit at the end of the year. When I look at 
all of the preparatory work indeed the key words that emerge 
are trade and investment. now we need to determine how 

best to support and structure our cooperation so that we can 
draw the most benefits from the financial instruments that 
are made available to our partner countries. 

currently the tradecom II programme is within our global 
intra-acp envelope which has just been mentioned as 
phase I and phase 2, we are in phase 2. many countries 
were able to benefit and I am happy about that. Indeed, it 
is now time to hear the key feedbacks in terms of how that 
financial support was used. now we can use that feedback 
as a launch pad for planning our future instruments.

secretary-general, indeed you mentioned that we are preparing 
for the future financial portfolio for 2021 to 2027 for the acp 
group. the priority is allocation of funds to national envelopes 
with regional and multi-country envelopes as well. Indeed, I 
would be curious to learn from your experience whether there 
is a need to either use your country-level information in terms 
of determining how the trade aspects can be made part of the 
important priorities. also, in terms of regional and continental 
ambitions so that these are still needs-based, based on the 
experience of tradecom II so that there is a basis to identify the 
key needs even as the programme is ongoing. this is a very 
important phase in terms of the instruments the secretary-
general mentioned including the european Investment plan. 
also, within the eIp careful attention has focused on trade and 
investment and on the instruments that can be used to attract 
the private sector because actual support aside from public aid 
will be provided by the private sector.

thus, what are the instruments that are already established: we 
have already put in place some assistance to various countries, 
and we will have various new financial instruments including 
blending. there will also be guarantees for the private sector, 
so this is the first envelope for the guarantees and will be useful 
for the future. here we are issuing guarantees for more than 
a billion euros, in fact we will extend it to more than 60 billion 
euros in guarantees. It will be important to act so that we can 
fully utilize all instruments whether these be budget support 
envelopes for strengthening economies in the countries, or 
to use technical assistance through support of reforms to put 
in place standards and instruments which are also important 
and also part of the future financial instruments. thus, we have 
a wide range of tools that we can use to support investments 
and private sector activities. the challenge we now face is 
how to use all of the financial instruments in the future at the 
regional and country level within the regions.

to conclude, I will be very happy to hear the outcomes 
and analysis of this experience. and I hope that you will 
individually and collectively make use of this experience to 
prepare for the next phase which is quite ambitious. I wish 
you all the best, and hope this will be a dynamic exercise and 
a fruitful one. I will be very happy to hear the outcomes.

thank you very much and thank you for 
organizing this event and this working session.

“

„

CaRla mONTESI  
DirEcTor
EC DG DEVCO

Patrick I. Gomes, UNCTAD 14, 2016 - Nairobi
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INTRODUCTION

TRaDECOm II
Ahmed nDyESHoBolA
Team Leader

PURPOSE aND RESUlTS Of ThE KSII

INTRODUCTION

the two-day knowledge sharing event on trade 
and Investment good practices II was funded by 
the european union at the request of the oacps 
as part of the tradecom II programme activities. 
the event took place at the oacps house in 
Brussels, Belgium and was facilitated by the 
tradecom II team, and officials of the oacps 
secretariat and the european commission.

the overall purpose of this event was to increase 
the impact and effectiveness of eu funded 
programmes and projects in acp countries in 
the area of trade capacity building. the specific 
purpose under each of the five clusters of this 
event was as delineated below:

TRaDE POlICy 
aND REGUlaTION

ThE EPa aND 
wTO PROCESSES

CUSTOm 
maTTERS

qUalITy 
INfRaSTRUCTURE 
aND STaNDaRDS

to consider successes 
of national and 
regional trade 
policies in sustaining 
trade expansion 
and overcoming 
trade obstacles, 
and deliberate on 
replicable good 
practices and new 
needs / challenges 
going forward.

to demonstrate the 
epa implementation 
good practices and 
lessons learnt that 
can be disseminated 
at national and 
regional levels; and 
progress in attaining 
common negotiation 
positions at the Wto.

to consider 
demonstrable 
successes in increasing 
efficiency and reducing 
transaction costs 
associated with the 
movement of goods 
across borders, the 
good practice cases for 
replication, and new 
needs going forward.

to consider 
demonstrable 
regional and national 
quality infrastructure 
good practice cases 
in support of export 
competitiveness 
thus far, and the new 
needs going forward.

to consider the key 
investment and 
other instruments 
supporting the 
building of acp trade 
capacities in particular 
the private sector 
competitiveness, the 
successes to be built 
upon, and new needs 
and opportunities 
going forward.

TRaDE aND 
INvESTmENT
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TaRGET GROUPS

RESUlTS aChIEvED UNDER 
ThIS EvENT—ThE fOllOwING 
RESUlTS wERE aChIEvED:
 

officiAlS from THE AcP 
counTriES AnD rEcS 

responsible for the 
implementation of trade 

expansion and governance 
programmes including 

epas, regional trade and 
economic integration, quality 

infrastructure, trade and 
investment facilitation, etc

THE SEvEn GrAnTEES 

(under the grants component)

THE AcP TrADE 
rEPrESEnTATivES in BruSSElS

THE officiAlS of  THE 

oAcPS SEcrETAriAT 

AnD THE 

EuroPEAn commiSSion.

the outputs under the five 
“good practice” cases of the 
tcII programme were clearly 
identified by the beneficiaries, 
and good practice cases shared 
among the targeted beneficiaries.

the knowledge sharing event 
aimed at increasing the 

effectiveness of tcII and trade-
related programmes and projects 
was successfully organized at the 

all acp level and well facilitated by 
the officials of the tcII team, the 

oacps secretariat and the 
european commission.

RESUlTS 
aChIEvED 

1 2
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PRIORITIES UNDER ThE TCII Ta

the tcII programme’s overall implementation strategy 
facilitates the integration of acp countries into the 
global economy and value chains by, inter alia, building 
and strengthening acp trade capacity at national and 
regional levels through a combination of technical 

assistance under the programme estimate (pe) and 
rapid response facility (rrf) components’ priority 
areas, and capacity building actions through the grant 
component’s priority areas. 

5

32

41

TRaDE POlICIES  
aND REGUlaTION

support the formulation 
and implementation of 

suitable and inclusive 
trade policies with a 

focus on addressing 
non-tariff barriers an 
area that requires 
special and increased 
attention

EPaS, REGIONal aND 
wTO TRaDE aGENDaS

support effective participation of 
acp states in trade negotiations 

and the implementation of the 
agreements, in particular the 

epas

CUSTOmS maTTERS

strengthen the cross-
border trade institutions 

and facilitate intra-acp customs 
cooperation

maRKET aCCESS 
aND STaNDaRDS

provide capacity 
building on key trade 
facilitation areas, market 
analysis and intelligence

COmPETITIvENESS 
aND INvESTmENT

support private-sector led value and supply chain 
development and export compliant system 

to enhance and sustain competitiveness 
including improving the “ease of doing 

business” index and access to 
financial services

• 

studies and actions to strengthen the knowledge base will be carried out as an integral p
art o

f th
e fi

 ve
 p

rio
rit

ie
s
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the key priorities and, hence, the key result areas (Kras) under the technical assistant component are delineated under 
the following five clusters:

KEy RESUlT aREaS aND RESPECTIvE OUTPUT INDICaTORS

TRaDE POlICy aND REGUlaTION
acp have an increased capacity to formulate and implement suitable trade policies:
1.1 Institutions: Institutional capacities for trade analysis and policy formulation strengthened;
1.2 processes: Inclusive trade policy formulation processes are established (including 

consultation and coordination mechanisms with the private sector and civil society);
1.3 policies: suitable trade policy frameworks are developed, operationally implemented 

and regularly updated.

EPaS, REGIONal aND wTO TRaDE aGENDaS
acp countries participate more effectively in trade negotiations and to implement trade 
agreements to their benefit:
2.1 strengthened capacities to effectively negotiate and implement successfully bilateral, 

regional, plurilateral and multilateral trade agreements;
2.2 reinforced acp participation in international trade fora (including the Wto dispute 

settlement system);
2.3 studies and assessment of the impacts of/opportunities arising from trade agreements 

including the acp-eu epas, bilateral, regional, and from multilateral trade and 
plurilateral trade agreements impacting on acp regions / states carried out.

CUSTOmS maTTERS
customs systems strengthened in acp countries:
3.1  Improved capacities of acp institutions managing cross-border trade as well as 

organizations promoting trade (customs, boarder clearance agencies, trade support 
institutions, private sector advocacy organizations, etc.); 

3.2 International trade procedures (i.e. activities, practices and formalities involved in 
collecting, presenting, communicating and processing data required for the movement 
of goods in international trade) are simplified, standardized, harmonized and up to date 
dated with standard modern practice;

3.3 Internationally compliant customs legislation and customs systems developed and implemented;
3.4. enhanced customs cooperation among acp countries and increased integration within 

the international customs system.

maRKET aCCESS aND STaNDaRDS
acp market access opportunities and standards enhanced:
4.1 market intelligence and trade information disseminated to the acp private sector and 

trading communities;
4.2 strengthened capacity in key trade facilitation areas, rules of origin;
4.3 strengthen capacity in quality infrastructure especially sps and tBt issues;
4.4 Innovative trade facilitation arrangements such as the simplified trade regimes strengthened.

COmPETITIvENESS aND INvESTmENT
competitiveness and investment opportunities strengthened:
5.1 competitiveness enhanced through addressing the supply side constraints;
5.2 the acp market / export corridors and related trading institutions strengthened;
5.3 Information on the financial tools of the acp-eu private sector programmes and those 

under the eIp/efsd effectively disseminated to acp trading communities.

KRA 
Cluster 1

KRA 
Cluster 2

KRA 
Cluster 3

KRA  
Cluster 4

KRA 
Cluster 5
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EU-OACPS TCII Grant Training Session, Brussels 9-10 July 2019

PRIORITIES UNDER ThE TCII GRaNTS

support activities and actions of 
the acp trade-related capacity-
building organisations for 
implementation of the epas and 
Wto agreements

support trade-related training 
and research activities in acp 
countries

support trade-related 
programmes of acp business 
associations (chambers of 
commerce, farmers’ associations, 
confederation of Industries, 
producers’ associations, etc.) in 
the area of trade

support the networking activities 
of trade related think thanks and 
similar organisations
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TCII SUPPORT PROGRammES aND PROJECTS aT ThE all-aCP lEvEl

UNDER KEY RESULT AREA 1:

CAPACITIES OF NATIONAL 
AND REGIONAL 
TRADE INSTITUTIONS 
STRENGTHENED—TO 
FORMULATE AND IMPLEMENT 
SUITABLE TRADE POLICIES

uncTAD 14 conference, July 2016
a high-level event on the “harnessing the Blue economy for sustainable 
economic growth and development of acp states”

WTo forum, September 2016
session no. 90 at the Wto forum -- “technical assistance for a more 
Inclusive trade in the acp countries”

EDD 2017, June 2017-- Promoting inclusive trade in Africa
Boosting cross border trade through simplified trade regimes: supporting 
local businesses to address the informal economy in africa”

WTo Global Aid for Trade review, July 2017-- Joint Eu-AcP event on: 
the Inclusiveness and connectivity dimensions of eu-acp trade and 
development cooperation

WTo AiD for TrADE GloBAl rEviEW, July 2019-- Joint Eu-AcP event 
on: 
Eu-AcP Trade and Development cooperation—revolutionizing 
economic diversification and empowerment through Inclusive and 
sustainable aid for trade

GrAnTS mAnAGEmEnT – collEAcTivE SiGnATurE (during the Wto 
aid for trade global review) and traInIng on grant management (in 
Brussels), July 2019

UNDER KEY RESULT AREA 2:

TRADE NEGOTIATION 
CAPACITIES OF ACP 
BENEFICIARIES 
STRENGTHENED AND 
AGREEMENTS IMPLEMENTED 
TO THEIR BENEFIT

AcP GrouP GEnEvA -- the acp group’s participation in the multilateral 
trade negotiations under the Wto strengthened--2016-2018

UNDER KEY RESULT AREA 4:

MARKET ACCESS AND 
STANDARDS—ACP MARKET 
ACCESS OPPORTUNITIES AND 
STANDARDS ENHANCED

edd 2016
session 1: recent global developments in agricultural trade and acp 
sdg pursuits
session 2: the treatment of food standards in mega-rtas policy 
Implications for acp countries.

crosQ + arso+ pIfs---2018–2020
targeted assistance to strengthen regional trade-related quality 
infrastructure through intra-acp partnerships - the crosQ, arso and pIfs.

edd 2019
session 1 on: unlocking digital opportunities: promoting e-commerce for 
inclusive trade growth.
session 2 on: promoting equality through inclusive and sustainable trade 
policies in acps.

TCII SUPPORT PROGRammES 
aND PROJECTS
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UNDER KEY RESULT AREA 
5: COMPETITIVENESS AND 
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
STRENGTHENED

edd 2017
 Ô Boosting Investment for Inclusive trade and development.
 Ô harnessing Investment opportunities to empower acp member states 

as the World’s next emerging economy.

fIrst KnoWledge sharIng on trade and Investment “good 
practices”—february 2018
recognition of Qualifications to facilitate movement of natural persons, 
and expert meeting on trade, services and development
special session co-organized by the acp secretariat and unctad; may 
1-3, 2019

all-acp support to customs administrations on customs modernization 
and reforms in the caribbean small Island economies (sIes)--2019

TCII SUPPORT PROGRammES aND PROJECTS fOR ThE aCP afRICaN REGIONS aND STaTES

UNDER KEY RESULT 
AREA 1: CAPACITIES OF 
NATIONAL AND REGIONAL 
TRADE INSTITUTIONS 
STRENGTHENED—TO 
FORMULATE AND IMPLEMENT 
SUITABLE TRADE POLICIES

comESA-- regional trade integration agenda strengthened for comesa 
secretariat and its member states—2016-2018

EccAS/cEEAc-- national trade capacities strengthened for the eccas 
secretariat and its member’s states—2016-2018

cAmEroun-- legal instruments for trade policy 
strengthened—2016-2018

TcHAD-- Institutional capacities for formulation, implementation and 
monitoring of trade policies strengthened

ZAmBiA-- legal and institutional framework of the Zambia’s ministry of 
commerce, trade and Industry strengthened—2016-2018

GuinEA-- support to the improvement of institutional and technical 
capacities in terms of formulation, implementation and monitoring of 
guinea’s trade policies – 2018-2020

GABon-- strengthening gabon's commercial capacities—2018-2020

cAmEroon-- development of an implementation strategy for the 
cameroon epa with its operational action plan—2018-2020

ZimBABWE-- trade competency development for the ministry of 
foreign affairs and International trade—2020-2021

SEnEGAl-- capacity building of the center for research, analysis of 
exchanges and statistics (crades) in terms of monitoring prices and 
stocks and trade agreements—2020-2021

comESA (Grant)-- enhancing comesa capacity in trade policy 
analysis, research and training for    deeper regional Integration and 
participation in global economy – 2019-2021

TrAPcA / ESAmi (Grant)-- trade-related training and research for sub-
saharan africa acp countries—2019-2021
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UNDER KEY RESULT 
AREA 2 – TRADE 
NEGOTIATION CAPACITIES 
OF ACP BENEFICIARIES 
STRENGTHENED AND 
AGREEMENTS IMPLEMENTED 
TO THEIR BENEFIT

EAc-- trade policy and export development to the eu market supported 
and strengthened for the eac and its member states—2016-2018

EcoWAS-- Implementation of the West africa-eu epa and a regional 
framework for dispute settlement supported for ecoWas and its 
member states—2016-2018

mAuriTiuS- export competitiveness for inclusive growth under the epa 
strengthened for mauritius – 2016-2018

mADAGAScAr-- national strategy for the epa implementation 
developed for madagascar – 2016-2018

uEmoA-- uemoa (Waemu) trade capacity building – 2018-2020

coTE D’ivoirE-- support for improving market access and trade 
facilitation conditions in côte d'Ivoire—2018-2020

mAuriTAniA-- strengthening mauritania’s trade information systems 
and competitiveness – 2018-2020

HAiTi-- support for the development and strengthening of haiti's trade 
policies and rules – 2018-2020

THE comoroS -- accession des comores à l’omc et mise en œuvre de 
l’ape régional – 2018-2020

coTE D’ivoirE-- trade and post-epa’s preparation – 2019-2021

ESA-5 -- capacItY BuIldIng for esa-5 countrIes for the 
negotIatIons In vIeW of the deepenIng of the epa – 2019-2020

unEcA (Grant) -- capacity building for inclusive and equitable african 
trade arrangements – 2019-2021

UNDER KEY RESULT AREA 
3 – CUSTOMS MATTERS—
CUSTOMS SYSTEMS 
STRENGTHENED IN ACP 
COUNTRIES

KEnyA-- support for the operational framework for a trade remedies 
Investigating authority (Kenya trade remedies agency) and training 
officials to conduct Investigations – 2018-2020

cEnTrAl AfricAn rEPuBlic -- support for the implementation of a 
post-conflict trade policy in the central african republic – 2018-2020

fAimm (Grant) -- Ipcoea: Improvement of ports’ custom and operations 
efficiency in africa – 2019 - 2021
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UNDER KEY RESULT AREA 4: 

MARKET ACCESS AND 
STANDARADS—ACP MARKET 
ACCESS OPPORTUNITIES AND 
STANDARDS ENHANCED

SEnEGAl-- Implementation of trade facilitation reforms was 
strengthened for senegal – 2016-2018

TAnZAniA -- competitiveness of primary producers and diversification 
of the export base in light of the trading opportunities with the eu was 
enhanced for tanzania – 2016-2018

rWAnDA -- e-commerce environment and export facilitation for smes 
were strengthened for rwanda – 2016-2018

KEnyA -- transparent and beneficiary-owned value chain compliancy 
system for exports to the eu was developed for Kenya – 2016-2018

ZimBABWE -- targeted support for strengthening the capacity and 
competitiveness of small-scale horticulture farmers for the production of 
niche export products under the epa in Zimbabwe – 2018-2021

moZAmBiQuE -- targeted assistance for epa implementation through 
sps conformity for fisheries and aquaculture, and enhanced export 
capacity of fisheries in mozambique – 2018-2020

SEycHEllES -- strengthening capacity to improve trade-related sps 
conformity and capacity building for competitive fisheries exports in 
seychelles – 2018-2020

GSA and ArSo -- capacity building for export competitiveness of 
women-led pmes and standards promotion in cosmetology sector in 
africa – 2018-2020

BoTSWAnA invESTmEnT AnD TrADE cEnTrE (BiTc)-- support to 
compliance with european union (eu) Import regulations and eu Import 
procedures for organic fertilizer manufacturers in Botswana – 2019-2020

TAnZAniA-- enhancing tanzania's market access and building of export 
competitiveness capacity of private sector – 2018-2020

niGEriA-- export capacity building support for smes and nepc’s 
exporter coaches and management – 2018-2021

nAmiBiA-- support to namibia national standardisation strategy 
through a public sensitization plan on standards while promoting 
complementarity with regulatory processes – 2018-2020

mAuriTAniA-- support to the ministry of trade, Industry and tourism for 
the Implementation of the association agreement with ecoWas and the 
eu-West africa economic partnership agreement (epa) – 2018-2020

oAPi (Grant) -- strengthening of oapI plant variety protection (pvp) 
system and its promotion in member states – 2019-2021
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UNDER KEY RESULT AREA 5:

COMPETITIVENESS AND 
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
STRENGTHENED

rEGionAl mulTiDiSciPlinAry cEnTrE of EXcEllEncE (rmcE) -- 
targeted support to the regional multidisciplinary centre of excellence 
(rmce) for the Implementation of the Key trade components of its apeI 
programmes – 2018-2020

BoTSWAnA -- transformation of the Botswana meat commission into a 
farmer owned enterprise – 2018-2020

mAuriTiuS -- strengthening export competitiveness for inclusive growth 
in mauritius, especially in the context of the i-epa Implementation” – 2018-
2020

DJiBouTi -- support for the implementation of the Wto trade 
facilitation agreement – 2018-2020

BurKinA fASo -- support for the facilitation of international trade in 
Burkina faso –2019-2021

THE GAmBiA -- dIgItalIZatIon and competItIveness In the 
gamBIa – 2020-2021

THE GAmBiA -- the gamBIa-eu economIc forum: BoostIng 
Investments for sustaInaBle JoBs In the gamBIa – 2020-2021

uGAnDA -- targeted assistance for digitalization and competitiveness in 
uganda – 2019-2020

repoa (grant) -- targeted support to strengthen capacity of policy 
makers, exporters, and trade associations to assess and review trade 
and related economic policies to promote trade competitiveness and 
diversification for widening trading opportunities with the eu – 2019-2021

TCII SUPPORT PROGRammES aND PROJECTS fOR ThE aCP CaRIbbEaN REGION aND STaTES

UNDER KEY RESULT AREA 1: 
 
CAPACITIES OF NATIONAL 
AND REGIONAL 
TRADE INSTITUTIONS 
STRENGTHENED—TO 
FORMULATE AND IMPLEMENT 
SUITABLE TRADE POLICIES

oEcS commission -- common service policy developed for the oecs 
commission and its member states – 2016-2018

SAinT-luciA -- technical assistance to support the implementation of a 
gender-responsive national strategy for the development of the services 
sectors in saint-lucia as engines for growth and exports – 2018-2020

The cooperative republic of GuyAnA -- formulate a national strategy 
to promote the development of the services sector in guyana and provide 
capacity building and training for data collection – 2019-2021

oEcS commiSSion (Grant) -- consolidating the oecs economic union 
through sustainable trade capacity Building – 2019-2021

UNDER KEY RESULT AREA 2

TRADE NEGOTIATION 
CAPACITIES OF ACP 
BENEFICIARIES 
STRENGTHENED AND 
AGREEMENTS IMPLEMENTED

cAriforum -- legal and regulatory framework of the implementation of 
the carIforum-eu epa enhanced for the carIforum secretariat and 
member states – 2016-2018
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UNDER KEY RESULT AREA 3

CUSTOMS MATTERS—
CUSTOMS SYSTEMS 
STRENGTHENED IN ACP 
COUNTRIES

cAricom / cAriforum -- a regional single administrative document 
(sad) was developed and customs officials trained on customs valuations 
for carIcom member states and carIforum countries – 2016-2018
SurinAmE -- support for the implementation of the Wto tfa – 2019-
2021

UNDER KEY RESULT AREA 4

MARKET ACCESS AND 
STANDARADS—ACP MARKET 
ACCESS OPPORTUNITIES AND 
STANDARDS ENHANCED

ST. vincEnT AnD THE GrEnADinES and GuyAnA -- support for 
the development of a trade export strategy for st. vincent and the 
grenadines and a gI certification scheme for Quality exports in guyana – 
2018-2020

croSQ -- support to carIcom national standards Bureaus as trade 
related Institutions to Implement the technical Barriers to trade 
provisions of the carIforum-eu epa –2018-2020

AnTiGuA/BArBuDA -- assistance for the development of the national 
Quality Infrastructure for antigua and Barbuda – 2019-2021

UNDER KEY RESULT AREA 5: 

COMPETITIVENESS AND 
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
STRENGTHENED

DominicAn rEPuBlic -- digitalization and competitiveness in the 
domInIcan repuBlIc – 2020-2021

TCII SUPPORT PROGRammES aND PROJECTS fOR ThE aCP PaCIfIC REGION aND STaTES

UNDER KEY RESULT AREA 1: 

CAPACITIES OF NATIONAL 
AND REGIONAL 
TRADE INSTITUTIONS 
STRENGTHENED—TO 
FORMULATE AND IMPLEMENT 
SUITABLE TRADE POLICIES

PAcific AcP—PifS & niuE -- Implementation of trade policy 
frameworks for the pacific acp countries mainstreamed – 2016-2018

vAnuATu -- targeted support for the 2017 update of the vanuatu trade 
policy framework (tpfu2017) – 2018-2019

UNDER KEY RESULT AREA 2:

TRADE NEGOTIATION 
CAPACITIES OF ACP 
BENEFICIARIES 
STRENGTHENED AND 
AGREEMENTS IMPLEMENTED

SAmoA AnD Solomon iSlAnDS -- accession and preparation for 
the implementation of the pacific-eu epa supported for samoa and 
solomon Islands – 2016-2018

TonGA -- accession to the pacIfIc-eu epa– targeted support to 
the selected government ministries and the business community to 
effectively prepare for accession to the epa – 2018-2020

SAmoA, Solomon iSlAnD, TonGA -- accession to the pacIfIc-eu epa 
-- october 2018.

fiJi, PAPuA nEW GuinEA, SAmoA, Solomon iSlAnDS, TonGA -- 
Implementation of the pacIfIc-eu epa – october 2019

SAmoA -- accession the pacIfIc-eu epa – targeted support to the 
private sector to access the eu market in the context of the benefits of the 
pacific-eu epa –2019-2021

Solomon iSlAnDS -- accession to the pacIfIc-eu epa– targeted 
support to the private sector to access the eu market in the context of the 
benefits of the pacific-eu epa – 2019-2020
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UNDER KEY RESULT AREA 3:

CUSTOMS MATTERS—
CUSTOMS SYSTEMS 
STRENGTHENED IN ACP 
COUNTRIES

PAcific 4 – KIrIBatI, marshall Islands, mIcronesIa & samoa -- 
trade facilitation and private sector competitiveness were strengthened 
for Kiribati, republic of marshall Islands, federal states of micronesia, and 
samoa – 2016-2018

fiJi, PAPuA nEW GuinEA, SAmoA, Solomon iSlAnDS, TonGA -- 
capacity building on rules of origin, protocol II to the pacific-eu epa on 
rules of origin -- october 2019.

fiJi (+ 4 EPA countries) -- Interim economic partnership agreement 
(Iepa) capacity Building – october 2019

UNDER KEY RESULT AREA 4:

MARKET ACCESS AND 
STANDARDS—ACP MARKET 
ACCESS OPPORTUNITIES AND 
STANDARDS ENHANCED

msg -- efficiency of the msg region’s trade facilitation services enhanced 
for the msg secretariat and its member states – 2016-2018

UNDER KEY RESULT AREA 5: 

COMPETITIVENESS AND 
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
STRENGTHENED

pIf and msg -- targeted assistance for the development of an enabling 
environment for e-commerce in the pacific region – 2018-2020

tuvalu -- promoting trade and Investment in tuvalu through a 
national coconut production, value addition, and export strategy and 
Implementation roadmap – 2018-2020

png-eu, fIJI, samoa, solomon Islands, tonga -- papua new guinea 
— european union Business conference

(+ the 4 epa countries) --2019

png-eu, fIJI, samoa, solomon Islands, tonga -- png-eu (+4) 
BusIness and Investment conference 2020
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cluster 1: TRaDE POlICy aND REGUlaTION
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EC DG TRaDE: TRaDE POlICy aND EPa ImPlEmENTaTION

Key messages 
on implementation 
of support projects and results

the economic partnership agreements (epas) 
are at the moment in expansion. the ec is 
engaging with the partner countries which are 
more and more responsive and requesting for 
joining the agreements. comprehensive epas 
have been in application for 11 years. under 
the acp eu trade regime, the eu market was 
already open, overall the trade flow from the 
epa partners are positive with an increase of 5%. 
the dynamics are positive, more areas have to 
be added, no negative impacts have so far have 
been recorded.

the regions under epa comprise:

14 countries in the caribbean; 4 countries in 
the pacific: png, fiji, samoa joined in 2019 and 
solomon Islands has almost finished is its process 
of accession. It is fulfilling the last issues before 
its completion. tonga also asked accession to 
the epa together with other pacific countries.

africa is the big priority of the commission, and 
there are a lot of developments ongoing. there are 
14 countries currently implementing epas in africa:

 Ô eastern and southern africa - esa: madagascar, 
mauritius, seychelles, Zimbabwe, comoros;

 Ô central africa: cameroon epa;

 Ô southern africa development community - 
sadc epa group: of which 5 countries of the 
southern africa customs union -sacu and 
mozambique;

 Ô West africa: côte d’Ivoire epa and ghana epa.

negotiations are concluded with

 Ô West africa (Wa): 16 countries (12 least 
developed countries - ldcs and 4 middle 
Income countries - mIcs;

 Ô east african community (eac): 4 ldcs and 
Kenya.

While the signature is still pending for 14 Wa and 
3 eac countries.

EC DG TRaDE
Erja ASKolA
Deputy head of Unit EPA-ACP
DG Trade, European Commission

TRaDE POlICy aND 
EPa ImPlEmENTaTION
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far-reaching access to the eu via different tools  
(gsp, eBa, epa) in 52 african countries

KEy GRaPhICS

countries with trade agreements with the eu in 
force (bilaterally or as part of economic partnership 
agreements).

countries with agreements with the eu pending 
application

countries with paused negotiations for trade 
agreements with the eu

everything But arms for least developed countries  - 
grants full duty free and quota free access to the 
Eu Single market for all products (except arms and 
armaments)

standard general scheme of preferences (gsp) for 
low and lower-middle income countries - reduces 
Eu import duties for about 66% of all product tariff 
lines
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31 countries implementing an epa

CaRIfORUm (14)
antigua & Barbuda
Bahamas
Barbados
Belize
dominica
dominican republic
grenada
guyana
Jamaica
suriname
st Kitts & nevis
st lucia
st vincent & the grenadines
trinidad & tobago

wEST-afRICa (2)
côte d'Ivoire (iepa)
ghana (iepa)

CENTRal-afRICa (2)
cameroon

SaDC (6)
Botswana
eswatini
lesotho
mozambique
namibia
south africa

ESa (5)
comoros
madagascar
mauritius
seychelles
Zimbabwe

PaCIfIC (3)
fiji
papua new guinea
samoa

evolution of trade in the 14 ssa epas countries
 
OVERVIEW EU28 IMPORTS/EXPORTS FROM/TO EPA PARTNERS 2017/2018 (IN MILLION EUR)

EPA  
PArTnErS

imPorTS

2017 2018 cHAnGE 
in €

cHAnGE 
in %

CAMEROON 1923,69 1778,09 -145,19 -7,57

GHANA 2119,14 3126,19 1007,05 47,52

IVORY COAST 4641,43 4403,67 -237,76 -5,12

BOTSWANA 1384,20 1294,37 -89,84 -6,49

LESOTHO 270,74 352,21 81,48 30,09

MOZAMBIQUE 1663,66 1866,54 202,88 12,19

NAMIBIA 1307,84 1305,11 -2,73 -0,21

SOUTH AFRICA 22722,11 24069,67 1347,56 5,93

ESWATINI 87,31 64,15 -23,16 -26,53

MADAGASCAR 1181,03 1243,11 62,08 5,26

MAURITIUS 924,78 756,47 -168,31 -18,20

SEYCHELLES 291,11 299,25 8,13 2,79

ZIMBABWE 456,29 454,76 -1,53 -0,33

TOTAL SSA EPA 
PARTNERS

38973,32 41013,6 2040,28 4,97

EPA  
PArTnErS

imPorTS BAlAncE

2017 2018 cHAnGE 
in €

cHAnGE 
in %

2018

CAMEROON 1471,33 1577,18 108,85 7,19 -200,91

GHANA 3042,23 2824,34 -217,89 -7,16 -301,85

IVORY COAST 2846,25 2741,58 -104,67 -3,68 -1662,09

BOTSWANA 267,31 328,70 61,39 22,97 -965,67

LESOTHO 11,63 9,71 -1,91 -16,45 -342,50

MOZAMBIQUE 531,96 697,02 165,05 31,03 -1169,53

NAMIBIA 492,56 430,04 -62,52 -12,69 -875,07

SOUTH AFRICA 24447,26 24190,04 -257,23 -1,05 120,37

ESWATINI 48,85 46,00 -2,85 -5,83 -18,15

MADAGASCAR 674,10 661,81 -12,29 -1,82 -581,31

MAURITIUS 1168,58 1066,55 -102,03 -8,73 310,08

SEYCHELLES 298,07 296,82 -1,25 -0,42 -2,42

ZIMBABWE 191,53 233,92 42,39 22,13 -220,84

TOTAL SSA EPA 
PARTNERS

35491,66 35103,71 -387,95 -1,1 -3483,21
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evolution of trade: eu 28 with fiji and png (2004-2017)
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next steps of the eu trade and 
investment partnership with acp

1. EPA Implementation (removing 
barriers, support to implementation and 
liberalisation).

2. Deepening and widening of EPAs: ESA 
EPA deepening, services for SADC, Angola 
possible accession to SADC EPA etc., and 
engaging more actively on investment 
with key African partners. In addition, 
widening EPA with Pacific countries.  

3. Engaging with countries pending EPA 
signature/ratification in West Africa and 
EAC.

4. Ensuring synergies with the AfCFTA 
towards a continent to continent 
dimension for Africa.

Best practices

suggestions on 
way forward 
the eu is also envisaging the possibility to enlarge 
the coverage area beyond trade in goods to other 
areas like services. this is part of another process 
called deepening and widening the epa.

deepening towards a comprehensive epa with 5 
states of eastern and southern africa :

 Ô accession of angola to sadc epa. this will 
change the balance of power of this epa (angola 
is the third biggest economy in sub-saharan 
africa) – market access negotiations would start 
in 2020, high level meeting in 2021.

 Ô possible negotiations on services with 5 
states of the southern african development 
community (sadc).

 Ô accession of pacific states is seen as a reaffirmation 
of trade and is of geo-political importance.  samoa: 
applying epa since 31 december 2019. solomon 
Islands: e. parliament consent on 17 december 
2019.its application is expected by end march 2020. 
tonga: request for accession expected early 2020.

 Ô the carIforum epa signed in october 2008 is 
the most comprehensive of all epas (trade in goods, 
but also services, investments and other regulatory 
aspects). the eu is now conducting the 10 years ex-
post evaluation study, results are expected early in 2020, 
reviewing the implementation and impact for both 
regions, with particular focus on the development 
perspectives for the carIforum region.
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WAEMU: TrAdE Policy for EnhAncEd rEgionAl inTEgrATion

Key messages 
on implementation 
of support projects and results

the support project financed by the tradecom 
II programme aim to tackle some of the major 
constraints and limits of the Waemu:

a | Barriers to trade (goods, rules of origin, raw 
materials);

b | low level of intra-trade (less than 15%);

c | low attraction of investment due to the 
business environment and of trade due to 
high level of cost of production factors;

d | obstacles to the free movement of persons; 
and

e | difficulties in implementing community 
competition law.

the above-mentioned difficulties led to the 
creation of a capacity building project based on 
five components:

1. creation of a strategy for the development 
of trade in goods between hinterland and 
coastal countries within Waemu member 
states;

2. develop a study on the coordinated border 
management strategy in Waemu member 
states;

3. capacity building to administer competition 
rules;

4. capacity building to the ecoWas/Waemu 
commission to use the provisions on trade 
defence measures;

5. capacity building on rules of origin in trade 
agreements (i.e. Wto, epas, cfta, regional 
trade Integration).

waEmU 
cléophas HounGBEDJi
Director of Trade
West African Economic and Monetary Union

Trade Policy for enhanced 
regional inTegraTion
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so far, the project as achieved some results.

on component no. 1:  since trade in goods 
between hinterland and coastal countries is 
basically informal trade and very weak, the first 
activity of the project consists of a study. this 
was implemented in order to gather data and 
information to create a map of intra-regional 
trade (hinterland countries and coastal countries) 
with marketing channels, actors and supply 
chains. the study also proposed measures to 
strengthen intra-regional trade in promising 
sectors, the marketing channels to be favoured, 
the actors to be supported and an action plan.

on component no. 2: It has been noted that 
the customs authorities not always work 
in a coordinated manner. so, it was wise to 
put in place a strategy for coordination and 
cooperation between the various structures 
responsible for managing the member states' 
borders, with a view to reducing the time, 
number and duration of checks on persons, 
imported, exported or transit goods.

on component no. 3: It was noticed that the 
application of competition rules was scattered 
among the different countries. 

disparities in the implementation of these 
legislation, including the lack of appropriate 
legislation and structures are still present 
particularly in two countries: niger and guinea-
Bissau. so, under this component, the national 
capacity building activity is supposed to beef-up 
capacity within these two main  countries, so they 
can better apply these laws. 

component no. 4: It was noted that within the 
Waemu/ecoWas commission there was a lack of 
implementation of the provisions on trade defence 
measures. thus, under this component capacity 
building would provide to the commission of a plan 
of action for the implementation of regional trade 
defence provisions and review their consistency 
with the Wto agreements.

component no. 5: the rules of origin are not 
well applied in Waemu so the project financed a 
capacity building workshop on rules of origin, of 
Waemu products, its mechanism, calculation of 
added value, proof of origin and preferential rules 
of origin (regional and in the epa). the workshop 
brought together 20 participants supported by 
the project and the Waemu commission;
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waemu achievements after 25 years

KEy GRaPhICS

constraints and limits after 25 years

Custom Union  
(CER+free 

movement 
and right of 

establishment)
Harmonisation 

of internal taxation+ 
system of protection 

of industries + 
rules of origin

Economic 
Convergence 
Pact+Sectoral

Policies

Common 
commercial  

and competition 
policy

1 2

3 4

Barriers to trade
(goods, rules of 
origin, raw mate-
rials) and low level of 
intra-trade

Low attractiveness 
(business environment 

and cost of pro-
duction factors)

Difficulties  
in implementing 

Community  
competition law

Obstacles to the 
free movement of 
persons

TRaDECOm 
II PROGRammE 

Contribute to sustainable 
economic development 
and poverty reduction in 

West Africa, through 
"Trade Capacity Building 

in WAEMU"
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next steps of the eu trade and 
investment partnership with acp

1. The implementation of strategies for the 
development of trade in goods between 
hinterland and coastal countries and a 
coordinated border management will 
undoubtedly contribute to increasing 
trade and reducing border crossing times;

2. These strategies will make possible to 
increase the efficiency of the juxtaposed 
checkpoints (JCPs) between several cross-
border corridors of WAEMU Member 
States, as well as in   the Burkinabe and 
Togolese customs interconnection 
project, carried out with the support of 
Japanese cooperation, as well as in other 
interconnections to be created;

3. Participatory development and 
validation of legislation on competition 
rules and an institutional framework 
in Niger and Guinea-Bissau, taking 
into account the requirements of 
community legislation;

4. d) The strong involvement of 
the WAEMU Commission in the 
implementation of the project with the 
support of the managers and especially 
with the participation of several 
representatives of Member States in 
the training sessions.

Best practices

suggestions on 
way forward 
the finalization of the actions provided for 
in the various components of the project will 
undoubtedly contribute to increasing the level 
of intra-community trade and consolidating the 
implementation of the Waemu customs union;

Building on the project achievements 
to formulate and implement successor 
programmes to ensure the effective 
implementation of the common market for the 
benefit of all the peoples of the union.
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Key messages 
on implementation 
of support projects and results
the project focus on consolidating the oecs 
economic union through trade capacity 
building and positive spill-over effects on 
carIcom. assist oecs member states and 
oecs commission to fully implement the oecs 
economic union committed to in the revised 
treaty of Basseterre in particular article 18 
which mandates the member states to develop 
institutional arrangements for joint pursuit and 
implementation of trade policy. 

the objectives of the project are twofold: 

firstly,  to develop a team of qualified trade and 
economic policy professionals and experts in each 
of oecs member states which is central to the 
consolidation of eastern caribbean economic union 
(eceu)single space, and will play an integral role in 
national consensus building and in implementation 
and institutionalization of a new oecs economic 
union acquis at the commission level.

secondly to strengthen the technical, 
organizational and coordination capacity of the 
oecs commission to assess, evaluate and advance 
trade and development priorities at the regional, 
bi-lateral, pluri-lateral and multilateral levels. 

stakeholders of the project are the oecs 
commission itself, the oecs members states 
in particular their ministries of trade, national 
authorities tasked with implementation of the 
economic union but also other key stakeholders, 
particularly labour and civil society, private 
sector entities and member states trade policy 
professionals. 

the challenges to this project are that the oecs 
are experiencing inadequate knowledge and 
skills at the national level, in order to have a 
good policy mechanism. all the member states 
consistently indicate that they do not have 
adequate personnel for trade policy delivery:

OECS
Jacqueline EmmAnuEl-flooD 
Director Economic Affairs and Regional Integration
Organization of Eastern Caribbean States 

CONSOlIDaTING ThE 
OECS ECONOmIC UNION ThROUGh 
TRaDE CaPaCITy bUIlDING aND 
POSITIvE SPIll-OvERS TO CaRICOm
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 Ô lack of data and statistics to inform the decision-
making processes, oecs countries are small 
countries and unique, and in some instances 
are reluctant to provide data;

 Ô Inadequate monitoring and evaluation of trade 
agreements. In fact, despite the oecs member 
states are keen to sign agreements (including 
the epa) very often there are not sufficient 
data that can be used for monitoring and 
analysis the actual benefit deriving from these 
arrangements;

 Ô low level of private sector participation in 
trade negotiations, in fact across the oecs the 
private sector complains that the agreements 
are drafted and signed without their inputs 
and they do not receive instructions on how to 
implement them, therefore potential benefits 
of trade agreements cannot be realized

the project aims at constituting a coordination 
mechanism for trade policy as a sub-group 
within carIcom, in the following areas:

 Ô common economic and financial regulations;

 Ô free movement of people;

 Ô free movement of goods (both originating and 
third country);

 Ô oecs Business council, which exists, formally 
incorporated and recognized.

staKeholders and 
direct Beneficiaries

KEy GRaPhICS

mS TRaDE POlICy 
PROfESSIONalS

PRIvaTE SECTOR
ENTITIES

NaTIONal aUThORITIES 
TaSKED wITh 

ImPlEmENTaTION 
Of ThE 

ECONOmIC 
UNION

ThE OECS
COmmISSION

OThER KEy 
STaKEhOlDERS

PaRTICUlaRly 
labOUR aND CIvIl  SOCIETy
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Key elements of a common 
oecs-caricom trade policy agenda

joint negotiations machinery

TrADE Policy uniT
oEcS SEc

TrADE nEGoTiATionS
GrouP

TrADE miniSTErS

council of miniSTriES of 
TrADE (carIcomc/coted)

cAricom HEADS

cAricom 
officE of TrADE 

nEGoTiATionS (otn)

oEcS

cAricom

oEcS AuTHoriTy

interlocKing policies  
and programme

 Ô council for TrADE AnD 
Economic DEvloPmEnT (coted)

 Ô TrADE fAciliTATion commiTTEE

 Ô carIcom rEGionAl STEErinG 
commiTTEE on SErvicES

 Ô carIcom SuB-commiTTEE of 
cHiEfS of immiGrATion AnD 
cuSTomS

 Ô carIcom BuSinESS THEmATic 
GrouP

caricom strategic priorities
2015-2019

 Ô Accelerate implementation and 
use of the CARICOM Single Market 
and Economy (CSME);

 Ô Introduce Measures for Macro-
economic Stabilisation;

 Ô Build Competitiveness and Unleash 
Key Economic Drivers to Transition to 
Growth and Generate Employment;

 Ô Human Capital Development;

 Ô Deepen Foreign Policy 
Coordination (to support strategic 
repositioning of CARICOM and 
desired outcomes);

 Ô Public Education, Public 
Information and Advocacy.

project results chain

 Ô A cadre of trained and certified 
trade policy professionals and 
practitioners;

 Ô Well-definined mechanisms for 
involving the private sector in trade 
and policy dialogue and decision-
making;

 Ô Single OECS strengthened 
and modernized Trade Policy 
coordinated;

 Ô A harmonised Trade Information & 
Facilitation Platform to support trade 
policy analysis, negotiations, and the 
sizing of opportunities and synergies 
for trade by the private sector.
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Benefits and synergies for caricom

1. Accelerate the movement towards 
development of a common CARICOM 
Trade Facilitation Information platform;

2. Consolidate and increase the scope of 
trade data and statistics to fuel CARICOM 
trade negotiations and decision making;

3. Support the implementation and 
monitoring of CARICOM trade 
mechanisms such that in Article 164 
regulating specific trade between the 
LDC and MDC within the group;

4. Strengthen the contribution and effective 
participation of the OECS/LDCs within the 
CARICOM in the CSME and Free Trade 
Agreements; 

5. Strengthen the functioning of specific 
organs of CARICOM such as the CO-TED, 
by supporting better analysis of issues and 
evidence-based decision making;

6. Enhance private sector participation in 
CARICOM Trade matters.

Best practices

suggestions on 
way forward 
the oecs sustainability will ensure, after the 
closure of the grant contract the following 
sustainable elements:

 Ô the “new oecs model” of trade policy 
competence should be more efficient and 
effective for coordination at carIcom level;

 Ô deeper functional cooperation to set the pace 
for the rest of carIcom member states;

 Ô full compliance among oecs member states 
in establishing national and institutional trade 
policy mechanisms mandated by carIcom;

 Ô greater private sector confidence and 
participation in oecs and carIcom trade 
policymaking processes;

 Ô enhanced human capital in trade policy 
analysis.

Didacus JULES, OECS Director General
TCII Grant Signing Ceremony, Geneva 4 July 2019
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Key messages 
on implementation 
of support projects and results
the comesa is implementing a grant contract 
financed by the tradecom II aiming at enhancing 
the comesa’s capacity to mainstream regional 
obligations and implementation of regional 
programmes to achieve deeper regional integration 
and increased participation in global economy. 
one of the challenges/issues that comesa has 
is the slow mainstreaming of comesa policies 
and programmes into national development 
plans/strategies, which is due to the limited 
institutional, technical and human capacity in 
regional integration including trade policy analyses. 
furthermore, this project builds on the outputs of a 
previous project funded by ec edf on “enhancing 
capacity of comesa secretariat to support 
economic and trade policy research and analysis”.

the objective of the project is mainstreaming 
the regional obligations and implementation of 
regional programmes to achieve deeper regional 
integration. the comesa secretariat will be 
doing this, by increasing the participation of the 
comesa member states in the global economy. 
this will be achieved through the enhancement 
of the capacity of the member states in trade 
policy research and training and building 

practical skills and knowledge to support 
regional integration. the comesa implements 
this by establishing and implementing a masters 
degree programme in regional Integration.

concerning the enhancement  of capacity in trade 
and economic policy research and negotiations, 
this is meant to enhance the use of evidence in 
policy making practice in the comesa member 
states but also at the regional level. It will be done 
through training the government officials and 
private sector in economics, trade policy research 
and analyses, research methodologies and building 
capacity in mainstreaming comesa programmes 
in member states national development plans.

In addition of the strategical importance, the 
objective is also to increase partnerships and 
networks. In-fact in order to influence the 
policy making, a crucial role is played by the 
interaction among  people and institutions to 
share common policy influencing objective, this 
in partnership with government, private sector, 
research institutions, think tanks, academia and 
civil society which will be able to develop trust 
and joint working plans (i.e. of partnerships 
uneca, Idep, susseX, afreXIm BanK).

COmESa 
Jane Kibiru  
Senior Research Fellow
Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa

ENhaNCING CaPaCITy IN TRaDE 
POlICy aNalySIS aND TRaINING fOR 
GREaTER REGIONal INTEGRaTION
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1 COMESA  
Annual Research Forum

 Ô triple helix model;

 Ô research papers on trade, 
regional integration and 
emerging issues;

 Ô contemporary theme;

 Ô processing of policy implications 
through comesa policy organs 
for decision making;

 Ô ready demand for research 
forum outputs;

 Ô mentoring of young researchers.

Best practices

2 COMESA Virtual Masters 
Degree Programme 
in Regional Integration

 Ô comesa council of ministers decisions:

 D set up a professional or graduate 
school of regional Integration;

 D establish a comesa virtual university 
with a network of universities to 
incorporate an academy of science, 
technology and Innovation and 
research networks.

 Ô collaborative post graduate degree in rI 
in the short term and a virtual university 
in the medium to long term;

 Ô 22 regional universities collaborating in 
the masters degree programme;

 Ô course syllabus and teaching modules 
developed;

 Ô mous signed with 5 universities;

 Ô students admitted in one university.

3 Partnerships 
and networks 

 Ô government, academia, 
research institutes, think tanks 
and private sector.

4

Publication of research 
outputs in COMESA Flagship 
Publication “Key Issues in 
Regional Integration”

5 Publication 
of policy briefs

6

Sharing of policy research 
outputs through the internet, 
social media platforms and 
the COMESA Policy Organs
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limits of ta support

1 Inadequacy of technical 
assistance 2 Short term nature of 

technical assistance

3
Lack of technical 
assistance impact 
evaluations

4
Lack of a dedicated ministry 
handling COMESA or regional 
integration issues  
(Only COMESA Desk officers)

Some of the best practices brought by this 
project derive directly from the previous 
one and thus duplicated into this one too. 

A strategic importance is put in the 
dissemination of the project activities to 
researchers. This will be ensured through 
the COMESA Annual Research Forum which 
take place yearly. The Forum bring together 
the Government, the academia and the 
industries that come together in order 
to discuss and review research papers on 
trade, regional integration, emerging issues 
and other contemporary themes. The policy 
implications of these papers are presented 
to the COMESA trade policy organs, like the 
council of Ministers for decision making. 
The Forum is also an avenue for mentoring 
of young researchers and innovators. 

Furthermore, another good practice is 
the COMESA Virtual Masters Degree 
Programme in Regional Integration which 
consists of a collaborative post graduate 
degree in regional integration with 22 
regional universities collaborating in the 
Master’s Degree Programme. The COMESA 
has also signed a MOUs with five universities.

In addition to that, the COMESA has put in 
place a system for publication of research 
outputs in COMESA Flagship Publication 
“Key Issues in Regional Integration” where 
all the researches are published, so far 
seven editions have been issued. Recently, 
it started the publication of policy briefs, 
sharing of policy research outputs through 
the internet, social media platforms and the 
COMESA Policy Organs.

Best practices
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suggestions on 
way forward 

 Ô continue supporting the research forums, 
trainings and the master degree programme in 
regional Integration;

 Ô enhance technical assistance;

 Ô enhance staffing at the comesa secretariat;

 Ô support creation of dedicated ministries to 
handle comesa regional integration issues;

 Ô establish a coordination unit for the master’s 
degree programme at the secretariat.

Chileshe Mpundu KAPWEPWE, COMESA Secretary-General
TCII Grant Signing Ceremony, Geneva 4 July 2019
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REPOa 
Peter van BErGEiJK
Professor
Institute of Social Studies Erasmus University

Key messages 
on implementation 
of support projects and results

the project has been launched recently, one 
launching event has been held in dodoma and the 
other in dar-es salaam. repoa has implemented 
several international value-chain research projects in 
the past on which the project can building on.

the first steps carried out by the project were 
to deepen in tanzania trade environment and 
start engaging dialogue with the private sector, 
government officials and international organizations. 
this allowed to deepen the understanding of the 
problems in tanzania and try to formulate solutions.

Business climate in tanzania is ranked very low 
on trade across borders, and on issues related 
to their policy incoherence. the government 
taxes and regulates activities that it wants to 
encourage (i.e. taxes and vat regulation on 
transit trade for hinterland trade like rwanda).

tanzanian exporters and importers have to deal 
with too many ministries and regulators (i.e the 
problem is not the fact to be subject to the taxes 
but the fact that they have to pay a lot of taxes to 

different entities and the number of documents 
to be filled-in are too many).

furthermore, in tanzania costs of taxation and 
regulation are not appropriately recognized – 
there is a strong need to generate income by the 
government but the costs are a disincentive for 
the private sector that do not see the payment of 
taxes t bringing them any benefit.

for competition and diversification, harbor and 
airport facilities are lacking. these are physical 
bottlenecks that structurally limit trade in 
tanzania. trade in fact is redirected via mombasa 
or nairobi in Kenya.

the fact that tanzania is a merger of two different 
territories (tanzania mainland and Zanzibar) with two 
different institutions constituted another bottleneck.

It has been recognized and studied that domestic 
trade from mainland to Zanzibar and vice 
versa) is often treated as imports and exports. In 
addition, diverging trade policies and regulatory 
frameworks impact on value-chains (rice).

It has been also recognized that there are firms/
industries that are missing, some of which have 
existed in the past: low value-added trap (leather). 
this is an issue open for further investigation.

TRaDE POlICy fOR ENhaNCED 
ExPORT COmPETITIvENESS
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january 2020 launch and field worK 
in dodoma, dar es salaam, arusha and ZanZiBar
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tanZanian ntBs hinder its own exports 
and imports

1
Policy incoherence:  
Government taxes and regulates 
activities that it wants to encourage

2
Tanzanian Exporters and Importers 
have to deal with (too) many 
ministries and regulators

3 Costs of taxation and regulation 
are not appropriately recognized
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three 
interrelated
approaches

 D Welfare loss of existing arrangements  
and bottlenecks 

 D Potential impact of EAC – EU EPA

 D Concrete examples of bottlenecks,  
      policy incoherence, NTBs, EAC – EU EPA

 D Horticulture, rise, leather,  
seaweed, logistics

 D Productivity and trade
 D Frequency of NTB

mICRO 
(fIRm lEvEl)

valUE ChaIN/
INDUSTRy

maCRO

effective 
implementation 
of trade policy 
requires: 
data, analysis, 
design and execution

DaTa

aNalySIS

DESIGN

ExECUTION

 D Micro data, exist but need to be unlocked
 D NTBs, non-existent

 D Scarce and scattered capabilities
 D Small groups (often individuals)

 D Need for draft plans for action (protocols) 
and clearly identified benefits

 D Tailor made (Mainland vs. Zanzibar; value 
chain specific)

 D Policy incoherence
 D Political economy: No sense of urgency
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three interrelated approaches for study and 
investigation:

 D macro level which investigate the economy 
as a whole;

 D the analyses on the value-chains which help 
to understand what kind of problems are 

common in the value-chains and industry, 
with special focus on horticulture, rice, leather, 
seaweed, logistics;

 D micro level - firm level; the most important 
thing for the project is gathering data. In 
particular on the frequency of ntBs

Best practices

suggestions on 
way forward 
the effective implementation of trade policy 
requires data, analyses, design and execution. 
on data, it has already been discussed by the 
previous speakers, it is imperative to unlock the 
existing data.

the project however needs to better concentrate 
more on trade policy; for instance, to focus on 
trade policy capabilities, which are present in the 
country but scattered in different universities, so 
the focus would be to bring them together.

there is also the need to have concrete actions, 
this is asked by policy makers and to have 
visibility on the benefits and actions. there is the 
need for drafting plans for action (protocols) and 
with clearly identified benefits. furthermore, 
there is the need to have tailor made trade policy 
for mainland vs. Zanzibar; value-chain specific).
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cluster 2: ThE EPa aND wTO PROCESSES

cluster 2:
ThE EPa aND wTO 

PROCESSES
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whaT IT TaKES  
TO ImPlEmENT aN EPa

Key messages  
on implementation  
of support projects and results 
the post cotonou partnership has two levels: 

 Ô the foundation agreement:  for all acp level, 
which concerns countries from all three regions: 
africa, pacific and caribbean forming one single 
legally binding agreement;

 Ô the second level is based on tailor-made 
regional partnerships: one between eu and 
africa, eu and caribbean and one between eu 
and pacific acp countries.

EC DG TRaDE 
remco vAHl 
Senior Trade Affairs Officer, Economic Partnership Agreements 
ACP, Overseas Countries and Territories
EC DG TRADE

aCP-EU “POST-COTONOU” PaRTNERShIP

eu - africa eu - cariBBean eu - pacific

foundation 
to all countrIes

formIng 

one sIngle 

legallY BIndIng 

agreement

Tailor-made regional partnerships:

 Ô centre of gravity for political dialogue & action; tailored priorities a, c and p

 Ô not a trade or investment agreement (confirmation of epas)

 Ô may include support to trade and investment agreements where these exist
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the second level is in line to the theme regarding 
the implement the epa. the implementation of 
the epa is supported by capacity building and 
technical assistance which is already in place 
through the tradecom II programme. the eu-
acp regional partnerships are in fact looking for 
sufficient basis to continue to engage in capacity 
building and technical cooperation. eu-acp 
regional partnerships are not trade agreements 
nor investments agreements since epa and 
trade agreements are already in place. What is 
lacking is the capacity and support in order to 
take advantage of those agreements. 

from the dg trade and the european 
commission’s point of view, the regional 
partnerships are opportunities to enhance 
where necessary the capacity building and 
technical cooperation in order to make the trade 
agreements successful.

free access of the acp countries to the eu market 
is a corner stone for the epa.  the acp countries, 
in terms of market access liberalisation, they 
have the possibility to exclude certain products, 
to backload others and take safeguard measures 
in case liberalisation causes trouble. 

In addition to market access, the epas 
provide platforms for dialogue through the 
implementation committees. as such, they 
promote information exchange, knowledge 
transfer and cooperation between the eu and 
acp countries.

epas are negotiated at regional level with 
regional integration objectives e.g. flexible rules 
of origin and with provisions for cumulation. 
as a result, they promote regional value chain 
development and encourage intra-acp trade.

marKet access 
epas give better market access 

to eu and acp exporters 
alike, based on asymmetrical 

liberalization: free access to eu 
market vs. 75%-85% liberalization 

for eu products

safeguard mechanisms
epas provide adequate 
safeguard mechanisms, 
allowing acp countries to take 
measures when their markets 
are distorted by eu exports.

supporting programmes
epas are supported by various 
other eu policies contributing 
to acp countries’ development, 
such as the external Investment 
plan, aid for trade,… 

regional integration
epas negotiated at 

regional level with regional 
integration objectives e.g. 

flexible rules of origin and w 
for cumulation. as a result, 

they promote regional value 
chain development and 

encourage intra-acp trade.

platforms for dialogue epas  
provide platforms for dialogue 
through the implementation 

committees. as such, they promote 
information exchange, knowledge 
transfer and cooperation between 

the eu and acp countries 

EPaS – KEy fEaTURES
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the eIp, it is not only about money but also it has been identified as a big contribution to the 
improvement of the investment climate and to the public-private dialogue.

Best practices

suggestions on 
way forward 
the african continental free trade area 
(afcfta) is regarded in a long-term perspective 
of economic partnership agreements, free 
trade agreements, including the deep and 

comprehensive free trade areas for north 
africa, and other trade regimes with the eu. It 
should be exploited to the greatest extent, as 
building blocks to the benefit of the afcfta.

the implementation of an epa also requires 
administrative capacity to take advantage 
of rules of origin mentioned in previous 
presentations and to apply safeguard measures, 
align tax systems, monitoring and data collection. 

It also requires to improve productive capacity: 
to tackle the supply side constraints and take 
advantage also of the opportunity that epa 
gives to the development of value chains and 
value addition.

on the institutional capacity front, it is about 
institutionalising the dialogue between the 
eu and acp countries but also with the other 
stakeholders. 

In addition to market access, the epas 
provide platforms for dialogue through the 
implementation committees. as such, they 
promote information exchange, knowledge 
transfer and cooperation between the eu and 
acp countries.

epas are negotiated at regional level with 
regional integration objectives e.g. flexible rules 
of origin and with provisions for cumulation. 
as a result, they promote regional value chain 
development and encourage intra-acp trade.

EPaS aS POlITICal, ECONOmIC aND 
TEChNICal bUIlDING blOCKS

 Ô partnership: communication and cooperation 
platforms;

 Ô a strong development dimension and building 
epa partners’ capacity and competitiveness;

 Ô experience/expertise/tools to negotiate/
implement key technical provisions;

 Ô regional economic integration -> afcfta.

the eu is already putting a lot of effort to support 
the operation of the afcfta. In this sense 
synergies exist already between the afcfta 
and the epas, which are political, economic and 
technical building blocks. moreover, regional 
economic integration will contribute in the 
implementation plan of the afcfta.  
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how do EPas relate to afCfTa?

“Building on the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) 
implementation, the long-term perspective is to create a 
comprehensive continent-to-continent free trade area between 
both continents. Economic Partnership Agreements, Free Trade 
Agreements, including the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade 
Areas for North Africa, and other trade regimes with the EU should 
be exploited to the greatest extent, as building blocks to the benefit 
of the AfCFTA.” 
  (EU-Africa Alliance Communication, September 2018)

Koen DOENS, EDD17 June 2017 - Brussels
High Level Panel co-organised by TCII II Programme
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EPa ImPlEmENTaTION  
STRaTEGy IN CamEROON

Key messages  
on implementation  
of support projects and results 
tradecom II accompanied cameroon in 
the framework of the p050 project entitled 
"elaboration of a cameroon epa Implementation 
strategy and operational action plan".

this support made it possible to set up:

 Ô a national strategy for the implementation 
of the cameroon-eu epa with an action plan 
estimated at €850.97 billion;

 Ô an assessment of the implementation of the 
cameroon-european union epa. this is a 
comprehensive article-by-article review of the 
agreement;

 Ô a summary matrix of the rendez-vous clauses 
included in the corpus of the cameroon-eu 
stepping stone epa. 

on the basis of available evidence, cameroon is 
drafting an advocacy document.

About Cameroon's EPA:  

Some reminders and highlights

TiTlE DATES

agreement initialed december 1, 2007

signature by the european 
side

december 17, 2007

Implementation on the 
european side

January 1, 2008

signature of the agreement January 15, 2009

ratification of the 
agreement

July 22, 2014

liberalisation of first group 
products

august 4, 2016

liberalisation of second 
group products

august 4, 2017

liberalisation of third group 
products

august 4, 2020

CamEROON
Aliou ABDoullAHi 
Coordinator of the 
Support office NAO

CamEROON
martial TcHouDJAnG 
Attaché  
National Authorizing 
Office
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It is important to note that when the tradecom 
II project was designed, there was a great 
desire for flexibility in the implementation of 
the support project.  

the beneficiary showed a great ownership: 
from the request through the elaboration of the 
terms of reference, the supervision of the mission 
and the work, the technical assistant, etc., the 
beneficiary was at the heart of the system. 

throughout the implementation phase, a 
participatory approach was in place with 
involvement of stakeholders.

the project in cameroon involved periodic 
monitoring by the tradecom II team. this was 
shown by the availability of a contact person.

Best practices

suggestions on 
way forward 
results of the strategy--steps to be taken for 
optimal implementation were suggested:

 Ô review/reorganize the national monitoring 
system;

 Ô the need for better organisation/institutional 
coordination;

 Ô the institution of epa monitoring;

 Ô niches and opportunities offered by the epa 
commitment that need to be seized;

 Ô the constitution of the agriculture group of the 
epa committee with a view to formulating a 
specific programme in cameroon on technical 
barriers to trade and sps standards;

 Ô the improvement of quality infrastructure: in 
this regard, cameroon has expressed the wish 
that within the framework of the programme of 
support for regional Integration and Investment 
in central africa (paIrIac), support for the epa 
should focus on strengthening a laboratory;

 Ô the visible involvement of eu member states. 
for example, participation in meetings of the 
epa committee and article 7; 

 Ô permanent monitoring of the implementation 
of the agreement;

 Ô consistency with the programming of 
cooperation instruments, clarification of the 
financing of the partnership and reflection on 
the development partnership in articles 9 and 
12 respectively;

 Ô the establishment of a commercial information 
system for national industrialists and exporters 
on the standards and measures in force on the 
european market;

 Ô the mobilization of substantial financial 
resources for national upgrading and 
subcontracting structures;

 Ô the inclusion of local content clauses in the 
investment contracts of certain multinationals 
and european companies interested in 
cameroon.

About Cameroon's EPA:  

Some reminders and highlights

TiTlE DATES

agreement initialed december 1, 2007

signature by the european 
side

december 17, 2007

Implementation on the 
european side

January 1, 2008

signature of the agreement January 15, 2009

ratification of the 
agreement

July 22, 2014

liberalisation of first group 
products

august 4, 2016

liberalisation of second 
group products

august 4, 2017

liberalisation of third group 
products

august 4, 2020
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ImPlEmENTING ThE TbT PROvISIONS 
Of ThE EU - CaRIfORUm EPa: 
ChaPTER 6

Key messages  
on implementation  
of support projects and results 
the support project in crosQ focused on: 
“Implementing the tBt provisions of the eu - 
carIforum epa: chapter 6”

the project’s purpose was two-fold. the first 
one was to efficiently and effectively apply epa 
(chapter 6) and Wto tBt principles, guidelines 
and recommendations, in carIcom, in keeping 
with the Wto good regulatory practice (grp) 
guidelines. the results expected and achieved:

CROSq
Deryck omar 
CEO
CARICOM Regional Organization for Standards and Quality

 Ô epa compliant regional good regulatory 
practice (grp) guide with attached regulatory 
Impact assessment (rIa) template developed; 
and

 Ô epa related good regulatory practices in 
the region promoted; and a formal smart 
awareness campaign framework developed 
for resourcing and roll out.

the grp guide and the code of practice (cop) 

Regional workshop on - EPa  and wTO –TbT compliant 
Good Regulatory Practices

10 – 11 July 2019 - Barbados
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aSSESSmENT Of 
POlICy alTERNaTIvES

process:

1. epa / Wto compliant;

2. Based on regional experience and work – 
quantitative survey (the WB QI template 
on tr); expert interviews in some ms (using 
multi-disciplinary committees that we 
wanted) and regional level;

3. developed with crosQ tIe committee  
tIe committee demonstrated a good 
technical level of knowledge in grp 
and could be further utilized to discuss 
grp issues for the region and to support 
implementation processes and activities;

1.

2.3.

4.

5.

6.

DEfINITION Of
ThE PROblEm

DOCUmENTaTION 
aND CONSUlTaTION

DECISION maKING

ImPlEmENTaTION PhaSE
ThE CaSE fOR TRs

5A INITIAL CONSIDERATION
5B PREPARATION OF DRAFT TR
5C ADOPTION OF TR
5D APPLICATION OF TR

mONITOR aND
REvIEw

4. regionally adapted;

5. nsB focussed;

6. adaptable at national level (cop) 
dominican republic was included as 
observer, commenter on all drafts, and 
in close out training workshop – minister, 
minister advisor and nsB.

IN
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were developed but not implemented as yet. 
to implement, the beneficiary needs to find 

resources for publication in quality format and 
then execute with euro 20k.

The Regional GRP Guide and the fit-for-purpose COP are providing the concepts and tools 
for Technical Regulations based on GRP. In addition, the Awareness Campaign Framework 
is providing elements for the national outreach. The awareness campaign is oriented to 8 

groups – policy makers, regulators, NSBs, private sector, consumers and civil society, trading 
partners, donors and media. Nevertheless the implementation of GRP in a country will 

require resources that still need to be mobilised, including donor funds.

however, the national standards Bodies (nsBs) 
are discussing the documents with their attorney 
generals offices / parliamentary central drafters 
of legislation.

the second purpose of the project focused on 
capacity building targeting at increasing market 
access intra and extra regionally in support of 
private sector competitiveness. results expected 
were achieved and provided the following 
outcomes:

 Ô sample fit-for-purpose national code of 
practice (cop) for implementing the regional 
grp guide developed; 

 Ô technical skills and capabilities on developing 
a national cop for implementing the regional 
grp strengthened.

under this support project, the general national 
cop was market tested in Barbados. the beneficiary 
produced also a Barbados cop for national 
legislature drafters’ usage. the Barbados cop was: 

 Ô developed with the Barbados national 
standards Institute and other specially selected 
stakeholders;

 Ô policy paper (national policies input and cop 
can be considered a policy output);

 Ô adapted to Barbados situation;

 Ô to be used with regional grp guide;

 Ô epa / Wto compliant.

the regional grp guide and Barbados cop 
follow the same logical structure.

crosQ presented the lessons learnt during 
the project implementation:

learn
 Ô take regional grp guide and national cop 

presentation to learn about grp and rIas 
considering small Islands developing states 
(sIds) perspective.

Adapt
 Ô take the regional grp guide and national 

cop built for sIds, adapt it via stakeholder 
consultations and implement it;

 Ô the national cop built provide guidelines on 
how to move forward, while the grp regional 
guide sheds light on the different issues at 
hand.

 Ô take the awareness campaign framework built 
for sIds, adapt it via stakeholder consultations 
and implement it.

Analyse and share
 Ô analyse which are your grps in place and share 

the experience with other sIds.

Drivers of change
 Ô national standards Body (nsB) directors have 

to be the main national change agents for the 
two instruments – not the owners (which should 
be the parliamentary drafters of legislation) 
but the key driver of change.

Best practices
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Articulation of the role of nSBs
 Ô mainly only these nsBs can bridge the 

following technical constructs – Wto tBt 
agreement – epa chapter 6 tBt provisions 
– Iso good standardization practices – Wto 
good regulatory practices – standards and 
technical regulations development - national 
parliamentary legislative drafting based on 
the customized national cop that this project 
developed.

resourcing an Awareness campaign is 
critical

 Ô the regional grp guide and the fit-for-
purpose cop are providing the concepts and 
tools for technical regulations based on grp as 
well as the awareness campaign framework is 
providing elements for the national outreach, 
but nevertheless the implementation of grp in 
a country will require resources that still need to 
be mobilised, including donor funds.

change is incremental 
 Ô Whilst the grp can be considered universal for 

sIds, no one size national cop to fit all – and it 
should be designed to be resource appropriate 
for implementation.

Separate but coordinated actions
 Ô the adoption of grp needs to separate the 

standards setting process from the enactment 
of product regulations to specialise these two 
functions; but it also entails a better articulation 
between product regulations and nsBs to 
ensure technical consistency.

suggestions on 
way forward 
next steps for continued implementation were 
proposed:

 Ô have Wto legal comment on the regional 
grp guide and national cop: two lawyers 
have unofficially reviewed and concur in most 
material aspects;

 Ô harmonize comments with crosQ 15 national 
standard Bodies (nsB) and a few other Key 
stakeholders and produce final regional grp 
guide and national cop in publishable quality 
format;

 Ô train up again, all nsB ceos on the two 
instruments for implementing in their member 
states (ms);

 Ô support the personnel selling, by the nsB 
ceo, of the two instruments to their national 
parliamentary legislative drafters by resourcing 
our smart awareness campaign framework - 
produce and implement customized national 
cops per ms - train in-country personnel in 
how to use the instruments guide, rIa, cop;

 Ô execute all the above with acp new resources 
or crosQ’s new 11th eu – carIforum edf 
project launched January 2020.
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ImPROvEmENT Of maRKET aCCESS 
aND TRaDE faCIlITaTION  
UNDER ThE EPa

Key messages  
on implementation  
of support projects and results 
the assessment of the côte d’IvoireI/eu 
cooperation (IBf) in the framework of tradecom 
II. the ministry in charge of trade has received 
support from the european union through 
the tradecom II project  entitled "support for 
the improvement of market access and trade 
facilitation conditions in côte d'Ivoire", and is 
materializing through the implementation 
of the national export strategy (nes) and 
the improvement of the trade Barriers alert 
mechanism (maoc).

the results achieved under the nes were:

 Ô the nes was implemented through stakeholder 
training,

 Ô carrying out prospective studies on new 
markets, and 

 Ô exploring financial mechanisms to boost 
exports. 

under the maoc, the results were:

 Ô cnsoc members were trained; 

 Ô maoc is popularized with the public, who make 
it their own.

under the component 1 of the project dealing 
with the implementation of the national export 
strategy, three actions have been carried out: 

 Ô the organisation of a training workshop for 
members of the national trade Information 
network (rnIc) and a workshop to promote the 
rnIc among trade support Institutions (tsIs);

 Ô conducting studies on five target markets; and

 Ô the completion of a feasibility study for an 
export credit Insurance mechanism. 

under the component 2 of the project on 
the revitalization of the trade Barriers alert 
mechanism (maoc), a training workshop was 
organized for the members of the national 
trade Barriers surveillance committee (cnsoc) 
and a workshop to promote maoc among trade 
support Institutions (tsIs).

CôTE D’IvOIRE
Kouya Bertin Gomun 
Director of Export Promotion 
Ministry of Trade and Industry
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implementation of the epa in 
côte d’ivoire: 

 Ô faced a stalemate in the process of signing the 
regional epa, with only côte d'Ivoire and ghana 
signing an Interim epa (Iepa);

 Ô cote d'Ivoire signed its Iepa on 26 november 
2008. on 3 september 2016, this agreement 
entered into force following its ratification. 

specifically, the Iepa is mainly about allowing 
côte d'Ivoire to continue to benefit from the 
improved market access offered by the european 
community and avoiding disruption of trade 
between côte d'Ivoire and the european union 
in order to safeguard its exports to the eu.

the Ivorian government adopted in 2017 an 
epa implementation strategy in order to make 
the agreement operational. In particular, 
the implementation strategy will strengthen 
governance of the implementation and 
ownership of the agreement by public and 
private institutions.

With a view to implementing the agreement, a 
new institutional scheme is proposed, consisting 
of 4 bodies in a pyramidal system: a political body, 
a body for coordinating and monitoring epa-
related activities, a design and analysis body and 
a technical body.

one of the phases in the process of the epa 
implementation is the development of the 
national export strategy (nes) of the republic 
of cote d'Ivoire. It is a strategy to diversify Ivorian 
exports and improve their competitiveness 
on regional and international markets. to 
achieve its objectives, the nes relies on a 
number of economic sectors with strong export 
potential and the capacity to contribute to the 
development of côte d'Ivoire.

In addition to sectoral strategies, the nes is 
also composed of cross-cutting strategies, 
addressing the main constraints affecting the 
competitiveness and functioning of the priority 
sectors. the nes was initially developed for a 
five-year period (2015-2019). It was revised in 2017 
at the initiative of the nec and is extended for 
the period 2018-2020.  

according to the distribution key: the Ivorian 
state should provide 10% of the financing of 
the nec representing cfaf 3.45 billion, donors 
70%, or cfaf 24.17 billion and the private sector 
20%, or 6.9 billion cfaf. however, due to a lack 
of funding and a restructuring of the body in 
charge of its implementation (apeXcI), it is not 
yet fully operational.

Implementation of maoc and results achieved:

 Ô the mechanism was launched in 2014;

 Ô there are more than 300 users including nearly 
200 companies in less than a year;

 Ô some thirty obstacles have been reported, the 
majority of which are currently being resolved 
by the responsible agencies; 

 Ô some obstacles have already been resolved, 
such as the excessive delays encountered by 
cocoa exporters in obtaining the weighing 
certificate from the chamber of commerce 
and Industry. one exporter reported this 
anomaly through the platform and alerted the 
responsible agency, the Icc, which has since 
reviewed these procedures, reducing the delays, 
which could have been as long as six months in 
the past, to less than two weeks today. 

state of play of the epa implementation:

TImETablE fOR TaRIff 
DISmaNTlING
phase 1 :  
1 January 2019, less than 2 billions fcfa – 
1155 tariff lines (tl)
phase 2 : 2021 – 1150 tl
phase 3 : 2024 – 1035 tl
phase 4 : 2026 – 1025 tl
phase 5 : 2029 – 1033 tl 

Initial dismantling planned ( 0% interest products) 
from 2008 to 2023. But nothing until 2014 due to the 
progress of regional negotiations. Conclusion of the 
Regional EPA in 2014

"Preserve Regional Integration"
Article 75 stipulating that the Regional EPA will replace 
the Interim EPA.
16 signatures and then 11 ratifications of at least the 
regional EPA
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the national trade Information network 
(rnIc) in côte d'Ivoire is an inter-institutional 
cooperation mechanism comprising a 
coordination committee, a research and 

monitoring unit, and a web portal with its own 
address (www.veille-ci.com) and links to the 
websites of the network partners.

Best practices

 rnIc's strengths:

 Ô an opportunity for Ivorian companies to have 
access to information;

 Ô one-stop information desk;

 Ô a network of watchdogs in key institutions to 
strengthen the competitiveness of sectors and 
companies in cote d'Ivoire;

 Ô active support for promotion and user 
assistance activities; 

 Ô support for companies in their 
internationalisation process with country files, 
participation in international events, pooling of 
capacities to better export, study possible aid, 
etc.
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suggestions on 
way forward 
the cote d’Ivoire beneficiary proposed various 
way forwards in future support project:

 Ô anticipating contract award procedures to 
avoid delays in project start-up;

 Ô take into account the volume of activities to 
be carried out in determining the period of 
execution of the project;

 Ô provide a substantial budget to cover all the 
programme activities;

 Ô always take decisions in the framework of the 
meetings of the monitoring and evaluation 
committee of the project;

 Ô extend the activities of the project monitoring 
and evaluation committee one year after the 
end of the programme;

 Ô Include the activities carried out under the 
project in the government's work programme;

 Ô sustaining the achievements of tradecom II;

 Ô continue to collaborate with IBf in other areas;

 Ô request the eu to benefit from a second 
tradecom 2 programme for the preparation 
of an export guide and the set-up of a file of 
Ivorian exporters and importers.

coTE D’ivoirE-- Support for improving market access and trade facilitation conditions in Côte d'Ivoire
Workshop 28-30 January 2020, Abidjan
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aCCESSION Of ThE COmOROS  
TO ThE wTO aND ImPlEmENTaTION 
Of ThE REGIONal EPa

Key messages  
on implementation  
of support projects and results 
the presentation highlighted the importance of 
ensuring better access to international markets as 
essential to build a solid and stable economic base, 
which in the coming years will enable accelerated 
and sustainable growth for the comoros and even 
in the esa region - Interim epa leading to full 
agreement has been signed by 4+1 countries.  the 
union of the comoros initiated in 2007 and signed 
(epai) between the european community and 
the states (esa) in 2017, promulgated in January 
2019 and ratified in february 2019; joined in this 
agreement are four other states (madagascar, 
mauritius, seychelles and Zimbabwe).

the agreement provides for a Wto-compatible 
market access schedule, provisions on 
development cooperation, fisheries products and 
other issues. this agreement sets the framework 
within which a comprehensive economic 
partnership agreement will be finalised.

the results achieved during the implementation 
of the tradecom II support programme were: 

 Ô the opportunity to lift tBs and ntBs: facilitate 
access to the eu market;

 Ô eu legislation and compliance refer to the Wto 
and benefit from updates through updated 
regulatory action plans: legislative and sectoral;

 Ô the tourism sector strengthened through the 
ongoing support programme for production, 
industrialization and free trade in the comoros 
(apIle-comoros) - fed - in order to improve 
competitiveness at regional and international 
level as reflected in the rate of increase in 
number of tourist arrivals;

 Ô Business opportunities are promising thanks 
to the two human capacity building workshops 
organized by cnnc, BKp company through 
the tradecom II programme on epas and 
Wto. the indicator forecasts the number of 
intentions and new trade contracts between 
comorian traders and economic operators 
and the region. a total of 39 ncnc members 
were trained;

ThE UNION Of ThE COmOROS
Abbas mohamed HAcHim 
Director of Foreign Trade 
Permanent Secretary of the  
National Trade Negotiations Committee (CNNC)
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 Ô the technical assistance provided under the 
tradecom support programme to carry out 
the transposition of tariff commitments from 
hs 2012 to hs 2017;

 Ô support for the incubation component to 
accompany manufacturing companies / access 
to european markets through companies in the 
certification and acquisition of bar codes;

 Ô ongoing project on diversification of production 
/ on-site processing of quality assured products.

on the point tackling the process of accession 
to the Wto, it is important to note that the 

union of the comoros, one of the Indian ocean 
countries (ldcs) has just obtained the status of 
middle-Income country. 

steps completed and results in the process of 
accession to the Wto:

 Ô Working group created: october 2007;

 Ô July 2013: transmission of the aide-memoire for 
the comext regime;

 Ô presentation of the foreign trade regime 
memorandum: october 2013.

the support of the tradecom II programme at 
the uc has enabled the beneficiaries to resolve 
the above-mentioned outstanding elements 
for accession to the Wto and is also prepared 
to accompany comoros to the 5th meeting 
of the Working group on comoros accession 
scheduled for march 2020.  

the country will benefit from a transition period 
of a minimum of three years and a maximum 
of five years upon accession to the Wto.

training comorian officials at the Wto within 
the framework of its Institute for training and 
technical cooperation, (Ittc) for human and 
institutional capacity building.

ongoing mobilization of projects such as 
those of the eu tradecom II programme, cIr 
II, comesa and will benefit from the uK trade 
advocacy fund (taf) programme (dfId) upon 
accession and on request has the continued 
support of the Wto secretariat.

Best practices

suggestions on 
way forward 

 Ô the esa region needs to conduct further 
consultations within the region on the draft joint 
text and continue negotiations with the eu;

 Ô end the epa negotiating process and move 
towards gsp+++, as an outcome for ldcs that 
are not in a position to conclude an epa, due to 
unfavourable terms; 

 Ô either follow the discipline of the group by 
ensuring that it includes a compromise 
acceptable to them (ldcs) over the period 
of liberalization and a liberalization offer 
compatible with their level and needs of 

development, its position as a net importers, 
dependent on revenues from international 
trade to feed its budget;

 Ô a limited number of performance indicators 
need to be agreed upon to measure this area. 
the detailed follow-up will be done at the sector 
level (reference action plan), but at the level of 
the country's growth strategy.

 Ô a limited number of indicators that measure 
the achievement of results should be selected 
from among the existing indicators. It must be 
possible to measure the indicators.
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DJIbOUTI'S ImPlEmENTaTION  
Of ThE wTO aGREEmENT  
ON TRaDE faCIlITaTION

DJIbOUTI
Hassan Aden cHEHEm 
Director of External Trade and Regional Integration
Ministry of Trade

Key messages  
on implementation  
of support projects and results 
the tradecom II support project produced the 
following deliverables:

 Ô guide on measures and formalities for foreign 
trade in goods: this guide focuses on factors 
related to trade facilitation, cross-border 
policies, formalities for trade in goods, and 
statistical data. It contains measures on import 
and export policies, formalities and djibouti's 
trade facilitation performance indicators. 

 Ô Inventory and harmonization of tfa 
implementation needs: the questionnaires 
distributed to tfa stakeholders identified 
the needs and costs for harmonization with 
the tfa. a total of 19 pre-project sheets were 
developed and validated by tcBt members 
at the feedback Workshop, the estimated 
cost is usd 1,980.000 and this inventory and 
harmonization document is an instrument 
that will evolve over a 5-year period of tfa 
implementation and will define priority actions 
in terms of harmonization of tfa needs.

 Ô five-Year action plan for tcBt members: 
the action plan contains notification and 
monitoring of category a, B and c measures, 
the mobilization of financial resources for 
the implementation of the tfa, stakeholder 
training on tfa, the follow-up evaluation 
actions of the tfa, the notification of foreign 
trade data to international organisations. the 
estimated cost of the five-year action plan is 
$390,710.38 usd.

 Ô guide to foreign trade: this guide focuses 
on factors related to trade facilitation, cross-
border policies, formalities for trade in goods, 
and statistical data; it contains measures on 
import and export policies and formalities 
and djibouti's trade facilitation performance 
indicators. this guide also provides information 
on the institutions at the border; certificates 
and supporting documents as well as 
administrative procedures for economic 
operators.
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 Ô djibouti has honoured its commitment to 
notify measures a, B and c;

 Ô real national ownership of the commitments 
to the tfa agreement by the stakeholders;

 Ô the training Workshop on the tariff data 
simulation tool "trIst" contributed to the 

reflections of the negotiations on the african 
continental free trade area; 

 Ô through the information questions on 
harmonization, several areas for reform were 
identified with stakeholders.

Best practices

GUIDE
on measures and formalItIes on 
foreIgn trade In goods

INvENTORy & haRmONIZaTION
of the ImplementatIon needs of the tBt 

NOTIfICaTION
of categorIZatIons of the tfa measures

aCTION PlaN
QuIQuenal for tcBt memBers

deliveraBles
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CaPaCITy bUIlDING  
fOR INClUSIvE aND EqUITablE 
afRICaN TRaDE aRRaNGEmENTS

Key messages  
on implementation  
of support projects and results 
Key studies developed during the 
implementation of the actions under the 
contribution agreement:

1. study on e-commerce provisions in pta’s 
to strengthen the capacity of the african 
private sector to take better advantage of 
e-commerce in preferential trade agreements 
and arrangements-eac;

2. study on extending the benefits of free trade 
to informal cross border traders with a view to 
strengthen the capacity of both private and 
public sector actors to support informal traders 
to better tap into preferential market access 
opportunities and gradually formalize their 
trade, with focus on ecoWas;

3. study on negotiating Institutions: putting in the 
right foundations to strengthen the capacity 
of the african private sector to better engage 
in the negotiation and implementation 
of preferential trade agreements and 

arrangements, and particularly those relating 
to trade in services, with focus on eccas;

4. study on preferential trade agreement 
compliance to strengthen the capacity of 
the african private sector to comply with and 
take better advantage of preferential trade 
agreements and arrangements (emphasize 
on tBt and sps), focusing on southern africa; 

5. study on pta utilization by the private sector 
in africa, and particularly vulnerable groups 
within the private sector, the constraints they 
face, and where support to improve the use 
of ptas should be prioritized, with continental 
focus. 

these studies will take into account issues 
on regional trade agreements, economic 
partnership agreements and other preferential 
trade arrangements that african countries are 
beneficiaries of.

UNECa
marlon lEZAmA
Chief, Partnerships &  
Resource Mobilization 

UNECa
Batanai cHiKWEnE 
Programme  
Management Officer 
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 Ô Increased capacity and skills of policy makers for 
inclusive policies to increase trade, gender and 
youth sensitive;

 Ô Increase utilisation of preferences in ftas by the 
private sector;

 Ô policy briefs, training programmes for policy 
makers and private sector, policy dialogues, 
technical assistance, etc;

 Ô validation of studies to ensure that they respond 
to specific issues in the regions – Working with 
recs and private sector;

 Ô  5 regional studies on e-commerce, trade 
Institutions, Informal cross border trade, 
standards and pta utilisation;

 Ô partnerships with Idep, tralac and trapca;

 Ô eca has other projects that are supporting 
african members states in developing national 
afcfta implementation plans; 

 Ô eca is implementing other projects that are 
aimed at collecting gender disaggregated 
data- supporting and enabling evidence-based 
policy making.

Best practices

methodology of implementation

 Ô Increased capacity and skills of policy makers 
to make inclusive policies to increase trade, 
gender and youth sensitive

 Ô Increase utilisation of preferences in ftas by 
the private sector

 Ô policy briefs, training programmes for policy 
makers and private sector, policy dialogues, 
technical assistance, etc

 Ô validation of studies to ensure that they 
respond to specific issues in the regions - 
Working with recs and private sector

 Ô 5 regional studies on ecommerce, trade 
Institutions, Informal cross border trade, 
standards and pta utilisation partnerships 
with Idep, tralac and trapca

PROJECT OUTCOmES

 Ô policy reforms

 Ô private sector engagement

 Ô Increased trade

PROJECT OUTPUTS

 Ô studies

 Ô regional fta's & epa issues

 Ô capacity Building (tailored) 
>125 people participants 

 Ô policy Briefs

 Ô Inclusion & equity issues

 Ô technical assistance
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suggestions on 
way forward 

 Ô africa’s priority trade policy objective is the 
afcfta that will build a single african market for 
trade in goods and services, and it is critical to 
ensure that Wto outcomes do not undermine 
those objectives;

 Ô eca supports africa's quest for a multilateral 
trading system that is fair, equitable, inclusive 
and development-oriented, and that prioritises 
development interests;

 Ô eca will support the implementation of the 
afcfta as the anchor for trade growth in africa 
and as a mechanism to strengthen trade 
governance and rules-based trading system.

 Ô eca will continue to support african member 
states in developing common negotiating 
positions at the Wto – strategy retreats for 
african ambassadors based in geneva.
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cluster 3: CUSTOm maTTERS
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ImPROvED RUlES Of ORIGIN: 
OPPORTUNITIES fOR EPa COUNTRIES

Key messages  
on improving the rules of origin  
in the epas
the strong development angle of the rules of 
origin in the epas reflecting the overall purpose 
of these agreements includes the following:

 Ô the rules of origin in the epas allow for wider 
cumulation possibilities than in any other eu 
ftas, thus encouraging regional integration in 
acp countries. however, customs authorities 
need to cooperate for proper implementation 
of the wider cumulation.

 Ô the epas contain specific flexibilities in the 
application of rules of origin:

 D 15% tolerance;

 D single transformation for clothing to 
encourage industrial development, and 
integration in global value chains (e.g. 
processing of imported fabrics); and

 D origin quotas for specific products with 
interest from acp epa states (e.g. tuna).

DG TRaDE
Athanossios rAmmoS 
Senior Trade Affairs Officer, Economic Partnership Agreements
ACP, Overseas Countries & Territories

 Ô the epa rules of origin also contain provisions 
for derogations to address temporary 
circumstances.

however, rules of origin in the epas needed to 
be modernised and simplified. In this sense, and 
as an example, the eu-esa epa rules of origin 
were under revision to achieve: 

1. Modernisation of the Protocol: 

 D to ensure Wto compatibility;

 D to further clarify how to apply rules of origin;

 D to simplify the drafting and structure. 

2. Simplification of the procedures to claim 
preference/verification to make them 
more trade facilitating: self-certification 
by exporter and verification based on 
cooperation between customs authorities. 

3. Simplification of product specific rules 
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and make them more flexible to reflect 
new market developments and facilitate 
integration of industry into the global value 
chains.

With respect to the modernisation of the 
protocol, important updates of key provisions 
were agreed at the 8th epa committee for 
modernisation of the protocol:

 Ô allowing to transport goods through hubs in 
third countries; 

 Ô possibility of using accounting segregation for 
fungible materials including sugar;

 Ô possibility for shipment of sugar without storing 
separately originating and non-originating sugar.

In addition, it is also recognised that further 
simplification and modernization of the protocol 
is necessary, for instance: 

 Ô complex cumulation provisions; need to ensure 
Wto compatibility and ease implementation 
for business;

 Ô clarification on which materials need to be 
considered or disregarded when assessing if a 
product is originating: packing for retail, packing 
for shipment, neutral elements; 

 Ô further simplification of the accounting 
segregation provisions;

 Ô more user-friendly modern drafting used by 
operators worldwide.

suggestions on 
way forward 
the modernisation of origin procedures would 
aim at:

 Ô self-certification by a registered exporter 
instead of official certificates;

 Ô verification based on administrative 
cooperation between customs authorities of 
the importing and exporting country;

 Ô denial of preferential treatment by the 
importing country where goods appear not 
being originating.

the simplification/relaxation of the product 
specific rules would be discussed at the following 
round (eu proposal to be submitted).

Axel P. DE LA MAISONNEUVE, A4T 2019 - Geneva
High Level Panel organised by TCII II Programme
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maNaGING UNfaIR TRaDE 
PRaCTICES IN COmPlIaNCE wITh 
wTO PROvISIONS aND REGIONal 
COmmITmENTS

Key messages  
on implementation  
of support projects and results
unfair practices are any fraudulent, deceptive or 
dishonest trade practice which is prohibited by 
a statute or has been recognized as actionable 
under law by a judgment of the court. these 
practices may be in form of:

1. dumping;

2. subsidization of imported products into a 
country;

3. Import surges;

4. others like counterfeits, non-tariff barriers in 
regional markets, influx of illicit goods and 
transhipment of products through countries 
benefiting from preferential market access.

the Wto agreement allows governments to 
act against unfair trade practices where there 
is genuine (“material”) injury to the competing 
domestic industry. Binding tariffs and applying 

KENya
Geoffrey mwenda KiruGi
Senior Trade Expert, Ministry of Industry
Trade and Cooperatives

them equally to all trading partners are key to 
the smooth flow of trade in goods.

But the Wto agreements have exceptions too:

 Ô actions taken against dumping;

 Ô subsidies and special “countervailing” duties to 
offset the subsidies;

 Ô emergency measures to limit imports 
temporarily, designed to “safeguard” domestic 
industries.

In order to remedy the unfair practices in Kenya, 
in June 2017 a trade remedies act was enacted 
to create a trade remedies agency. (Ketra) 
helping Kenya to minimise the levels of unfair 
trade practices especially at this time where 
afcfta is operational. 
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the mandate of the agency is to:

a | Investigate and evaluate allegations of 
dumping and subsidization of imports;

b | Investigate and evaluate requests for 
application of safeguard measures on any 
imported product;

c | Initiate and conduct public awareness and 
the training of stakeholders on its functions 
and on trade remedies;

d | publish and disseminate manuals, codes, 
guidelines, and decisions relating to its 
functions;

e | perform such other functions as the cabinet 
secretary may assign to it.

the tradecomII project outputs were: 

output 1: Ketra’s institutional capacity for 
managing unfair trade practices strengthened 
in the following key areas:

 Ô Wto sectors identified to be affected by unfair 
trade practices are products such as oil, coffee, 
natural gas, gold, Wheat, cotton, sugar, silver 
copper;

 Ô Identification of global products benefitting 
from unfair trade practices; 

 Ô Implication of imports on domestic production;

 Ô different analysis to establish sectors/products 
that may be subject to unfair trade practices.

output 2: situational analyses of the state of 
unfair trade practices facing the manufacturing 
sector in Kenya conducted, including:

 Ô the tool for field study formulated;

 Ô public sector policy and coordinating agencies 
identified;

 Ô a sample of 30 firms to participate in the pilot 
study identified;

 Ô sensitisation sessions held and sensitisation 
materials including ppts and reference reports 
prepared;

 Ô training session and validation of findings from 
study undertaken;

 Ô a strategy for operationalisation of Ketra law 
prepared and approved by the authorities.

suggestions on 
way forward 
recommendations for possible additional 
support interventions

 Ô capacity building the Ketra staff and similar 
agencies in the eac region through trainings;

 Ô undertaking public sector sensitizations across 
the country and regionally;

 Ô foreign benchmarking and exchange missions 
for Ketra staff in countries with established 
trade remedies agencies;

 Ô Infrastructural support such as trade analysis 
sYstems and respective office equipment.
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STRENGThENING ThE ECOwaS 
CUSTOmS aND PORTS OPERaTIONS

Key messages  
on implementation  
of support projects and results
the concept of the port sIngle WIndoW is a 
tool allowing public and private parties involved in 
trade and transport to transmit information with 
a single-entry point, and to share information 
to optimize operations. It is also a tool that has 
specificities linked to maritime trade and port 
activities. 

the port single window is a common 
environment for exchange of information among 
actors of the supply chain. It permits a facilitation 
of transactions and electronic monitoring of 
the administrative processes. It also improves 
monitoring of cargo handling and port work 
by authorities and private actors. It also enables 
electronic payments. 

this facility allows the simplification of procedures, 
improved efficiency and optimisation of 
operation, reduced dwell time for cargo along 
with cost reduction for both private actors and 

faImm
marco Simoncini
Project Manager

public institutions, increased customs revenues 
and transparency. 

the main public actors at the port are: 

 Ô port administration/management;

 Ô customs administrations;

 Ô health/phytosanitary/veterinary;

 Ô Immigration;

 Ô all actors of pcs, Isps, etc…;

 Ô terminal operators.

private actors of the port are:

 Ô ship crews;

 Ô stevedores;

 Ô pilots;

 Ô tugs;
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 Ô freight forwarders;

 Ô shippers;

 Ô shipping lines and agents;

 Ô ship repair;

 Ô terminal operators.

the national and international actors can 
integrae within a national single Window for 
external trade and with regional systems for 
information exchange.

the International maritime organization (Imo) 
has set mandatory requirements (valid since 
april 2019) with regard to electronic exchange of 
information on cargo, crew and passengers within 
the convention on facilitation of International 
maritime traffic (the fal convention).  the Imo 
recommends the implementation of the “single 
window”, and it also has implemented a project 
to develop a “model” port single Window for the 
use of developing countries.

outlines of the project are:

 Ô development and implementation of a capacity 
Building programme on the «port single 
Window», including: 

 D development of a medium term training 
programme, lasting 7 weeks and taking place 
in abidjan for 15-20 people; and

 D development and implementation of 7 
training sessions in the 7 target ports;

 Ô Implementation of a grant scheme to support 
small-scale actions to start-up or further develop 
the process for implementation of port single 
Windows;

 Ô development of a toolkit for decision makers to 
support implementation of port single windows;

 Ô set-up of networking and regional cooperation 
arrangements:  network of institutions and 
network of professionals.

targeted outputs

capacity 
Building

 Ô 15-10 
professionals 
trained with 
intensive 
training

 Ô 100 professionals 
targeted by 
short-term 
training

direct  
support to 

ports 

 Ô Implemented 
pilot actions

 Ô 7 ports 
supported in 
developing 
planning 
for msW 
Implementation

practical 
tools and 
networKs

 Ô 1 tookit

 Ô 1 knowledge 
repository

 Ô 1 network of 
institutions

 Ô 1 network of 
professionals

oBjective

Improve efficiency of 
customs and administrative 

clearance process of port 
operations in accordance 
with epas in ports of the 

ecoWas area through the 
implementation of single 

Window systems
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Benefits of the ipcoea project 
for target organisations

Best practices

way forward 

1.
training to 
personnel

2.
direct 

support to 
own planning 
and develop-

ment

3.
access to 
tools and 
networKs

«necessary» practices

 Ô Involve all relevant stakeholders but…

 Ô …take adequate institutional steps;

 Ô consider the limits and benefits of a regional 
approach;

 Ô contact regional actors;

 Ô Build on what already exists.

Jun 
2019

Project 
Start

nov 
2019

realisation 
of a study 
and set-up 
of project 
structure 

JAn 
2020

cooperative 
fora and de-

velopment of 
the capacity 

Building
mAy 
2020

Implementation 
of the mid-term 

training

AuG 
2020

development 
of short-term 

training
& launch of 

the grant 
scheme nov 

2020

Implementation 
of the grant 

scheme & deve-
lopment of the 

toolkit

fEB 
2021

finalisation 
of project  
training

mAy 
2021

completion of 
pilot actions and 

finalisation of 
outputs

AuG 
2021

Project 
closure
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limits of the 
technical 
assistance

 Ô the regional approach needs to concretise in 
local actions;

 Ô limited budget in single projects;

 Ô trade support organisations must be enabled 
by local stakeholders to deliver their support;

 Ô the wide variety of stakeholders requires a high-
level institutional coordination;

 Ô political decisions may render support less 
feasible.

further support
 Ô cordination with other projects;

 Ô assure inclusion of single window approach in 
port reform projects supported by the eu;

 Ô Integrate trade facilitation in other actions 
related to maritime sector reform;

 Ô support national actions with technical 
assistance and grants;

 Ô valorise the role of regional organisations.
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STRENGThENING ThE CaPaCITy Of 
PRIvaTE SECTOR TO EffECTIvEly 
maKE USE Of TRaDE PREfERENCES

Key messages  
on implementation  
of support projects and results

Background

private sector engagement in trade issues is 
lower in african countries than it is in developed 
countries. Businesses currently face many 
constraints, including high trade costs, divergent 
regulatory frameworks and governance issues 
that undermine their effective operations on 
the african continent. some countries in africa 
are doing better than others, but generally, 
levels of engagements are increasing. 

although governments negotiate trade 
agreements, preference utilisation is driven by 
the private sector in the export of goods and 
services. some sectors have more opportunities 
for inclusion than others and the private 
sector has to be engaged and empowered to 
better understand how to implement trade 
agreements in ways that create gainful trade 

opportunities. In african most countries, 
businesses lack access to trade and market 
information. 

the implementation of this project, with support 
from the acp, aims to build the capacity for 
inclusive and equitable trade targeting policy 
makers and the private sector to increase the 
capacity of african private sector to take better 
advantage of preferential trade agreements 
and arrangements. this project is part of a 
broader programme of the eca/atpc that 
aims to boost intra african trade and accelerate 
private sector development.

the objectives of the project are increased capacity 
and skills of policy makers to develop and implement 
inclusive policies to increase trade, gender and youth 
sensitive and to increase utilisation of preferences in 
ftas by the private sector.

UNECa
marlon lEZAmA
Chief, Partnerships &  
Resource Mobilization 

UNECa
Batanai cHiKWEnE 
Programme  
Management Officer 
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Project interventions     

A.  Key studies

1. study on e-commerce provisions in pta’s 
to strengthen the capacity of the african 
private sector to take better advantage 
of e-commerce in preferential trade 
agreements and arrangements-eac.

2. study on extending the benefits of free trade 
to informal cross-border traders with a view 
to strengthen the capacity of both private 
and public sector actors to support informal 
traders. this will help to better tap into 
preferential market access opportunities 
and gradually formalize trade, with a focus 
on ecoWas.

3. study on negotiating institutions: putting 
in the right foundations to strengthen 
the capacity of the african private sector 
to better engage in the negotiation and 
implementation of preferential trade 

agreements and arrangements, and 
particularly those relating to trade in 
services, with focus on eccas.

4. study on preferential trade agreement 
compliance to strengthen the capacity of 
the african private sector to comply with 
and take better advantage of preferential 
trade agreements and arrangements 
(emphasize on tBt and sps), focusing on 
southern africa. 

5. study on pta utilization by the private sector 
in africa, and particularly vulnerable groups 
within the private sector, the constraints 
they face, and where support to improve 
the use of ptas should be prioritized, with 
continental focus. 

the studies will highlight good practices for 
private sector engagement in africa and form 
the basis for the design of capacity building 
programmes for the private sector.

B. Private Sector Engagement initiatives

The Africa Business forum 
(annual)

Brings together heads of states, policymakers, industry leaders, and private 
businesses to discuss the role of private sector in africa’s development;

focuses on the issues, challenges and opportunities that are most relevant 
for african economies and societies;

provides a unique networking environment for policymakers, private 
sector, financiers, academia and civil society.

intra-African Trade fair 
(iATf)

Brings together eca partners with afreximbank and african union 
commission;

provides trade and market information;

connects buyers and sellers from across the continent;

provides opportunities for matchmaking, business exchanges and 
conclusion of business and investment deals;

the next Iatf will be held on 1-7 september 2020, in Kigali rwanda.

The African continental 
free Trade Area (AfcfTA) 

Business index

the index aggregates the opinions of businesses in africa and articulates 
them in an index to ensure that the afcfta responds to their interests;

It identifies the actual effect that the afcfta has on business, and 
challenges countries to respond to improve the trading environment;

star performing countries are recognized for their efforts, while those 
lagging behind are identified and flagged.
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suggestions on 
way forward 

 Ô the studies will shape and inform the 
content of the trainings and capacity building 
programmes for policy makers and the private 
sector;

 Ô the focus is to ensure that our efforts results in 
policy reforms and increased trade flows; 

 Ô eca has other initiatives that are supporting 
african member states in developing 
national afcfta implementation plans and 
implementing other initiatives that are aimed 
at collecting gender disaggregated data- 
supporting and enabling evidence-based 
policy making.

methodology of implementation

 Ô Increased capacity and skills of policy makers 
to make inclusive policies to increase trade, 
gender and youth sensitive

 Ô Increase utilisation of preferences in ftas by 
the private sector

 Ô policy briefs, training programmes for policy 
makers and private sector, policy dialogues, 
technical assistance, etc

 Ô validation of studies to ensure that they 
respond to specific issues in the regions - 
Working with recs and private sector

 Ô 5 regional studies on ecommerce, trade 
Institutions, Informal cross border trade, 
standards and pta utilisation partnerships 
with Idep, tralac and trapca

PROJECT OUTCOmES

 Ô policy reforms

 Ô private sector engagement

 Ô Increased trade

PROJECT OUTPUTS

 Ô studies

 Ô regional fta's & epa issues

 Ô capacity Building (tailored) 
>125 people participants 

 Ô policy Briefs

 Ô Inclusion & equity issues

 Ô technical assistance
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cluster 4: qUalITy INfRaSTRUCTURE aND STaNDaRDS

cluster 4:
qUalITy INfRaSTRUCTURE 

aND STaNDaRDS 
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PROmOTING REGIONal TRaDE-RElaTED 
qUalITy INfRaSTRUCTURE aND  
INTRa-aCP RElaTIONShIPS

Key messages  
on implementation  
of support projects and results
crosQ and arso realized that in order to 
have more effective south-south trade, the 
critical factor of success is the cooperation to 
harmonize or have equivalent regional Quality 
Infrastructure (rQI) and systems.

With this aim crosQ approached tcII 
programme to set up a project that to allow 
crosQ to link with its counterpart in africa 
(arso) and also to start a programme of 
regional Quality Infrastructure development 
in the pacific where only few states have a 
semblance of a national Quality Infrastructure.

the project had two main purposes: 

1. to contribute to the activation of intra-
regional quality infrastructure agreements, 
in support of market access and improved 
trade performance, between crosQ and 
arso in one part and in the other between 
crosQ and the european committee for 
standardization (cen);

2. to specifically support the pacific Island 
forum (pIf) in the development of an 
optimized quality infrastructure for the pacific 
region for enhanced trade competitiveness.

the results achieved by the project on the 
first purpose were to establish and reinforce 
linkages among the carIcom and the african 
organisation for standardisation (arso) and 
with the cen in europe.

With respect to europe, crosQ in collaboration 
with the cen set-out to improve its capacity 
in standards and technical regulations 
development and implementation in carIcom), 
and also to conduct a feasibility study based 
on the african system, for developing trade 
capacity, enabling sustainable standards and 
associated conformity assessment modalities 
that crosQ can apply in the  carIcom. 

achievements under the first component 
related to eu-cen:

CROSq 
Deryck omAr
CEO
CARICOM Regional Organization for Standards and Quality
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a | crosQ - cen mou developed based on the 
epa tBt chapter 6;

b | comparative research report on 
carIcom and the eu on the development 
and implementation of standards and 
associated technical regulations with 20 key 
recommendations that crosQ can adopt 
in order to improve the implementation rate 
of its carIcom regional standards helping 
to prepare the private sector for export;

c | technical guide on the application of eu 
standards and regulations on packaging 
and labelling and associated conformity 
assessments for replicability in the carIcom 
regional regulations.

under the second part of the first component 
of the project related to the crosQ - arso 
relationship development, the project achieved 
the following results:

a | the crosQ - arso mou, previously 
developed under the acp tBt programme 
(finished 2 years ago) based on the epa tBt 
chapter 6, was successfully activated under 
this acp tradecom II programme;

b | a comprehensive three-day study tour for 
key crosQ staff to understand the eco 
mark africa (ema) system on sustainability 
standards and conformity assessment 
scheme on farming, agro-processing and 
aquaculture – and the potential for carIcom 
to introduce ecological, social and climate 
relevant requirements. –one of the major 
achievements under this component was the 
creation of the technical linkages among the 
officials of the two secretariat (crosQ-arso) 
which will be useful for future activities. 

the achievement under the second purpose 
of the project was to support the development 
of an optimized quality infrastructure in the 
pacific region (pIfs):

 Ô crosQ and arso worked together as 
one to find a way to carry-out quality 
infrastructure in the pacific. as a result, 
the two organizations prepared a series of 
awareness raising and technical capacity 
building material on quality infrastructure 
from the basics to the ground-up;

 Ô these activities culminated into a five-day 
workshop on quality infrastructure and its 
link to trade and social development; the 
outputs generated by this workshop were:

 D the creation of network of QI relationships– 
intra regional (caribbean-africa-pacific) 
and extra regional to the pacific;

 D the workshop package of material 
distributed for residual value added and 
research;

 D the february 2019 forum trade ministers 
meeting in the pacific:

 D endorsement of a consensus 
driven regional QI statement of 
development;

 D approval of detailed regional Quality 
Infrastructure (rQI) development 
concept note outlining model of pIf 
– rQI development over the next 3 
years – governance, QI Institutions, 
QI services, trade and enterprise 
development, consumers and 
markets.
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lessons learnt 
 Ô Different countries in the region have very 

different needs and should not aim at having 
the same level of quality infrastructure in all the 
countries. It is very important to have realistic 
expectations in relations to the establishment 
of a regional Quality Infrastructure.

 Ô A major challenge in SiDS like in the Pacific 
and cAricom region is that all the countries 
face challenges in relation to having the 
resources (both economy and knowledge) 
to establishing the various elements of a well-
functioning QI (not least testing laboratories). 
cooperation and sharing of capacities between 
the countries in the region could seem the best 
option but this approach meet the physical 
obstacle of long distances between the 
countries and poor regional infrastructure.

 Ô The need for quality promotion and 
awareness is a major setback in both the 
cAricom and Pacific regions. arso used this 
to their advantage in generating buy-in for their 
emerging sustainability standards uptake.

 Ô the study of the differences between the 
standardization process of cen/cenelec 
and carIcom showed some important 
opportunities for improvement in the carIcom 
processes (approval and engagement). this 
must however be tempered by the political 
realities of the regions.

 Ô having a harmonised Quality culture will 
support and improve a harmonized approach 
and implementation of standards suitable for 
intra and extra regional trade.  

cEn
 Ô Implementation modalities of standards driven 

by political and technical, Will and regulations: 
ideas for the carIcom – crosQ / arso region;

ArSo
 Ô export market penetration power of certification 

to sustainability standards, and without adverse 
resource drain to the exporting country;

PifS
 Ô top down driven and very pragmatic approach 

to rQI development for small Island developing 
states (sIds) (as compared to the bottom up 
driven carIcom – crosQ approach) and 
without huge investment in resources – it just 
needs investments in coordination. 

Best practices

In the pacific only few countries have a national Quality Infrastructure system in a systematic way. 
different countries in the region have very different needs and should not aim at having the same level of 
quality infrastructure in all the countries. It is very important to have realistic expectations in relation to the 
establishment of a regional Quality Infrastructure.

another lesson is that in sIds like in the pacific and in carIcom all the countries face challenges in relation 
of having the resources both economics and in knowledge. a way for overcoming this challenge is the 
cooperation and sharing of capacities between the countries in the region.
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suggestions on 
way forward 
cEn

 Ô 20 key recommendations to improve carIcom 
standards implementation at the national level 
will find traction at crosQ council level and be 
monitored;

 Ô further crosQ – cen mou projects can be 
actioned by crosQ’s recent start of the 11th 
edf rQI project e.g. regional workshops on how 
to use eu standards and compliance schemes; 
study tour to cen etc., acp resources can assist. 

 D most of these change-opportunities are in 
the technical regional and national realm 
– this is good; but we need some political 
change of attitude in regards more “Will” to 
collaborate extra-nationally and more “Will” to 
implement in nationally.

ArSo
 Ô the united nations forum on sustainability 

standards (unfss), a department of unctad 
geneva, will be supporting a carIcom-crosQ 
regional study to determine the nature and 
type of demand for sustainability standards 
and a conformity assessment scheme – 
results to be presented for further action in a 
panel discussion at unctad 15 Quadrennial 
International conference – Barbados, october 
2020.

PifS
 Ô february 2019 forum trade ministers meeting 

expected to approve the 16 sIds driven rQI 
development statement of Intent and the 
3-year detailed rQI development concept 
note;

 Ô two substantive regional projects have 
been already secured to international donor. 
the crosQ mentorship in drafting and 
implementing the concept note. 
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PURSUIT fOR haRmONIZED 
STaNDaRDS fOR COSmETICS aND 
COSmETOlOGy IN afRICa

Key messages  
on implementation  
of support projects and results
arso is an intergovernmental organization 
established in 1977 by the currently known 
african union and uneca.

arso aims at facilitate intra african and global 
trade through harmonized standards and 
conformity system.

the harmonized standards are applied for cross-
border trade, cross-regional issues and cross-
country level. on all these levels the standards 
guarantee three very important issues:

Ô safety;  Ô trade;  Ô environment.

In fact, a product coming from another african 
country cannot be accepted if it is unhealthy for 
your country population. this is why standards 
are very important.

In addition to the above, standards are the basis 
for technical regulations

the importance of cosmetology has been 

highlighted in a recent study in collaboration 
with uneca. under this study the cosmetology 
is seen as cross-cutting other sectors like 
tourism and other services.

that is the reason why the project came out in 
order to look at the priority of the standardization 
in cosmetology.

the cosmetology in middle east and africa, the 
beauty industry generates $27.1 billion of profit. 
cosmetology is becoming a very huge market, 
where countries like south africa, nigeria and 
Kenya have a very high position in that market.

cosmetology and the beauty industry involve 
intimate body manipulations and attracts 
utmost public health concerns; in fact, unsafe or 
unhygienic practices lead to infectious diseases 
affecting not only the health of the client but 
also the one of the industry operators.

the study showed the gap in the standards and 
regulation.  the industry and the regulators 
were asked if the standards in cosmetology 
can help in facilitating trade, surprisingly the 
regulators replied positively only for 65.5% and 

aRSO 
Hermogene nSEnGimAnA
Secretary-General
African Organisation for Standardisation
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the industry agreed only for 53.3%. there is still 
a lot more to do on this sector.

concerning the existence of legal and institutional 
framework; the regulator also agreed that an 
institutional framework exist for protecting the 
private sector. While 66.7% of the industry players 
acknowledged the presence of the legislation or policy 
framework that focuses specifically on cosmetology.

at the level of the regional economic communities, 
the issue become more complex because there are 
different areas in legislation/policy not harmonized 
with the recs for which their countries are a member. 

In a deeper analysis on standards harmonization, 
the result is that the existing standards are not 
properly harmonized with international standards; 
this means that a product from a country and 
commercialized in another country must to be 
recertified but in most of the cases they are not 
recertified. this led to augmenting the costs of 
testing and certification: becoming very expensive 
for a given product to entering into the market.

the categories of existing standards are concentrated, 
the most, on the skin care (52%), hair care (27%).

afcfta tBt annex 6 - article 6 
cooperatIon In standardIsatIon

state parties shall:

a | develop and promote the adoption and/or 
adaption of international standards;

b | promote the adoption of standards 
developed by the arso and the afsec;

c | where a relevant international standard 
required to facilitate trade does not exist, 
request the arso and/or the afsec to 
develop the required standard to facilitate 
trade between state parties;

d | designate liaison focal points to ensure that 
all state parties are well informed of the 
standards developed or to be developed by 
the arso and the afsec;

e | apply harmonized rules and procedures 
for the development and publication of 
national standards ...

f | promote membership, liaison and 
participation in the work of Iso, Iec, arso, 
afsec and similar international and regional 
standardisation organisations.
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integration 
unit

no. of tariff 
lines

no. of  
standards

product
standards

% of tariff 
lines

% deficit

comESA 6,903 305 250 3,6 96,4

EAc 5,440 hs6 1,500 500 9,2 90,8

EcoWAS 5,899 100 60 1,0 99,0

SADc 6,420 hs8 100 90 1,4 98,6

SAcu 7,902 hs8 - - - -

uEmoA 5,544 hs10

AfcfTA (ArSo) 4,547 hs6 1,345 537 11,8 88,2
references: comesa (cheelo et al., 2012); eac (Karingi et al., 2016; Kam, 2017); ecoWas & uemoa (de roquefeuil, 2013; laski 
et al., 2014); sadc& sacu (edwards et al., 2008; cheelo et al., 2012); afcfta (uneca, 2018)

EAc comESA EcoWAS EccAS umA SADc iGAD frequency
ARSO/TC, Le-
ather, leather 
products and 
accessories

ARSO/TC, Le-
ather, leather 
products and 
accessories

ARSO/TC, Le-
ather, leather 
products and 
accessories

ARSO/TC, Le-
ather, leather 
products and 
accessories

ARSO/TC, Le-
ather, leather 
products and 
accessories

ARSO/TC, Le-
ather, leather 
products and 
accessories

6

ARSO/TC, 
Tourism and 
Related  
Services

ARSO/TC, 
Tourism and 
Related  
Services

ARSO/TC, 
Tourism and 
Related  
Services

ARSO/TC, 
Tourism and 
Related  
Services

ARSO/TC, 
Tourism and 
Related  
Services

ARSO/TC, 
Tourism and 
Related  
Services

6

ARSO/TC, Ce-
reals, pulses 
and derived 
products

ARSO/TC, Ce-
reals, pulses 
and derived 
products

ARSO/TC, Ce-
reals, pulses 
and derived 
products

ARSO/TC, Ce-
reals, pulses 
and derived 
products

ARSO/TC, Ce-
reals, pulses 
and derived 
products

5

ARSO/TC, 
Pharmaceuticals

ARSO/TC, 
Pharmaceuticals

ARSO/TC, 
Pharmaceuticals

ARSO/TC, 
Pharmaceuticals

ARSO/TC, 
Pharmaceuticals 5

ARSO/TC, Tex-
tiles, textile 
products and 
accessories

ARSO/TC, Tex-
tiles, textile 
products and 
accessories

ARSO/TC, Tex-
tiles, textile 
products and 
accessories

ARSO/TC, Tex-
tiles, textile 
products and 
accessories

ARSO/TC, Tex-
tiles, textile 
products and 
accessories

5

ARSO/TC, 
Transport ser-
vices (weigh-
bridges, traffic 
management, 
driving licence)

ARSO/TC, 
Transport ser-
vices (weigh-
bridges, traffic 
management, 
driving licence)

ARSO/TC, 
Transport ser-
vices (weigh-
bridges, traffic 
management, 
driving licence)

ARSO/TC, 
Transport ser-
vices (weigh-
bridges, traffic 
management, 
driving licence)

ARSO/TC, 
Transport ser-
vices (weigh-
bridges, traffic 
management, 
driving licence)

5

ARSO/TC, 
Fish, fisheries 
and aquaculture

ARSO/TC, 
Fish, fisheries 
and aquaculture

ARSO/TC, 
Fish, fisheries 
and aquaculture

ARSO/TC, 
Fish, fisheries 
and aquaculture

4

ARSO/TC, 
Mining and 
Mineral  
Beneficiation

ARSO/TC, 
Mining and 
Mineral  
Beneficiation

ARSO/TC, 
Mining and 
Mineral  
Beneficiation

ARSO/TC, 
Mining and 
Mineral  
Beneficiation

4

ARSO/TC, 
Solar Thermal 
Systems and 
Equipment

ARSO/TC, 
Solar Thermal 
Systems and 
Equipment

ARSO/TC, 
Solar Thermal 
Systems and 
Equipment

ARSO/TC, 
Solar Thermal 
Systems and 
Equipment

4

harmonisation priority

harmonised standards and tariff lines
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SKIN CARE
PRODUCTS
52%

HAIR CARE
PRODUCTS
27%

COLOUR
COSMETICS

8%

FRAGRANCES
4%

PERSONAL CARE
PRODUCTS

9%

b4. category of 
existing standards

comPETE
develop competitive 

manufacturing  
capability

conform
ensure conformity 

with market  
requirements

connEcT

connect to  
the market

taKing products to the marKet

ProDucTS mArKETS

ProDucErS

PrimAry ProDucT  
collEcTorS

ProcESSorS

ProDucErS

PrimAry ProDucT  
collEcTorS

ProcESSorS

EXPorTErS
imPorTErS

international
market

B
o

r
D

Er
cErTificATE
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the issue on the standards applied to the 
cosmetology market is of crucial importance 
because these products are not valid for everyone, 
but each one has to purchase products which 
better correspond to their person. technical 
standards respond to “who you are”.

 the outcome of the study which encompasses 
more than 400 standards (321 standards across 
arso member states; 21 Iso standards and 60 
eac standards) arso found that there is a need 
to harmonize at least 20 standards; to consider 
15 international standard for direct adoption and 
further 36 to be further developed.

Best practices

suggestions on 
way forward 

 Ô harmonisation of existing standards in 
cosmetology with major emphasis on herbal 
products;

 Ô participation in international standardization 
work for identical adoption as much as possible 
at national, regional and continental level once 
the standard is published;

 Ô create regional platform for regulatory bodies 
and certification bodies toward mutual 
recognition of certificate;

 Ô Increase awareness of the dangers of harmful 
products found in cosmetics products among 
all stakeholders;

 Ô to strengthen enforcement on the awareness 
of the use of cosmetics products that have 
banned substances at the point of service 
provision to the final consumer.

 Ô harmonisation of existing standards in 
cosmetology with major emphasis on herbal 
products;

 Ô participation in international standardization 
work for identical adoption as much as possible 
at national, regional and continental level once 
the standard is published;

 Ô create regional platform for regulatory bodies and 
certification bodies toward mutual recognition of 
certificate;

 Ô Increase awareness of the dangers of harmful 
products found in cosmetics products among all 
stakeholders;

 Ô to strengthen enforcement on the use 
of cosmetics products that have banned 
substances at the point of service provision to the 
final consumer.

conclusion - action

Well developed QI

reasonaBlY developed QI

partIallY developed QI

lImIted QI

non or verY lImIted QI
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qUalITy aSSESSmENT aND 
STaNDaRDS CONfORmITy fOR 
fIShERIES aND aqUaCUlTURE, aND 
ENhaNCED ExPORT CaPaCITy

mOZambIqUE 
carlos riQuiXo
Deputy Director
National Institute for Fish Inspection

Key messages  
on implementation  
of support projects and results
the fisheries sector in mozambique has a 
crucial and strategical importance contributing 
3-4% to the total country gdp.

the sector of fisheries is divided into: 

 Ô artisanal fishery, is the most important sector 
by volume and contribution to the economy 
contributing to 90 per cent of marine captures 
and account for 42 per cent of total value;

 Ô semi-industrial fishing comprises mainly small 
trawlers involved in domestic coastal shrimp 
fisheries and accounts for 2 per cent of annual 
marine catches and 6 per cent of total value. 
produce is either sold in local markets or exported;

 Ô Industrial fishing includes large vessels flagged 
in mozambique and other countries, mostly 
targeting crustaceans – coastal shrimp and 
deep-sea shrimp – usually processed at sea and 
for export, mainly to Japan and europe.  

aquaculture in mozambique possesses great 
untapped aquaculture potential, with a 
favourable environment, including climatic 

conditions, however, the growth of the sector is 
constrained, mainly by lack of infrastructure.

the sector is governed by the ministry of sea Inland 
Water and fisheries and the national Institute for 
fish Inspection (InIp), the latter is the competent 
authority mandated to ensure management of 
the sanitary quality of water source food products, 
throughout the supply chain, to the market.

the competent authority (InIp) has been able to 
install and upgrade its 3 laboratories   to better 
track export certificates, and train the industry 
on food safety principles. the 3 laboratories are 
accredited in accordance with Iso17025:2005.

In addition to that, the competent authority 
(InIp) has also the competence for fish inspection. 
the Inspection is conducted by examination 
of the fish processing plants and evaluation of 
the processing units in respect of minimum 
sanitary and hygienic facilities required for good 
manufacturing practices. the export-worthiness 
of the product is judged on the basis of in-plant 
inspection and laboratory analysis reports.
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to obtain a pre-shipment “salubrity” certificate 
for any product, both the inspection and 
laboratory reports should conform to the 

standard specifications stipulated by the   
competent authority for the particular product.

accreditation process
the 3 laBoratories are acredited  
in accordance with  iso17025:2005
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since 2019  the  inspecpetion sy-
stem is  in priocess of accredita-
tion according iso 17020

 Ô organoleptic, chemical  and microbiological  
analyses are performed  in  all 3 laboratoris;

 Ô for  those analyses which are not performed 
in mozambique are send in  accredited  or 

fish inspection  process

 Ô the competent  authority  frequently inspect 
the fish processing plants and evaluate the 
processing units in respect of minimum 
sanitary and hygienic facilities required for good 
manufacturing practices;

 Ô apart from inspection, the inspector collects 
representative samples at random for 
microbiological and chemical analysis in the 
laboratory;

reference laboratories namely south  africa, 
portugal and spain;

 Ô  fisheries   diagnostic disease  are send to  united 
states, and   thailand laboratories .

 Ô the export-worthiness of the product is judged 
on the basis of in-plant inspection and laboratory 
analysis reports;

 Ô to obtain a pre-shipment salubrity certificate for 
any product, both the inspection and laboratory 
reports should conform to the standard 
specifications stipulated by the   competen 
authprity for the particular product.

TARGETED ASSISTANCE FOR EPA IPLEMENTATION THROUGH SPS CONFORMITY FOR FISHERIES AND AQUACULTURE, AND 
ENHANCED EXPORT CAPACITY OF FISHERIES IN MOZAMBIQUE
nATionAl TrAininG AnD finAl WorKSHoP
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inip currently operates with 149 employees., 6 provincial delegations 
and 3 representations. 3  fish inspection laBs (lips)

KEy GRaPhICS

infrastructure 
modern  hygienic fishing ports and fish landing centres are needed on a priority basis.  proper utilization 
of the existing modem fish landing centres to ensure primary quality of fish and fish products. 

establishment of more ice-plants, cold-stores and preservation facilities. 
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the mozambique is committed to coordinating, 
supervising and monitoring the implementation 
of the trade facilitation agreement in the 
country. thus, efforts have been developed to 
enhance fish and aquaculture production and 
export diversification: national committee for 
trade facilitation- aims to simplify commercial 
procedures, close to good international practices, 
with emphasis on inspection.

the mozambique is also trying to implement 
the electronic single Window aimed to facilitate 
international trade and business environment 
with innovative solutions designed to facilitate 
international trade.

the bilateral and multilateral cooperation in 
fisheries have included institutional support 
within areas where the countries and ngo 
offer knowledge through technical assistance 
and insights with specific relevance for the 
mozambican side

Best practices

suggestions on 
way forward 

 Ô the fisheries sector needs to make the national 
competent authority capable of giving official 
guarantees without restrictions to fishery 
products for the national market and their 
access in the regional and international markets;

 Ô strengthening the overall implementation of 
the electronic single Window;

 Ô existing Quality certification laboratories need 
to be adequately equipped;

 Ô small-scale Quality certification and inspection 
satellite stations are needed at each of the 
major fish and shrimp landing and processing 
provinces;

 Ô laboratory equipment and facilities must be 
improved to ensure effective analysis of fish and 
fish products, including the establishment of 
more ice-plants, cold-stores and preservation 
facilities; 

 Ô enhance the number of fish inspectors and 
technologists in order to not retard fish and 
aquaculture quality control activity;

 Ô need to put in place reliable computerized 
database, system of checking, data analysis 
and methodology development in the national 
quality assurance programs.
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PROmOTING ExPORT 
COmPETITIvENESS ThROUGh GI 
CERTIfICaTION SChEmES

Key messages  
on implementation  
of support projects and results
geographical Indications (gI) identify a product 
as originating in a territory, region or locality in 
that territory, where a given quality, reputation 
or other characteristic of the good is essentially 
attributable to its geographical origin.

globally there are 69 thousand gIs registered, in 
the eu about 6 thousand, while in carIforum 
16 of which there are 3 registered for guyana.

In 2016, the acp-eu tBt programme funded 
a project which identified, and registered 
technical specifications for demerara rum, 
demerara molasses and demerara sugar, 
and compiled a list of 35 products that have 
potential to be registered as gI.

In 2019 the project under the tcII programme 
was implemented for a period of  11 months 
with the aim to identify more products  for 

certification as gI; prepare standards and 
technical specifications for the registration 
of those products as well as the preparation 
for market access guidelines to give to the 
producers and actually use the gI to market 
their products.

the key factors for the identification of local 
quality origin products are:

a | a product must have a strong traceability 
system in place;

b | the identified product has an existent 
reputation and potential to expand its 
market opportunities (market scenario);

c | the product must have a strong linkage with 
the place of origin, where it is produced.

GUyaNa  
lidon cHArlES
Foreign Service Officer, Foreign Trade Department, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
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d | the product has an existing supply 
value chain (producers and processors, 
distributors, traders, exporters); and

e | the product has in place a management 
Body that can monitor the use of the gI.

the tcII financed project has identified 
3 products that can be selected for the 
development of technical specifications: 
guyana rice, guyana heart palm and guyana 
greenheart Wood.

other two have been identified as potential gI 
namely hosororo cocoa and pomeroon coffee 
but a lot of work must be done on these two 
products like collectivization of producers. 
In fact, a lot of producers are family-owned 
businesses, and they lack standards on the 
harvest. so, the need of awareness activities, 
development of traceability and control system.

inip currently operates with 149 employees., 6 provincial delegations 
and 3 representations. 3  fish inspection laBs (lips)

KEy GRaPhICS

geographical 
indications

country of origin

mangos Dominicanos dominican republic

cacao Dominicanos dominican republic

café Barahona dominican republic

café valdesia dominican republic

café Juncalito dominican republic

El ramonal dominican republic

los Bejucos dominican republic

cigarro Dominicano dominican republic

oro verde cambita dominican republic

Demerara rum guyana

Demerara Sugar guyana

Demerara molasses guyana

Blue mountain coffee Jamaica

Jamaica Jerk Jamaica

Jamaica rum Jamaica

montserrat Hills cocoa trinidad and tobago
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a | there must be a consultative process 
involving public and private sector 
stakeholders, this is very important because 
the gI involve everyone in guyana. It is very 
important the convincing process in order 
to let all the stakeholder be aware about the 
benefits deriving by the adoption of a gI.  

b | Important to secure buy-in from the 
private sector since they commercialize the 
products.

c | It is strategic and necessary to include all 
stakeholders along the product value chain. 

d | fair participation: dialogue, discussion, 
share & common decisions, costs, benefits.

It will be necessary to bring together diverse 
producers to form a gI management Body to 
agree on minimum standards.

a | long-term commitment opens to all: 
development, protection, promotion;

b | awareness raising must occur at every step 
since most are unfamiliar with gIs, training 
and other capacity building activities are 
beneficial and must encompass the entire 
gI product value chain;

c | regular consultations with the gI registry, 
the gI management Body and national 
Bureau of standards throughout the process 
to keep all apprised and build capacity to 
effectively function. 

d | systems must be implemented for quality 
control and inspections.

Best practices

suggestions on 
way forward 

 Ô many of the potential gIs are located in 
remote indigenous communities with 
strong social, economic and environmental 
linkages, through gI recognition and 
protection these communities can receive 
fair value for their products and access 
to niche markets. It is of strategically 
importance to build and strengthen its 
reputation in the local and international 
markets investing in the entire value chain;

 Ô efforts are ongoing to raise awareness of gIs 
and build the capacity of regulatory agencies 
to effectively execute their monitoring and 
control duties.;

 Ô for a largely commodity exporting country, 
gIs can add value to products and secure 
their quality reputation;

 Ô Build capability to develop further the gI 
through promotion, awareness raising, 
market strategies to target niche markets, 
enforcement of their protection and 
commitment to the process.  
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STRENGThENING maURITaNIa'S 
TRaDE INfORmaTION SySTEmS aND 
COmPETITIvENESS

Key messages  
on implementation  
of support projects and results
the Beneficiary of the tradecom II project is 
the national Institute of public health research 
(Inrsp), which is a public institution with a 
strong administrative and scientific vocation.

the mission of the institution is, among others, 
to support the health department by making 
available its expertise and specialized laboratory 
and screening services as well as to undertake 
and support research aimed at improving the 
health of populations.

the field of intervention of the Inrsp includes 
epidemiological surveillance, staff training, 
supervision and quality control of laboratories.

the tcII project was a two-fold component 
aiming at:

 Ô setting up a national commercial Information 
system in order to develop a critical mass of 
media in support of an effective commercial 
information system; and

 Ô strengthen public health standardization 
capacities for improving the level of commercial 

competitiveness of national products, in order to 
come-up with an assessment of the laboratories, 
definition of labs for training of the personnel 
working into the identified laboratories for the 
accreditation. and finally involve all the public 
and private actors and make them aware of the 
concept of quality for trade.

 

adoption of standards in line with international 
standards for the improvement of national 
products.

 Ô  assessed situation of the laboratories;

 Ô  defined training plans; 

 Ô  laboratories trained in preparation for 
accreditation;

 Ô  public and private players are aware of the 
concept of quality.

maURITaNIa 
mohamedou KoiTA
Chief "Service Qualité Laboratoire de Parasitologie  
et de Mycologie Médicale" 
Institut National de Recherches en Santé Publique
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inrsp puBlIc InstItutIon WIth an admInIstratIve and scIentIfIc vocatIon.
created by decree no. 18-2005 dated 27 february 2005, following a restructuring  
of the national hygiene centre (cnh), which was established in 1978.

mIssIons 
 Ô support the health 

department by making its 
expertise and specialized 
laboratory and screening 
services available.

 Ô undertake and support 
research aimed at improving 
the health of populations.

fIelds of InterventIon 
 Ô epidemiological 

surveillance

 Ô staff training, supervision 
and quality control 
of laboratories in the 
different wilayas.

collaBoratIons
 Ô at the national level

 Ô at the international level 

the project has created a well-trained critical 
mass of people in several Institutions that can 
now take the lead in their own institutions;  

the project achieved also the implementation 
of an electronic commercial platform which is 
now in operation. a previous  project had already 
provided with the platform which was not in use 
or operated because of several identified factors;

 Ô Information published in the site were not 
updated (2016/2017)

 Ô the data provided were in pdf thus not usable;

 Ô additional information available on request; 

 Ô no collaboration between institutions

however, and despite these problems the project 
achieved to assess the current situation of the 
platform providing comparative analyses with 
already functioning similar platforms (mauritius, 
malaysia, singapore and Zimbabwe);

as a result, a model based on a similar platform 
was developed and converged in the new 
mauritanian platform; 

this new platform is trilingual, available in 
english and french, while the arabic version is 
under preparation. It includes statistics, analysis 
and research tools giving access to economic 
data on mauritania and on countries and regions 
of the world.

Best practices

suggestions on 
way forward 
despite that the training provided under this project 
was very successful further training is needed 
on standards in particular, on the new Iso/Iec 
17025:2017 standard in order to achieve a mastery 
and a systematic application of the requirements 
of the referential.  In order to systemically use these 
standard while ensuring sustainability. 

 Ô there is the need to provide continued training 
to the auditors but also the trainers in order to 
perpetuate what has been learnt;

 Ô engage continuous discussions with beneficiaries 
(trade committee meeting etc.) to identify 
training needs and selection of participants;

 Ô Identification of a lack of technical capacity at 
stakeholder level (ministry of commerce and 
trade (mct), public institutions and private sector 
executives) / trade information in order to carry out 
basic analysis and develop trade policies. provide 
training to the relevant stakeholder in order to 
enable them to provide substantive contents in 
the preparation of the trade agreements, including 
the provision of a basic knowledge of statistical 
concepts and of the partial equilibrium model.
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STRENGThENING ThE 
PlaNT vaRIETy PROTECTION SySTEm 
IN CENTRal aND 
wEST afRICa 

Key messages  
on implementation  
of support projects and results
the oapI is the african Intellectual property 
organization, which provide support to 17 
country members in central and West africa. 

Its function is to provide Intellectual property 
uniform legislation with centralized procedure. 
a certificate issued by the oapI is valid directly in 
the 17 member states.

the project financed by the eu through the 
tradecom II pmu is about the establishment of 
the plant variety protection system.

for plant variety it is intended  for a more precisely 
defined group of plants selected from a species 
and having a common set of characteristics. a 
new plant variety can therefore be protected by 
a plant variety certificate. 

In 2006 oapI establishes the plant variety 
protection regime and in 2014, oapI became a 
member of international union for plant variety 
protection.

the project is going to strengthen the system for 
plant protection, in practice to market a variety 

with improved behaviours is important that such 
variety is subject to a mechanism or a production 
process intended to enter in the market in a 
specific way. the protection provided by this 
system will stimulate agricultural development 
in oapI member states, local and international 
investment in the creation of new varieties and 
will enable farmers to choose among protected 
varieties those that are best adapted to the 
environment and meet their needs.

the project will make possible:

 Ô to upgrade the plant variety examination 
structure at oapI; 

 Ô assist in the establishment of centres for the 
examination of new varieties in member states;

 Ô train national actors in the production, 
development and marketing of plant varieties;

 Ô promote and raise awareness of the oapI plant 
variety protection system among the actors of 
the sector in the member states.

OaPI  
vladimir  mEZuiono
Project Manager
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oapi plant variety protection system and in its memBer states  

KEy GRaPhICS

plant variety certificate (pvr) filing statistics 2006 to 2019:

oapI establishes the  
plant variety protection regime  
(annex 10 of the Bangui agreement)

oapI becomes a member of 
upov as an intergovernmental 

organisation

2006 2014

number of Pvr applications 146

number of titles issued 115

number of rejected applications 3

number of titles in force 48

12 filling 
of pvr claims 

for 2019

statistics on the filing of applications for plant Breeders' 
rights from 2006 to 2019 By country of residence 
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Burkina	
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Côte	
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Mali;	36.2
West	
Africa

Senegal,	6.7 Togo,	4.7

BREAKDOWN	OF	APPLICATIONS	FROM	
2006	TO	2019	(%)

OAPI	
Residents

76%

Non-
residents
24%

BREAKDOWN	OF	APPLICATIONS	BY	
ORIGIN	(2006	TO	2019)
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statistics on the filing of applications for plant Breeders' 
rights from 2006 to 2019 By protected species
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suggestions on 
way forward 
to strengthen the plant variety protection 
system, it will be important to:

 Ô encourage varietal research in the member 
states;

 Ô Increase the protection of new plant varieties;

 Ô Improve the system for exploiting new varieties 
in the member states; 

 Ô train accredited research centers in the 
technical examination of new varieties (dhs);

 Ô put in place national seed policies for oapI 
member countries by encouraging public-
private partnership; 

 Ô raise awareness and popularize the plant 
variety protection system.
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cluster 5a: TRaDE aND INvESTmENT - the european Investment plan & BlendIng 
Instruments for the BenefIt of acp countrIes 

mODERaTOR

EC DG DEvCO
Elisabetta SArTorEl

EC DG DEvCO  
Jose-manuel 
capitan-romero

bUSINESS aCP
oumar SEcK

PaPUa NEw GUINEa
Daroa PETEr 

DG TRaDE 
moustapha magumu 

RmCE
Paraschand Hurry

cluster 5a:
TRaDE aND INvESTmENT

the eXternal Investment 
plan & BlendIng 

Instruments for the 
BenefIt of acp countrIes 
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EIP & blENDING INSTRUmENTS  
fOR aCP COUNTRIES

EC DG DEvCO  
Jose-manuel capitan-romero
European Commission
DG Devco

introduction

as elisabetta introduced me, I work in dg 
devco unit c7—the thematic unit that is the 
secretariat of the eIp and the secretariat of the 
different blending facilities that we have in dg 
devco. my presentation will cover the following 
two main elements:

 Ô understanding of the blending instruments, 
and

 Ô the external Investment plan which includes 
also the guarantees.

pillar 1 
the funding

pillar 2 
the technical

assistance

pillar 3
the investment

climate

reasons for the eip creation  
and its Key operations

external  
investment  

plan (eip) 
and Its KeY pIllars

creation of the EiP: the basis of the eIp is the 
many components of the sdgs that are linked 
to the activities of devco including decent 
work and jobs, economic growth, and industrial 
development—the goals that are more linked to 
the creation of this facility. 

The investment gap:there is a big investment 
gap for achieving the sustainable development 
goals. the estimate is that the current annual 
investment is €1.4 billion euros and the total 
investment needed to achieve the sdgs is €3.9 
billion euros. thus, there is a total investment 
gap of €2.5 billion euros.
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a new paradigm of the agenda 2030 of meeting 
the sdgs—the 2018/2019 addis ababa finance 
and development summit that reiterated the 
importance of the private sector in financing the 
development objectives. this is also linked to the 
new communication of the ec which aimed to 
reinforce the role of the private sector in order to 
achieve the development targets, as well as the 
new communication aimed at the design a new 
and more efficient architecture for achieving 
investment targets outside the eu. It targets 

working together with the different multilateral and 
bilateral development banks in order to achieve the 
postulated increase in investment flows.

the eu communication on africa-europe 
alliance for sustainable Investment and Jobs 
is the key document for the ec’s investment 
work in africa. and finally the communication 
letter from the new commissioner is placing an 
emphasis on the importance of the private sector 
in achieving capital and investment targets. 

the eip goals

1

1

1

1

To contribute 

to the attainment 

of the SDGs

To encourage 
private investment and 

achieve an increase in 
investment in countries 
that are falling short of 

investment increase

To tackle the 
crisis of irregular 
immigration 
through creation 
of jobs and growth 
opportunities in the 

immigrant sourcing 
count

To improve 

investment 

climate

the three pillars of the eip

the european fund 
for sustainable 
development is 
composed of two 
elements:

 Ô the guarantees, 
and

 Ô the blending 
loans and grants.

this is for africa 
through the 
africa Investment 
platform and the 
eu-neighbourhood 
Investment 
platform.
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the technical 
assistance—aimed 
at supporting 
local authorities 
and companies 
in preparing 
bankable projects 
(to support pillar 1) 
and to improve the 
investment climate 
and engage more 
the private sector

the Investment 
climate—aiming 
at improving the 
investment climate 
through dialogue 
with the business 
communities, 
making analysis 
of the problems 
with the markets in 
respective countries, 
policies and 
political dialogue, 
and through eu 
cooperation
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the eIp is already under implementation since 2017. the state of play as of december 2019 is as follows:

The European fund 
for Sustainable 

Development-- under the 
blending component

have approved 70 projects in ssa with the eu contribution of 1.57 billion 
euros that will leverage projects by an amount of 12.5 billion euros.

In the neighbourhood region have eu contribution of 0.92 billion euros 
for 76 projects.

under the guarantees have approved an amount of 1.54 billion euros 
which will leverage investment by 17.5 billion euros.

Intending to sign 28 guarantees.

The European fund 
for Sustainable 

Development-- under the 
blending component

for 2018 to 2020 the target for the eu-africa alliance is to see 350 million 
euros.

for 2018 the technical assistance coverage included the improvement of 
business environment in africa for an amount of 724 million euros out of 
which 500 million euros was technical assistance and 224 was for budget 
support.

as part of the 2021-2027 multiannual framework, the 
scope of the eIp will be extended beyond africa and 
neighbourhood to latin america and asia. It will have a 
budget of around 60 billion for supporting investment, 
and expect to reach a leverage of 500 billion euros. 

this is quite an ambitious target, but this is how 
the eu inteds to move under the new multiannual 
framework and will continue expanding eIp 
operations under the three pillars.

eip operations under the three pillars

pIllar 1 
european fund for sustainaBle development 
composed of the Blending loans and guarantees

Blending entails cooperation with partners 
that are either implementing the projects and/
or financial institutions. the list of financial 
institutions that we are working with include:

 Ô the european Investment Bank;

 Ô european Bank for reconstruction and 
development;

 Ô other bilateral financial institutions from the 
targeted beneficiary countries and regional 
development banks.

Blending is a strategic use of the limited amount 
of the eu financial support that is used to mobilize 
financing from partner financial institutions and/
or other sources such as the private sector. 

thus, the little money the eu puts into the 
bending portfolio is to leverage resources for 
investment from other financial institutions 
and private sector. that kind of investment 
should have a developmental impact. the eu 
contribution provides the additionality needed 
for the targeted projects to be fully funded and 
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implemented with the inherent developmental 
content. thus, in a lending operation, the eu 
contribution is small amounting to about 10% 
of the project financing. the project can also 
have equity, government financing, loans from 
financial institutions, and other sources and forms 
of financing. thus, the eu contribution is part of a 
larger budget amounting to between €5 to €10 
million per project. this can be made available as:

 Ô a direct investment grant with the view of 
reducing the costs for the beneficiary, or 

 Ô a subsidy to the interest rate charged on the rest 
of the project financing, or 

 Ô in terms of technical assistance to the project, or

 Ô participate in terms of capital financing, or

 Ô provide the needed guarantee.

Key sectors of interventios

TRaNSPORTaTION
roads, ports, 

and others that account 
for about 40% of financing

ENERGy
mostly on renewable energy

 transmission lines

PRIvaTE SECTOR 
DEvElOPmENT 
access to finance 
for private sector

OThER SECTORS 
such as water, forestry,

agriculture, Ict

regIonal dIstrIButIon of BlendIng resources In %ages

eastern,  
southern afrIca  

& IndIan ocean

central  
afrIca

West
afrIca
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the purpose of the guarantees is to reduce risks. 
the benefits of the eIp guarantees include:

 Ô to reduce / lower the risks and stimulate credit 
available for investments in africa;

 Ô to stimulate an increase in the participation 
of the private sector in financing investments 
taking advantage of the lower risks; and

 Ô to provide liquidity.

the guarantees are new in the markets. they 
are unconditional, irrevocable and are on first 
demand. these are very interesting characteristics 
for the beneficiaries requesting these guarantees. 

guarantees are provided through the 
international financial institutions that work with 
the ec such as the external Investment Bank, 
european Investment Bank, etc. etc. 

these guarantees are issued through a portfolio 
approach. so, the guarantees are for a group 
of projects. Initially the amount for these 
guarantees was €1.5 billion euros. 

thus far the ec has already approved 28 
guarantees with 30 partner institutions. the 
budget of €1.5 billion euros is supposed to 
leverage an amount of €7.5 billion euros.

priorities of intervention under these guarantees

guarantees

ENERGy

mICRO aND Small mEDIUm
ENTERPRISES fINaNCING

SUSTaINablE 
aGRICUlTURE

aGRO-INDUSTRIES

DIGITalISaTION
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pIllar 2 
technical assistance

the guarantees are accompanied by technical 
assistance in order to create capacities with 
the beneficiaries. the ec has already identified 
and will be signing about 20 guarantees in 
2020 in the key sectors as mentioned earlier. 
the model of operation of these guarantees 
is the ec signs guarantee agreements with 
international financial institutions, these then 
signs guarantee agreements with country level 
financial institutions, who in the end provides 
guarantees to final beneficiaries (borrowers).

the technical assistance pillar was conceived to 
support pillar one on the projects in blending 
or in the guarantees with the identification 
of the projects, design the projects in better 
way or to increase the capacity building of the 
intermediaries and the beneficiaries. technical 
assistance can also be conceived in support of 
pillar 3, that is, to do an analysis of the investment 
climate, to support the public-private sector 
dialogue, or to increase the capacity of the public 
and private sector agencies.

pIllar 3 
investment climate

the pillar on the investment climate—have a new 
handbook on the investment climate drivers that 
includes determination of the foreign and domestic 
investments at macro and other levels. the drivers 
may include macro-economic stability, political 
stability, human development, innovation, business 
development drivers such as labour laws, land 
rights, regulations in infrastructure and energy.

the approach is to have a dialogue with the 
private sector and the government in order 
to establish the situation on the ground. the 
intervention actions are planned based on 
regular operations through the budget support 
and other funding facilities.

Axel P. De La Maissonneuve - DG DEVCO 
TCII Grant Signing Ceremony - Geneva, 4 July 2019

Paolo CICCARELLI - DG DEVCO, EDD19 June 2019 - Brussels
High Level Panel organised by TCII II Programme
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ThE aCP faCIlITIES aND blENDING 
INSTRUmENTS fOR TRaDE aND 
PRIvaTE SECTOR DEvElOPmENT

bUSINESS aCP
oumar SEcK 
Team Leader
Business ACP, The Joint ACP-EU PSD Platform

introduction

the Business acp platform consists of many acp-eu private sector facilities and has been in operation for 
the past two years. 

purpose pragmatic pillars
provide technical and administrative support to the 
joint PSD AcP-Eu Platform and for implementation 
of the Joint cooperation framework (€600 million 
envelope) for PSD support

supporting/developing business-friendly policies, 
productive capacities and value chains

promote acp-eu private sector development (psd) 
knowledge management

Increasing financial inclusion;

support the AcP Secretariat Increasing access to finance for smes and catalyzing 
private investments and commercial finance for 
development via blending;

promoting psd knowledge management and 
good practice sharing (intra-acp and eu-acp)

this also includes the dissemination of the results and activities of the tradecom II programme as much 
as possible to the private sector actors in the acp group.
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pIllar 1 
Blended finance

the strategic use of development finance 
and philanthropic funds to mobilize private 
capital flows to emerging and frontier markets, 
resulting in positive results for both investors and 
communities.

In an emerging/frontier country context, 
blended finance value lies on:

1. attracting and crowding-in private capital--for 
instance infrastructure financing; access to 
finance by smes;

2. de-risking both supply and demand side of 
financing;

3. by capacitating financial institutions and clients 
msme; and 

4. by optimizing the tryptic “cost – risk – return” of 
financing. 

a typical design of the blended finance 
structure is as indicated in the graphics below. 
this is applicable to a number of financing 
options including impact investment, 
social entrepreneurship, micro-enterprise 
development, sme entrepreneurship 

development, and, mostly, to large industrial 
and agri-business projects, and to large 
infrastructure projects. eu blending financing 
started with large infrastructure projects with 
high bankability opportunities and scope for 
addressing viability gap issues.  

systematic and strategic 
use of development and 

philanthropic funds to 
mobilize and engage private 

capital at scale

Investments in emerging 
and frontier markets that 

deliver transformative social 
and economic progress

market-based, risk-adjusted 
returns that meet business 
goals and fiduciary duties 

building on the large 
financial sector in the 27 eu 
member states with several 
financial institutions that are 

seven-pillar assessed; 

the latter remains a major 
bottleneck for the acp-based 

financial institutions since most 
of them are yet to undergo a 
seven-pillar assessment and, 

hence, are yet to be major 
drivers in the management of 

blended financing

ImPaCT RETURNS lEvERaGE

expectations from a Blended finance programme
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typical design of a Blended finance fund
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Investment climate, value chain development, enterprise development (pillar 1), as of december 2019

expectations from a Blended finance programme

fit-for-market » 
programme

Implementing partner: coleacp.

Intra-acp edf contribution= € 20.3 million euros (+extension of €15 million).

objective: enable smallholder farmers, farmers' organizations and msmes 
to access to international and domestic horticultural markets, by complying 
with sps issues and market requirements in a sustainable framework.

Support business-
friendly and inclusive 
national and regional 

policies and strengthen 
productive capacity 

and value-chains

Implementing partners: World Bank group; Itc; unIdo.

Intra-acp edf contribution= €34.7 million euros.

objectives: support business-friendly and inclusive national and regional 
policies and strengthen productive capacities and value chains targeted at 
specific agricultural value chain development through macro, meso and 
micro-level interventions.

Technical Assistance 
(TA) facility for 

improving the Business 
Environment and 
Wider investment 
climate through 

Structured Dialogue

linked to the ta pillar of the european external Investment plan (eIp).

Implementation partners:  gIZ, snv, expertise france and British council.

Intra-acp edf contribution: €10 million euros (total budget € 11,625,000, 
german ministry of coop -BmZ 1,5 million, British council 125,000).

objectives: (1) support acp partner countries and regional institutions in 
their private sector structured dialogue process to create a more conducive 
investment climate; (2) strengthen acp regional and national dfIs; and (3) 
share knowledge and good practices in investment climate reforms.

farmers’ organization 
for AcP (fo4AcP)

Implementation partner:  International fund for agricultural development 
(Ifad).

Intra-acp edf contribution = € 40 million euros (total budget €42.5 million).

objective: Increase income and improve livelihood, food and nutrition 
security and safety of the acp family farming in the target areas of the project 
through support to farmers’ organizations (fos).

increasing financial 
inclusion (Pillar 2) as of 

December 2019

Implementation modality: call for proposals (grant contracts between ec 
and beneficiaries).

digital financial Inclusion.

objective: deepen financial inclusion in acp countries by promoting inclusive 
and responsible digital finance services ecosystems that can benefit poor 
people and entrepreneurs.
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Access to finance, 
including through 

Blending (Pillar 3) As of 
December 2019

Implementing partners: african development Bank (afdB) & european 
Investment Bank (eIB).

Boost africa for Youth employment project.

objective: Increase access to finance for enterprises through blending, in 
particular supporting entrepreneurially driven early stage and start-up smes.

EuriZ

Implementing partners: agence française de développement (afd) & 
swedish International development agency (sIda).

Intra-acp edf contribution= € 25.8 million euros (total budget: € 829.8 
million).

objective: the guarantee facility aims to target the financially underserved 
msmes in the acp countries with the main objectives of improving access to 
financial services through blending and promote job creation. 

AgriBusiness capital 
fund or « ABc fund »

Implementing partner: International fund for agriculture development 
(Ifad), luxemburg-registered investment fund.

Intra-acp edf contribution = € 45 million euros (target fund size: € 200 
million).

objective: Investment fund targeted at driving inclusive smallholder and 
rural finance.

African Guarantee 
fund (AGf)

Implementing partners: african development Bank (afdB) & african 
guarantee fund (agf).

Intra-acp edf contribution= €25.5 million euros (risk capital€ 22.0 million + ta 
€3.0 million + €0.5 million for communication, evaluation and audit) plus lead 
fI fees.

total Budget: €110.6 million euros (of which capital subscription €104.40 
million, ta €6.20 million).

objective: agf works with financial institutions with experience of working 
with smes, offering guarantees for both long-term financing and to cover 
working capital for smes;

services:

 D loan guarantees;

 D fundraising guarantees;

 D green guarantee facility;

 D technical assistance to partner financial institutions and to smes. guarantees 
generally limited to 50% of the underlying individual sme loans or loan 
portfolio exposures.
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AcP-Eu PSD 
Knowledge 

management (Pillar 4) 
as of December 20019

AcP-Eu PSD 
Knowledge 

management Technical 
Support function /

Business AcP

Implementing partners: consortium led by IBf (IBf, gopa, microfinanza, 
enabling environment, Quarein)

Budget: € 6 million euros (of the total of € 20 million)

objective: to provide technical and administrative support to the joint psd platform

to assume the knowledge management function of past/upcoming psd programs.

culture and creative 
industries financing 

initiative – creatifi as of 
December 20019

culture and creative 
industries financing 
initiative – creatifi

Implementing partners - project modality: Indirect management, following 
the eu blending framework procedure; with lead financial Institutions: 
multilateral and national fIs of the eu; regional and national fIs of the acp.

Budget: € 20 million euros (total of € 50 million).

objective: supporting the cultural and creative industries (ccIs) or orange 
economy enterprises in accessing equity and debt finance in order to 
strengthen the sector’s contribution to sustainable socio-economic 
development of acp countries.

AcP invESTmEnT 
fAciliTy, as of 
December 2019

Implementing partners: european Investment Bank (eIB).

Budget: total allocation of €5.158 billion euros as of dec 2018 broken down as 
follows:

 D Investment facility, (revolving fund, total as from 2010): €3.137 billion

 D Impact investment envelope (since 2014): € 800 million

 D grant fund for interest rate subsidies and technical assistance: €1.221 bill

objective: support large commercially viable investments through direct 
financing, mostly long-term loans (usually above € 10 million); sme funding 
with acp financial intermediaries (development/ commercial banks, venture/ 
risk capital funds etc.). 

products: (1) Junior or subordinated loans, (2) Quasi-equity funding; (3) equity 
funding; (4) guarantees; (5) Interest rate subsidies; (6) technical assistance. 
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EffECTIvE ExPlOITaTION Of ThE 
aCP-EU bUSINESS aND INvESTmENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 

Key messages  
on the Business development  
environment in png

the investment promotion agency (Ipa) is under 
the ministry of commerce and Industry together 
with the sme development agency, and the 
national development Bank.

the Ipa is quite unique. Its mandate is to advance 
investment promotion and regulation. for the 
last three years the Ipa has been self-financing on 
its investment promotion mandate. It received 
support mainly from development partners 
that finance promotion of investment projects—
mainly australia and malaysia and recently china 
and usa (emerging biggest investors by value) 
and new emerging trends of new investors 
including philippines and france. recently 
Ipa has been receiving a lot of enquiries from 
countries in europe – like uK, france, Belgium 
-- over possible investment opportunities in the 
png in sectors like agriculture and renewables.

recently the png authorities have set up a 
new economic Zone and the sme tax category 
which is much lower than the corporation tax 
rates. these are the key incentives that the Ipa 
is exploiting to attract new investments into 
the png through project profiling and visits to 
potential partners in the key provinces / rural 
areas where more than 80% of the country’s 
population lives. Ipa in particular responds to the 
critical business development needs and literacy 
of these communities.

PaPUa NEw GUINEa
Daroa PETEr 
Director, Investor Servicing Promotion Division
INVESTMENT PROMOTION AUTHORITY
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implementation of  
support project and results

With the support provided by the tcII 
programme the Ipa managed to organize 
the business forum that was held during the 
country’s Investment Week. this business forum 
was an inaugural event, and Ipa found it was 
very useful in the sense that it provided the 
opportunity for the business communities from 
the provinces to meet each other in the capital 
port moresby. these business communities 
were also exposed to technical details of how to 
do business of relevance to the png economic 
base and environment.   

the anticipation was that these business 
communities from the provinces would, 
through the match-making facility, find business 
partners. this event also brought in some key 
parliamentarians that were enabled to introduce 
their specific programmes in their respective 
districts to the business communities.

Ipa realized that there was a lot of interest from 
the business communities to promote and 
deliver investments in the various economic 

communities and sectors of the country.  It was 
also realized that the business communities 
from fiji and samoa—the other epa states in 
the pacific—would also want to attend these 
business development events in good numbers. 
however, one of the challenges that became 
evident was that there were few eu companies 
that attended this business development event 
most likely because of the distance factor 
between europe and png. as a result of these 
efforts we have now set up a png-eu Business 
council which will, in due course, facilitate 
closer linkages between eu and png business 
communities.

under the epa, png is benefitting from specific 
sectoral developments in particular the fisheries 
sector and addressing some of the key sector-
specific export challenges and exploiting the 
underlying and emerging opportunities. new 
opportunities include blending facilities that 
are being put in place under the pacific-eu 
cooperation. 

suggestions on 
way forward 
Ipa wish to propose that under the tcII 
programme more effort be spent on building 
capacities on sectoral business intelligence for 
countries in the pacific and other acp regions 
as destinations for the eu investments. that will 
entail building capacities and sharing knowledge 
on sector and project profiling, build an 
information base and provide those investment 
and trade information on sectors like agriculture, 
agri-business, and services, mining, renewables, 
petroleum and energy, etc. particularly for png. 
png has immense potential in agriculture and 
tourism that is untapped. the sme-drive should 
also be an important area to focus on also for 
the purpose of enhancing inclusiveness and 
sustainable development.

an additional area of focus should be on 
enhancing awareness among the european 
companies to attend the joint business and 
investment promotion events. the png-eu 
business and investment forum will be held 
again this year and would like to generate more 
awareness for the eu companies to attend that 
event and other business events that will feature 
in the region.
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SCalING-UP ThE EU-PNG mODEl 
Of bUSINESS TO bUSINESS

Key messages on the state of play 
of the epa

reaffirm that the new eu commission is 
committed to continue strengthening the trade 
and economic relations with the pacific region. 
one of the responsibilities of the commissioner 
for trade is to strengthen the implementation of 
the epa in the pacific region.

the countries implementing the epa in the 
pacific include: the epa implemented by fiji and 
png has gained momentum with the accession 
of samoa in december 2018, and solomon 
Islands is to finalize the accession process any 

time soon (by end of mid-2020). also expect 
tonga to submit its accession instruments/offer 
to allow for the negotiations of the offer with the 
view to tonga becoming a member of the epa 
states by the end of 2020. 

the epa is open to accession, hence one of the 
focus of the parties is to make sure that in the 
foreseeable future all the acp countries in the 
region become member of the epa. 

evolution of trade and successes

trade has been evolving positively between the 
eu, png and fiji since the conclusion of the epa 
in 2008—with the trade balance clearly in favour 
of the pacific states.  

the key highlights of the successes of the epa 

between the eu and the pacific states notably 
include the impact of the derogation given 
under the roo in particular the global sources 
that allows png to source raw materials from 
anywhere provided that the fish has been 
processed in png. the fish products can be 

DG TRaDE 
moustapha magumu 
Trade Affairs Officer, Economic Partnership Agreements 
ACP, Overseas Countries & Territories
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scaling up of the eu-png Business to Business

this is an initiative in the eu agenda of priorities 
because this is the best way to attract eu 
businesses in the region. as earlier indicated, 
the lack of eu business interest in the eu-
png Business conference was due to the cost 
implications. hence, this initiative constitutes a 
solid basis for building on in particular:

 Ô the large number of participants from the 
local business community (200+), state actors, 
private sector, etc. was not matched by the 
presence of eu business representatives as the 
first event it was not publicised enough. hence, 
the need to do a sector intelligence / sector 
profiling targeting the inherent competitive 
advantage(s) with the view of attracting eu 
companies that are likely to come and invest in 
the region especially those with representation 
in the region and/or have businesses that can 
be targeted for further expansion;

 Ô eu need to strengthen its reliance on the 
business communities already in the region 
with regard to trade and investment information 
they have and can share;

 Ô the presence and strengthening that need to 
be done with regard to the joint venture—eu-
png Business council; its setting up has gone 
through a good momentum and this institution 
will need to be strengthened going forward;

 Ô perspective for the epa in the region: will 
continue with 3 elements:

 D Widening the agreement focusing on 
accession by other countries;

 D deepening of the agreement taking into 
account the emerging strong interest in 
the sustainable elements of trade including 
labour rights, gender, climate change, 
environment;

 D promotion and cooperation—how to involve 
the civil society and parliamentary bodies in 
the monitoring of the epa implementation 
to make sure it is delivering on what it is 
intended to do.

 Ô services—this is another key element of the 
region’s economic sector; for which we would 
explore the best way to effectively deliver on the 
service sector under the epa. to that end, a study 
is being contemplated that will focus on sector 
by sector elements of the services sector in the 
epa;

 Ô scaling up of the Business-to-Business at the 
regional level—transposing the png national 
model to the regional coverage to include all 
the epa countries in the region. to effectively 
address the underlying challenges, the ec is 
contemplating of setting up an eu Business 
entity that will help the eu business communities 
including the smes internationalize themselves—
i.e. get interested in investing in the region like the 
pacific. this will be done in close collaboration 
with the eu delegations in the respective regions 
and the eu Business councils with the view of 
making the eu business community realize the 
potential of maximizing the benefits of the epas 
at the same time create jobs for the populations 
in the epa states.

exported to the eu on the duty and quota free. 
this has generated a lot of businesses in png—
about five major investments in the fishery 
canning industry has been generated since 
2008 and have generated about 50,000 jobs in 
the tuna canning industry mainly for women 
and, in terms of figures, this accounts for about 
19% of total png exports to the eu in 2018. this is 
a success story in png.

fiji water is another example of a success story. 
since 2008 the exports of fiji water to the eu has 
increased in particular to the uK, france, spain 
and Belgium. In many of the restaurants and 
hotels in these countries there is fiji water.
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ENhaNCED bUSINESS ClImaTE fOR 
INCREaSED INvESTmENT aND TRaDE 
amONG aPEI COUNTRIES

main components of the tcii support programme:  
targeted support to the rmce for the implementation  
of the Key trade components of its apei programmes

The three-fold purpose and results of the 
support programme: 

 Ô to contribute to the facilitation of the 
free movement of business persons and 
professionals among the apeI countries: 
through the apeI Business travel card;

 Ô to enhance and deepen cooperation in trade 
in services: through a framework for the 
monitoring and implementation of the mutual 
recognition agreement (mra);

 Ô to enhance the business climate for increased 
investment and trade among apeI member 
states: through the Business facilitation 
framework.

Good practices in APEi for investment and 
Trade climate

 Ô malawi introduced an e-transactions act & 
e-payment system for transparent and simple 
tax procedures.

 Ô mauritius introduced online business 
registration and interoperability along with 
streamlining the licensing system through an 
e-licensing platform.

 Ô mozambique collects and maintains ntm 
databases through its tripartite pilot programme 
to streamline/ eliminate ntm/ntBs.

 Ô seychelles introduced a risk management 
and cargo targeting system for lower physical 
inspection rates and simplified the business 
registration process.

 Ô Zambia adopted the asYcuda system and 
introduced a single window platform-one stop 
shop Integrated system (ossIs). 

RmCE
Paraschand Hurry
Officer in Charge
Regional Multidisciplinary Centre of Excellence (RMCE)
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BuSinESS fAciliTATion frAmEWorK in APEi

APEi  
leader's Summit
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 Ô the Business facilitation framework is based 
on the core pillars of policy and regulation, 
connectivity and private sector development for 
enhanced trade and investment.  

 Ô APEi Secretariat: formation of an apeI 
secretariat as a coordinating mechanism to 
manage the apeI process.

 Ô APEi Business council (ABc): established as 
a business membership organization and a 
private sector institution of apeI. 

 Ô under the aBc a model for regional public-
private dialogue (ppd) was proposed.

 Ô ABc Secretariat: to be responsible for the daily 
functioning of the aBc and the implementation 
of its work programme. 

PrEPArATion

•	self-evaluation by 
reviewed country

•	Questionnaire by the 
secretariat

conSulTATion

•	discussion on draft 
report

•	final report 
approved and 
adopted

•	press release

ASSESSmEnT

•	consultation to 
responsible agencies, 
business, civil society, 
academics, ad other 
interest groups in 
reviewed country

•	draft report by 
secretariat for 
comments by 
reviewers and 
reviewed country
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criTicAl SEcTorS AS cATAlySTS

 Ô the selection of sectors of the agricultural 
and non-agricultural trade has been done by 
mapping the goods with the most potential 
in exports in the apeI region, sectors include:(i) 
relatively low value per weight ratio and high 
regional transport cost,(ii) products mainly 
with high but surmountable sps risks and,(iii) 
products with potential as material for value- 
added processing;

 Ô priority agricultural and non-agricultural 
sectors include: stock feed, seafood, 
groundnuts, sugar, maize, textile and clothing;

 Ô maize and soybeans are important smallholder 
crops and groundnuts are one of the most 
widely cultivated crops in mainland apeI 
countries;

 Ô frozen seafood products from mozambique 
are likely to be a good area for increased trade in 
the apeI region;

 Ô priority services sectors include: travel, transport, 
financial services and communications;

 Ô tourism is a key sector in particular for the island 
countries of seychelles and mauritius;

 Ô apeI countries are net exporters of 
communication services and financial services, 
and have been among the most significant 
gdp growth drivers in the region. 

cHAllEnGES of THE ProGrAmmE

1. 1apeI Business facilitation framework 
clashes with other regional integration 
initiatives (comesa, sadc, afcfta, etc);

2. 2problem of overlaps and demands on 
resources for regional integration schemes;

3. 3coordination and engagement from the 
private sector and social organizations in the 
policy dialogue;

4. apeI has no formal basis, it is not an fta but 
only an endeavor;

5. 5the sustainability of the project is 
challenged; 

6. poor support for implementation 
and technical assistance for capacity 
development.

ProPoSED WAy forWArD: nEXT STEPS 
for inSTiTuTionAl DEvEloPmEnT:

 Ô  apeI coordinating mechanism

 Ô setting up apeI website for hosting the ppd 
and peer learning platforms.

 Ô Kickstart communication with private sector 
institutions in five member countries to initiate 
the establishment of apeI Business council 
and aBc secretariat.

 Ô apeI operational structure and working agenda 
agreed, finalized and disseminated. 

 Ô the secretariat to develop the collective action 
plan based on the Individual action plans for 
the apeI ministerial/summit meeting.

 Ô organization of the first apeI ministerial/
summit.

cAPAciTy BuilDinG nEEDS

 Ô setting up the peer learning hub online 
platform.

 Ô peer learning lessons on experiences/ good 
practices to be shared on the platform.

 Ô annual capacity building workshops/webinars 
held on the requested topics based on the 
capacity Building matrix.

 Ô the secretariat to work on apeI peer review 
mechanism and plan in order to propose to 
apeI leaders.

 Ô the secretariat to work on apeI peer review 
mechanism and plan to propose to apeI 
leaders.

 Ô the secretariat to organize review sessions on 
the selected thematic areas. 

 Ô Based on the recommendations from peer 
review and lessons learnt from peer learning 
activities, member countries to conduct audit 
of its domestic regulations and develop plan for 
amendments/reforms, which could be included 
in the country’s Individual action plan
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cluster 5B: TRaDE aND INvESTmENT - prIvate sector competItIveness

cluster 5B:
TRaDE aND INvESTmENT

prIvate sector 
competItIveness 

mODERaTOR

TCII PROGRammE
Ahmed nDyESHoBolA

wEST afRICa/GSa 
Wunmi oSHolAKE

maURITIUS 
Sunil n. BooDHoo

bOTSwaNa
Kgotso KGoSiEmAnG

ZImbabwE 
Admire JonGWE

REPOa
Donald mmAri

TRaPCa 
caiphas cHEKWoTi
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ExPORT REaDINESS ENhaNCEmENT 
fOR wOmEN-lED SmE COSmETIC 
PRODUCERS aND ExPORTERS

wEST afRICa/GSa 
Wunmi oSHolAKE
Deputy Director
Global Shea Alliance

gloBal shea alliance overview  
of 500 memBers from 35 countrIes
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what does gsa do 

mEmBEr BEnEfiTS

 Ô  market linkages to 500 member organization, 
representing 35 countries 

 Ô technical support for supply chain, marketing 
and sustainability initiatives including 
workshops, training session and trade shows. 

 Ô exclusive market information 

 Ô participation in the gsa sustainability program 

 Ô annual conferences and exhibitions 

 Ô voting rights in the annual general assembly 

STAKEHolDEr cATEGory AnD GroWTH TrEnDS

supplIers
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Women's 
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11%

non profIts
13%
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12%
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inDuSTry ASSESSmEnT

 Ô african based small cosmetic brands are a 
critical part of the shea value chain, as their 
activities showcase value additions in africa 
led by women’s owned enterprises. 

 Ô creates jobs to 5-10 individuals in their 
supply chain. i.e.  formulator, packaging, 
sales and marketing. 

 Ô growing demand for shea in cosmetics, 
driven by consumers of organic and naturally 
made products with disposal incomes. 

 Ô small brands are developing innovative 
products such a creams, lips balms, body 
butter and scrubs to meet the demands 
with shea butter as a base ingredients. 

 Ô gsa organize african cosmetics exhibition 
each year to showcase shea-based cosmetics 
in dubai, south africa and morocco. 

 Ô connected to over 10,000+ buyers 
(distributors and retailers stores).

 Ô many of the brands don’t take advantage 
as they could because of limited capacities, 
quality products, packaging and demand for 
certified organic products, a2f to scale up. 

ovErviEW of TrADEcom ii SuPPorT 
ProJEcT

 Ô partnership with tradecom was to address 
challenges facing small cosmetics brands in 
africa, to develop their business capacities 
and enhance export competitiveness for 
shea-based products; 

 Ô undertake assessment of current practices 
of the small businesses in ghana, nigeria, 
Ivory coast, Burkina faso and togo to 
assess their technical capacities and export 
readiness;

 Ô country level conformity assessment on 
quality standards for the cosmetology 
sector;

 Ô provide market entry requirements for the 
eu and us market for shea-based products 
and african markets;

 Ô Best practice requirements in 
manufacturing cosmetics products;

 Ô capacity building trainings and validation 
workshop; and 

 Ô step by step export guide for gsa members.

 Ô the project results include:  

 D trained 150 small businesses at shea2019 
conference held in accra on export 
management procedures to enhance their 
export readiness;

 D organized validation and training workshop 
on marketing processes, export and quality 
management for small businesses;

 D developed 2 manuals that highlights best 
manufacturing practices for small businesses 
and export requirements for africa, us and 
eu markets.
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WorKSHoP HiGHliGHTS

 Ô validation workshop organized by enabling 
environment was held in accra on october 
30, 2019.

 Ô the purpose of the workshop was to review 
and adapt export and quality manuals for 
gsa members. 

 Ô 30 participants from togo, Benin, Ivory 
coast, Burkina faso, nigeria and ghana 
attended the workshop. 

 Ô draft manuals showcased practical 
information on enhancing quality standards, 
export and certification for shea-based 
products to the eu and us markets.

 Ô participants reviewed manuals and 
provided feedback on best practices for 
quality standards process for cosmetics and 
best manufacturing practices.

 Ô adapted manual as a useful guide and 
disseminate to gsa members. 

The workshop was on point and 
very practical. Inviting us for 
our input means a lot to us and 

adds value to what we’re doing and 
respect for efforts. I have gained a lot of 
insights by attending this event
comfort adjahoe-Jennings,  
ele agbe company ltd, ghana 

“
„

The aspects on quality and 
market requirements was 
very informative. I believe this 

helps us create more for our economic 
empowerment. Together we make it 
happen
fulera seidu,  
Winnazua

“
„
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suggestions on 
way forward 
the following approach will be used to 
disseminate information of the export and 
quality management guides to stakeholders:

 Ô target new and existing members in africa 
producing cosmetics and share information to 
enhance their technical capacities.;

 Ô online dissemination to stakeholders logging 
in to the gsa resource library;  

 Ô develop and make presentations of key aspects 
of the manual to participants at small training 
seminars at shea2020 conference in togo.;

 Ô make periodic post on social media and share 
links to specific aspects of the manual to 
stimulate awareness and promote exports of 
shea-based cosmetics.
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STRENGThENED ExPORT REaDINESS 
aND COmPETITIvENESS fOR SmES

enhancing the Business environment 
for exporting smes in mauritius, 
especially in the context of the epa implementation

ouTlinE

mAuriTiAn SmE 
lAnDScAPE

KEy cHAllEnGES 
for mAuriTiAn 

SmES 

Tcii ProJEcT on 
EXPorT  

comPETiTivEnESS

cHAllEnGES WAy forWArD

mAuriTiAn SmE lAnDScAPE

 Ô smes contribute about 40% to the country’s gdp 
and represent 54.6% of total employment;

 Ô as per government Budget and vision 2030, smes 
are called to assume a more impactful role in the 
economy;

 Ô not only as an enabler but as a key driver of inclusive 
and balanced growth; 

 Ô challenges in the sector are, however, multi-
dimensional and against such a complex 
backdrop, smes, support institutions, the private 
sector and government have to adopt new 
approaches and invent novel ways of working 
together to foster sme competitiveness;

 Ô development of a 10 - Year sme master plan to 
reshape the entrepreneur landscape by 2026.

maURITIUS 
Sunil n. BooDHoo
Director, International Trade Division
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Regional Integration 
and International Trade
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 Ô result 1.1: a simplified national quality strategy 
is developed.

 Ô result 2.2: training of the selected 32 smes 
on export development and sustaining 
competitiveness undertaken.

oBJEcTivES of THE Tcii SuPPorT ProJEcT 
enhancIng the BusIness envIronment for eXportIng smes In maurItIus, especIallY In 
the conteXt of the epa ImplementatIon.

 Ô objective 1: strengthen the business and trade development capabilities of the mauritian smes; and

 Ô objective 2: develop a framework for sustainability of the business and development capabilities of the 
mauritian smes.:

 D current project is a follow-up of the first assistance mauritius received which aimed at strengthening the 
export competitiveness of smes;

 D assistance received under the rapid response facility.

ProJEcT imPlEmEnTATion ProcESS

objective 1 
Strengthen the business 
and trade development 
capabilities of the mauritian 
SmEs

 Ô result 2.1: a pool of local facilitators for 
enhancing the business development 
capabilities of smes is trained.

 Ô result 2.2: framework for monitoring and 
improvement of the sme trade support 
programmes developed

objective 2: Develop 
a framework for 
sustainability of the 
business and development 
capabilities of the 
mauritian SmEs 

5: increase market access and exports
 Ô market intelligence and market development

4: Support SmEs to improve design and value addition
 Ô market intelligence and market development

3: upgrade skills and job opportunities 
 Ô address skill mismatch/ and upgrade human capital

1: improve SmE competitiveness and growth through 
 Ô improved productivity, 
 Ô better quality products and
 Ô resiliency to compete in the global economy

2: foster high growth potential SmEs by 
 Ô nurturing start-ups and fostering entrepreneurship
 Ô supporting knowledge-based activities and 

disruptive (innovators) smes

2026 SmE mASTEr PlAn

fivE unDErlininG 
oBJEcTivES
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 Ô project was designed and implemented in 
consultation with beneficiary institutions 
namely sme mauritius, association of mauritian 
manufacturers and Business mauritius;

 Ô sector-based or individual gap analysis 
meetings between smes and consultants;

 Ô assessment of the team of facilitators:

 D the objective was to assess the knowledge 
and ability of team of facilitators to support 
smes compliance with export market 
requirements related to quality and standards 
across different businesses. Business 
development matters were also analysed.

 Ô 32 smes benefitted from the support project:

 D sectors: textile and apparel; agro-products 
and foodstuff; Jewellery; light manufacturing 
(e.g furniture; printing; leather  p r o d u c t s ) ; 
software development; handicraft; recycling;

 D ownership: Business owned and managed 
by either women entrepreneurs or youth 
entrepreneurs. 13 of those smes are women-

run companies.;

 D existing and potential export markets: 
enterprises already exporting or those 
considered close to export readiness.

 Ô training for the smes: 

a | Quality standards. training was tailored for 
each sector and the level of processing of 
exportable products  among other 
considerations. the actual production 
capacities of goods and services, the 
competitive advantage of the smes trainings;

b | “food Safety and Quality Training”. topics 
covered included:

 D post harvest handling, temperature controls 
and transport, and 

 D packhouse operations which would have 
to be carried out in relation to specific pack 
house standards like Brc or gloBal g.a.p.

training consisted of a 2-day class session and 1 
day practical in the field.

HoW THE TrADEcom ProJEcT 
DiffErS from oTHEr ProJEcTS

selection of smes by stakeholders and consultants.

enterprise visited by the consultants.

Working on their weaknesses and providing solutions to improve 
their performance.

flexibility to amend terms of reference (based on actual situation).

ProJEcT SuSTAinABiliTy

way forward

sme mauritius along with Business 
mauritius (representing the 

private sector) and association 
of mauritian manufacturers are 

working together to support the 
empowered smes.

the consultants have,  
in this respect, been working 

together with the team of 
facilitators to  ensure a transfer  

of expertise and knowledge.

team of trained facilitators 
providing guidance  

to existing smes.

 Ô Important element: follow up on the project;

 Ô the recommentations on the study to be 
monitored by sme mauritius ltd, a government-
owned company, which has the mandate to 
promote and develop entrepreneurship, and 
provide the necessary support to smes;

 Ô dedicated assistance to smes following 
constraints indentified in respective companies;

 Ô Impmlementation of the recommendations 
made under the project as well as the first 
assistance received including the appointment 
of a project manager and facilitator on quality 
standards Business development and Business 
Intelligence services.
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ENhaNCING ThE INvESTmENT aND 
ExPORT COmPETITIvENESS Of ThE 
bEEf INDUSTRy

who is BnBpu?

 Ô BnBpu is the national coordinating and 
advocacy body; registered with registry of 
societies in 2013.

 Ô recognized by the farming community and 
the moadfs as the legal representative of beef 
farmers in Botswana.

 Ô BnBpu is made up of passionate farmers to 
serves and lobby on behalf of farmers.

 Ô We are an entity that values and acknowledges 
the invaluable value of a cow in Batswana’s 
livelihoods. BnBpu recognizes cattle rearing as 
a vehicle towards the eradication of poverty in 
Botswana as well as bringing nutritional value 
to households in the country and the world over.

 Ô BnBpu helps foster and nurture beneficial 
relations between industry stakeholders and 
farming community, in an effort to create a 
healthy dialogue between interested parties.

 Ô to encourage a robust and thriving beef industry 

that will bring values to the investments of the 
farming community.

 Ô BnBpu exists to address issues facing the 
farming community in terms of farming 
conditions, market and encourage drive 
towards livestock improvement.

outputs of the tcii support 
programme

 Ô the programme set out to benchmark on the 
best-case privatization model to be adopted in 
the privatization of Botswana meat commission 
(Bmc) using gps food group and nortura 
a norwegian agricultural cooperative that 
operates slaughterhouses and other processing 
plants related to meat.

 Ô the exercise provided a good learning curve 
on investments in the beef sector which have a 
beneficial impact on the producer.

 Ô the model to give farmers control over Bmc 
as Bmc was originally established as a farmer 
owned enterprise.

bOTSwaNa
Kgotso KGoSiEmAnG
CEO
Botswana National Beef Producers Union (BNBPU)
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 Ô farmer owned Bmc would be accountable to 
the farmers and motivate farmers to do more 
for their own enterprise.

 Ô the programme recommended the 
cooperative model through which farmers can 
use to own Bmc.

While the assistance was ongoing, the Bmc act 
was changed rendering the proposed model 
unattainable. the new act indicates that no one 
person can own more than 10% shareholding 
in Bmc. however, discussions between 
government and BnBpu on the privatization of 
Bmc is ongoing.

trade and lnvestment gains of 
transforming Bmc into a farmer 
owned company

It will be a motivation for the farmers to work 
hard and grow their own investment for a better 
return just like the nortura model. It will foster 
an element of efficiency and effectiveness in 
the operations of the Bmc for the benefit of 
the shareholders. It will be easier to incorporate 
market demands and requirements as the 
farmer is the owner and can easily cascade such 
market requirements to the farm.

north-south cooperation led to a benchmark 
exercise in the beef sector at nortura and gps 
in order to build capacity in the BnBpu as a 
preparatory exercise for full participation in the 
privatisation of Bmc. good practise cases in 
established farmers’ formation a guidance to 
BnBpu’s own farmer formation.

way forward
seek further assistance for capacity building 
to enable farmers to be more involved in beef 
related matters. 

alongside best practise models build a robust 
and self-sustaining beef union which is 
responsive to the needs of farmers.

Build an advocacy strategy that includes women 
and youth for a more evolving and sustainable 
beef industry.
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STRENGThENED ExPORT 
COmPETITIvENESS Of ThE 
COUNTRy’S hORTICUlTURal 
PRODUCTS 

Zimtrade’s mandate

 Ô Zimtrade is the national trade development 
and promotion organisation of Zimbabwe. 

 Ô Its mandate is to energise Zimbabwe's export 
growth.

Zimtrade’s service portfolio

maRKET 

INTEllIGENCE

ExPORT

DEvElOPmENT

ExPORT

PROmOTION
aDvOCaCy

ZImbabwE 
Admire JonGWE
Client Manager
ZIMTRADE
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ZimBaBwe horticulture 
BacKground

 Ô Zimbabwe agrarian structure is dominated by 
small horticulture farmers (shf) with limited 
connection to export markets;

 Ô new agrarian dispensation affected value chain 
compliance system and consequently reduced 
horticulture exports;

 Ô “low hanging” opportunity for Zimbabwe’s 
horticulture.  In 2018 exports worth us$112 
million were realised mostly to the eu (uK, 
netherlands, etc) and china;

 Ô targeting to attain us$200m in horticultural 
exports;

 Ô horticultural export destinations are 
concentrated in eu, china and south africa.

 

horticultural competitiveness 
challenges

1. Inadequate long and structured capital to 
support agriculture production;

2. Inadequate infrastructure;

3. limited availability and high costs of agro-
inputs;

4. turbulent macro-economic environment;

5. Weak and low institutional support as well as 
intermittent enablers;

6. adverse weather patterns;

7. lack of security of land tenure/ land 
contestations.

at the heart of challenges affecting Zimbabwe’s 
horticulture competitiveness is weak value chain 
compliance systems.

tradecom ii support programme focus in ZimBaBwe
development of stakeholder-led “good practice” value chain compliance for seven selected horticulture products
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areas Benefitted from the support programme

project oBjectives and results
"targeted support to strengthen the capacItY and competItIveness of 
small-scale hortIculture farmers for the productIon of nIche eXport 
products under the InterIm epa In ZImBaBWe”

staKeholder-led  
& “good practIce” value 
chaIn complIance sYstem 
(vccs);  
7 self-assessment guIdes

Developed a stakeholder-
led and “good practice” value 
chain compliance system for 
horticulture exports;

eXport opportunItY and 
reQuIrements manual; 
laBoratorY report

improved the capacity of the 
beneficiaries to access value 
chain compliance and export 
requirements that enhance 
and sustain access to the Eu

7 sImplIfIed and sector 
specIfIc manuals for 
the ImplementatIon of 
respectIve staKeholder 
consultatIve processes

mainstreamed the 
recognized export 
requirements and “good 
practice” into the stakeholder-
led value chain compliance 
system
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good practice 
examples  
1. organic certification by the pineapple 

farmers:

 D produce baby pineapples;

 D market their products as a marketing trust.

2. Social coherence of the mutema banana 
farmers:

 D strong linkages with an off taker;

 D good example of donor seed capital bearing 
fruit.

3. linkages between farmers and off-taker in 
the floriculture sector:

 D off-taker in place consolidating product for 
export to the region and beyond.

4.  Strong Hub in the macadamia value chain:

 D consolidation for export market, supports 
farmers with inputs, technical knowhow, 
disease control, working capital.

programme 
focus

KNOWLEDGE SHARING 
OF EXPORT MARKET 

REqUIREMENTS

EU STANDARDS THAT 
VALUE CHAIN  
OPERATORS

SUPPORTING 
HORTICULTURE TO BE 

COMPETITIVE

DEVELOPING A ‘GOOD 
PRACTICE’ VALUE 

CHAIN COMPLIANCE 
SYSTEM (VCCS) AND 

NATIONAL VALUE 
CHAIN (VC) 

TRACEABILITY 
MECHANISM

MAINSTREAMING 
STANDARDS

ENSURING THAT 
HORTICULTURE EXPORTS 

ARE NOT RETURNED
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 Ô Injection of new and varieties/planting material across the 7 value chains;

 Ô modernization and accreditation of existing laboratories;

 Ô development and strengthen existing hubs to foster ownership and downstream connectivity.

assisting shf.  
metamorphosis of data 
into wisdom – trade intelligence

data into 
information

information 
into 

Knowledge

Knowledge 
into 

intelligence

intelligence 
into wisdom

way-forward
 Ô Investing in global compliance systems:

 D the “small steps” and discipline are essential for compliance;

 D mainstreaming Zim-gap and Ipm;

 D piloting the national  value chain compliance system (nvccs);

 D organic certification for products;

 Ô Invest in product handling systems;

 Ô Investment in cold chain facilities:

 D Investment in export promotion

 D value addition across the 7 value chains.
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COmPETITIvENESS aND 
DIvERSIfICaTION alONG KEy 
ExPORT CORRIDORS aND 
INvESTmENT ClImaTE fOR valUE 
ChaIN DEvElOPmENT

REPOa 
Donald mmAri
Executive Director

Key messages on the 
tanZania’s trade and competitiveness

 Ô tanzania has two main regions: mainland and 
the Zanzibar islands.

 Ô tanzania recorded growth rates averaging 6% 
per annum since 2005. 

 Ô tanzania is an attractive trade and investment 
destination:

 D relative political stability;

 D strategic geographical location --1,424 km 
coastline, 8 neighbours; 

 D Young, growing population -- 54.2 million in 
2018, 44% <15 years of age;

 D membership to regional trading blocks, eac 
and sadc;

 D potential for global markets, e.g. eBa, agoa, 
epa.

 Ô five main export corridors: southern, Western, 
central, northern and Zanzibar-pemba.

1. southern export corridor — a largely agricultural 
corridor focusing on cereals, agroforestry, tea, 
coffee, pulses and horticulture. has potential to 
expand to natural gas and/oil. coordinated by 
among others the southern agricultural growth 
corridor of tanzania (sagcot), a public private 
partnership (ppp) focusing on agriculture and 
infrastructure. the corridor links the port of dar 
es salaam and other areas in tanzania with 
the country's southern neighbours including 
mozambique, Zambia and malawi. also used as 
transit for exports of Zambian copper.

2. (Western export corridor— dominated by agro-
products--tobacco, pyrethrum, coffee, cotton, 
fisheries, agroforestry--and minerals. also serves 
the dr congo, rwanda, uganda and Burundi.

3. central export corridor— a logistic hub due to 
its road and rail network linking other export 
corridors with the main port of dar es salaam. 
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has limited agriculture potential—nuts, some 
cereals and grapes— due to its semi-arid 
climate. serves similar countries to Western 
corridor. coordinated by the central corridor 
transit transport facilitation agency (cctfa).

4. northern export corridor—coffee, tea, horti 
and floriculture. links rest of tanzania to Kenya. 
has direct access to the international airport in 
Kilimanjaro and the Kenyan port of mombasa.

5. Zanzibar-pemba export corridor—spices 
(including cloves) and seaweed. has potential to 
expand to natural gas and/oil. has direct access 
to the Indian ocean and close proximity with 
the international airport.

TrADE

 Ô value of goods exports shows a declining trend 
since 2016 peak, from $5.6 bn to $4.3 bn in 2018;

 Ô value of traditional exports declined faster than 
non-traditional ones;

 Ô horticultural exports still constitute a small 
share, but growing - $33 million in 2018;

 Ô Imports declined from $ 8.4 bn in 2016 to $8.1 bn 
in 2018, larger decline in capital goods;

 Ô competitiveness:

 D ranks poorly in the bottom quintile of Wef’s 
global competitiveness Index at 117/141 
countries (116/138 in 2018).

 Ô Investment:

 D fdI flows declined markedly from $1.5 bn 
in 2015 to $755mn in 2016, but gradually 
increased to ($937 in 2017).

tanzania’s export potential hampered by 
supply side constraints including: Inadequately 
coordinated trade and investment policies, poor 
and unreliable infrastructure, weak education 
and training, limited access and absorption of 
technology. these undermine the realisation 
of recent gains in labour market efficiency, 
institutional and macroeconomic environment 
to improve the competitiveness of productive 
sectors, including agriculture. 

TrADE AnD invESTmEnT Policy 
lAnDScAPE

 Ô current trade policies (2003 for mainland, 
2006 for Zanzibar) and investment policies 
(1996 for mainland, 2004 for Zanzibar) under 
review – seeking to promote competitiveness 
and diversification-quality, rapid innovation, 
customization, cost/productivity.

 Ô diagnostic trade Integration study (dtIs) 
updated: agriculture, mining and extractives 
and tourism. 

 Ô trade and investment priorities outlined in 
the five-Year development plan II—with 
industrialization as its main agenda.

 Ô recent government efforts towards value-
addition and beneficiation towards improving 
agricultural productivity and deepening 
agricultural value chain.

 Ô national trade facilitation committee – 
basically on logistics.

 Ô dtIs updated;

 Ô ratified Wto trade facilitation agreement.

 Ô the Blueprint for regulatory reforms to improve 
business environment.

 Ô sector development strategies e.g. leather, 
cotton, etc. prepared.

In contrast to past trade and investment 
blueprints, the dtIs discusses concerns on 
sanitary and phytosanitary (sps), technical 
Barrier to trade (tBt) as well as regulatory and 
other institutional bottlenecks hindering trade 
and investment in mainland tanzania and 
Zanzibar.
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good practice 
case 1
THE AfricADo comPAny lTD     

 Ô the first tanzanian company exporting 
avocados (hass) to the uK- sainsbury, tesco 
supermarkets;

 Ô established in 2007, state-of-the-art packhouse 
facility in 2013;

 Ô diversified from poorly performing coffee estate 
(4,400 tons in 1972 to less than 50 tons in 1990); 

 Ô raised competitiveness of afrIcado’s 
products, improved quality and access to export 
markets;

 Ô avocado exports rose from 488 tons in 2012 to 
2,579 tons in 2016, a 428.48% increase.;

 Ô now designated export processing Zone, 
exporting to uK, france, and netherlands, and 
some small markets in the middle east.

good practice 
case-2 
SmAll-HolDEr AvocADo fArmErS

 Ô smallholder avocado farmers integrated 
through contractual relations- seeds, extension 
support, assured markets;

 Ô smallholders diversified from reliance on coffee 
incomes-dramatic declines and fluctuations - 
now over 2,200 (20% female) out growers;

 Ô out-grower exports in 2018 was 581 tonnes, 
nearly 19% of 3,000 tonnes exported. further 
expansion targets to 8,000 tonnes by 2023;

 Ô Investment needed to achieve quality standards 
and certifications still too high for smallholders;

 Ô Knowledge-based transformation of 
agriculture--the way for the future– but entry 
costs for small producers entails strategic value 
chain partnership.
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way forward 
 Ô policy analysis to support ongoing revision 

of tanzania’s trade policy to foster the 
competitiveness of agro-exports, diversification 
and value chain development. 

 Ô ta to address long-standing concerns on agri-
trade research—data inconsistencies, m&e 
systems.

 Ô sustainable capacity building to create a critical 
mass of policy analysts, researchers and trade 
negotiators.

 Ô Increased awareness of market needs and 
compliance by exporters.

 Ô Informed and continuous dialogue between 
public and private sectors on trade support and 
regulations.

OVER REGULATION- 
MULTIPLICITY OF 

PERMITS AND FEES, 
EASING WITH ONGOING 

REFORMS BUT MORE 
EFFORTS NEEDED

STRINGENT AND 
COSTLY PROCESS OF 
COMPLIANCE WITH 

STANDARDS

qUALITY AND 
COSTS OF 

LOGISTIC SERVICES

OTHER 
POLICY AND 

INSTITUTIONAL 
BARRIERS

conSTrAinTS To comPETiTivEnESS
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RESEaRCh IN SUPPORT Of 
ENhaNCED TRaDE COmPETITIvENESS 

Key messages on the research 
in support of enhanced competitiveness

 Ô as part of the action being implemented by 
trapca-esamI, the 5 planned case studies focus on 
emerging integration issues for african countries;

 Ô preliminary findings from 3 ongoing case 
studies;

 Ô scope of case study coverage attributed to 
budgetary constraint;

 Ô With more additional support, both scope and 
sectoral trade-related issues can be widened 
building on ongoing studies.

conSTrAinTS To 
comPETiTivEnESS

1. Assessment of the implementation of trade in services commitments
 D EAC
 D COMESA

2. Assessment of SADC regional initiative to mitigate high transactions 
attributed to national guarantee bond schemes:

 D Durban Kasumbalesa corridor.

EXPEcTED finDinGS

 Ô Assessments will provide important insights on implementation 
challenges and possible mitigation measures.

 Ô Insights will shape decision-making to enhance competitiveness, 
youth and women entrepreneurships.

 Ô Knowledge gaps identified may be used to either enhance planned 
executive courses or develop new executive courses.

TRaPCa-ESamI 
caiphas cHEKWoTi
Trade Policy Expert
TRAPCA-ESAMI
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comesa, eac trade in services

 Ô focus

 D assessment of existing legal instruments 
on trade in services, liberalisation 
commitments and implementation status 
at member state level.

 Ô Issues

 D Interrelationship of measures at 
implementation level;

 D role of trade in services on industry and 
product competitiveness;

 D challenges in trade in services agenda.

 Ô methodology

 D review of reports on implementation status 
and issues;

 D Benchmarking on international best 
practices – eu & carIcom;

 D review of literature on private sector 
experiences;

 D Interviews to be undertaken with principal 
coordinators of trade in services at the recs, 
regional business councils.

 Ô challenges

 D capacity gaps;

 D Weak regulatory gaps;

 D limited involvement of core stakeholders e.g. 
private sector;

 D limited institutional coordination;

 D limited resources for effective 
implementation;

 D limited conceptualisation of the 
interrelationships of various measures at 
policy making and implementation levels;

 D delays in finalisation of critical council 
decisions to foster cross border mobility of 
services.

 Ô preliminary findings

 D Both eac and comesa applied list approach 
for scheduling commitments based on gats;

 D Institutional framework for implementation 
(regional and national committees); 

 D Implementation challenge – lack of strategic 
frameworks and m&e mechanisms.

 Ô further research work

 D assessment of associated relevant reforms at 
national level;

 D assessment of the efficacy of institutional 
cooperation frameworks for implementation;

 D Benchmarking with eu and carIcom;

 D Insights from interviews with rec staff and 
private sector.

durBan-KasumBalesa corridor

 Ô Issues – high cost of transactions and processes

 D Individual bond guarantee schemes valid in 
each member state in sadc;

 D goods destined to drc traverse 3 countries 
implying 3 bond guarantees;

 D associated delays and related transaction 
costs.

 Ô Initiative to mitigate transaction cost challenge 
- sadc regional bond guarantee scheme

 D provided for in the sadc protocol on trade, 
transport, communications and meteorology;

 D harmonisation of procedures enhances trade 
facilitation;

 D expected reduction in cost of imports which 
translates to enhanced competitiveness of 
products whose inputs are imported;

 D positive spill over effect on women and youth 
involved in cross-border businesses. 

 Ô methodology

 D assessment of implementation of sadc 
initiatives - regional bond guarantee scheme.

 Ô  further research work

 D assessment of the implementation of the 
sadc regional bond guarantee scheme.
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SElECTED CONTRIbUTIONS
Oumar Seck – Business ACP 
on mAriTiuS 

 Ô huge achievement in terms of competitiveness – its global ranking reflects a huge and 
commendable progress, top 5 african countries;

 Ô export promotion and sme development agenda quite commendable and is the highest in africa;
 Ô Institutional upgrading for private sector and government—very impressive.

on BoTSWAnA
 Ô local content has been systematically applied—from export of raw diamonds to full processing 

and trading in gaborone.

Sunil N. BOODHOO
mAriTiuS

 Ô made a huge stride in improving the countries’ competitiveness—through synergy working 
environment between the government and private sector to continually improving the 
business environment.  organized structured dialogue between the two key sectors;

 Ô strong institutions and continuously improving—with professional manning of these institutions;
 Ô created an ecosystem within the country that becomes attractive to investors—trade regime, 

investment climate, economic environment, etc. to always maintain the top ten within the 
investment climate ranking;

 Ô strived to have a judicial system that is independent and supportive of the country’s investment 
climate.

Paraschand HURRY
rmcE

 Ô apeI is getting inspiration from the experience of mauritius and trying to emulate the country’s 
experience to the rmce members and others.

Kgotso KGOSIEMANG
BoTSWAnA 

 Ô the country is still challenging itself to do more;
 Ô In the cattle sector—targeting to advance processing of leather and beef sector also to create 

jobs;
 Ô a high-level business administration committee was constituted to advise the top government 

management;
 Ô diamond processing could have been done much earlier;
 Ô pursuit of diversification away from diamonds to include beef, and agro-processing taking 

advantage of natural resources and development of value chains.

Hermogene NSENGIMANA 
ArSo 

 Ô should now think of competitiveness advantages and advance them for the benefit of 
exporters in the acp countries;

 Ô sustainable development is very essential;
 Ô sell products as sustainably produced – through certification also for smes—through for 

instance eco marK—for all products from agriculture to forestry;
 Ô global gap vs local country gaps – to reflect the development of standards—should advance to 

africa gap, and acp gap beyond the current regional gaps that will help more the smes and 
industries.
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closIng sessIon

ClOSING SESSION

vIwaNOU 
GNaSSaOUNOU 
ASG—SEDT
OACPS Secretariat

aNTTI  KaRhUNEN 
HEAD of uniT
EC DG DEVCO

ahmED  
NDyEShObOla
TEAm lEADEr
TCII PROGRAMME

mODERaTOR

EC DG DEvCO
Elisabetta SArTorEl
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TRaDECOm II
Ahmed nDyESHoBolA
Team Leader

CONClUSIONS aND 
RECOmmENDaTIONS fROm ThE 
TRaDE aND INvESTmENT 
GOOD PRaCTICES 

CLUSTER 1 
trade policy and regulation

 Ô the position/role of the private sector in the acp 
economies is prominent and, in that regard, 
its structured and growing involvement in 
national and regional trade matters should be 
sustainably promoted going forward;

 Ô partnerships and active networking with 
the partners/stakeholders in trade policy 
formulation and implementation should be 
enhanced in the acp countries;

 Ô good practice cases such as the comesa virtual 
university need to be replicated via the ongoing  
key interventions such as those of the uneca, 
oecs, trapca, and other grant actions;

 Ô capacities for trade and economic policy 
formulation, and the related research and 
negotiations to be enhanced and strengthened;

the extensive discussions under the second all acp-eu Knowledge sharing on trade and Investment 
was under the five key clusters and, hence, the following recommendations

 Ô the inadequacy of data on trade in the 
caribbean region is still a problem and this 
reflects a clear need that should be addressed 
effectively for support under the extended 
tcII programme or its successor tradecom III 
programme;

 Ô the analysis of the regional and global value 
chains should be strengthened as part of the 
national and regional trade policy formulation 
and implementation targeting sustained 
enhanced competitiveness of acp business 
communities.
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CLUSTER 2 
the epa and wto processes

 Ô epa process is on-going, results are mixed but, 
overall, the dynamics of its implementation 
are very positive—hence, need to explore and 
optimise good practices of the dynamics of epa 
implementation going forward;

 Ô epa agreements are narrow in scope, hence 
they should be reviewed and sharpened during 
the 2021-2027 cooperation plan to allow the 
expansion and deepening in the scope of these 
agreements;

 Ô sustainability of the technical assistance 
framework under the epas should be 
structured through the extension of tradecom 

II programme or under a new all-acp support 
programme (tradecom III programme) as part 
of the long-term commitment to effectively and 
sustainably support the epa implementation 
and related trade issues;

 Ô monitoring of the implementation of the epas 
and participation of non- epa countries in the 
epa committee meetings should be enhanced;

 Ô Interlinkages among the key beneficiaries 
under the tradecom II programme should 
be created and enhanced with the view to 
leverage and foster the south-south Intra-
acp cooperation arrangements.

CLUSTER 3 
custom matters

 Ô the rules of origin (roo) should be part of 
the deepening of the epa negotiation in esa 
countries also with the view to have the product 
specific roo simplified and capacity building 
on the subject enhanced;

 Ô the customs-related administrative cooperation 
for the intra-acp trade should be encouraged;

 Ô the scope of the epas should be expanded 
to take into account of the continental trade 
agreement (the afcfta);

 Ô the analysis on the regional and global value 
chains should be strengthened in order to 
enhance the competitiveness and the benefits of 
cumulation;

 Ô the doing-business environment to guarantee 
private sector engagement should be improved;

 Ô the sharing of demonstrable good practices 
among key agencies and beneficiaries such as 
uneca’s africa free trade Business Index and 
others that might emerge to be encouraged 
and facilitated under the all-acp trade support 
programmes.

CLUSTER 4 
quality infrastructure and 
standards

 Ô Intra-regional projects « on Quality » and generally 
on trade must be seen as the good practice 
to tackle trade obstacles and sharing good 
experiences and lessons learnt – and further 
encourage the south-south cooperation;

 Ô for the sustainable implementation of Quality 
Infrastructure (QI) projects across the acp 
states and regions it is absolutely necessary 
to have an all-acp tBt programme in order 
to regain the momentum and the progress 
generated by the previous tBt programme;
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CLUSTER 5 
trade and investment

 Ô development finance and philanthropic funds 
under the external Investment plan (eIp) 
provide the private sector in the emerging and 
frontier markets positive returns for investors; 
these should be encouraged and made 
available to most business communities in the 
acp countries;

 Ô good practice cases of improving the business 
environment and wider investment climate 
through structured public-private-partnerships 
(ppp) dialogue such as the good practice 
cases of Botswana and mauritius should be 
encouraged and widely replicated in the acp 
countries;

 Ô capacity building and awareness campaign 
in the pacific epa countries is essential for 
business that will enable the eu and pacific 
products and investments to sustainably enter 
in the respective markets;

 Ô the setting up of the apeI coordination 
mechanism – mauritius based -- will allow 
peer learning and sharing of good practice 
experiences among the private sector and the 
public institutions in the member and other 
states;

 Ô regular capacity building fora is a key pillar for 
improving acp countries’ preparations of their 
action plans and address potential overlaps 
among support programmes;

 Ô an established and functioning m&e system 
is paramount for ensuring the sustainability of 
the project outputs in all areas covered by the 
tradecom II programme;

 Ô Investing in capacity building, training activities 
for the private sector and small-holder farmer 
communities (including women and youth) is 
essential for improving competitiveness among 
the business communities;

 Ô diversification and value chains development 
to be promoted to enhance competitiveness 
and improve returns on exports;

 Ô mainstreaming regional, continental and 
possibly all-acp gaps in QI will allow exporters 
to enhance their competitiveness in the export 
markets.

 Ô cooperation among the regional organisations 
and Institutions (arso-crosQ-uneca-
oapI-others) on standards was strongly 
recommended with the view to enhance 
competence sharing;

 Ô for largely commodity exporting countries the 
geographical Indications (gIs) framework is 
a very useful value addition to the products of 
these countries and to secure and guarantee 
their quality reputation; hence gIs should be 
promoted in as many acp countries as possible 
building on cumulative good practices; 

 Ô good practices on QI under the framework 
of epas and other trade arrangements to be 
strengthened and replicated among countries 
and regions;

 Ô the culture of quality infrastructure for all 
tradable products should be promoted also 
for the benefit of acp consumers--building on 
arso’s pursuit for harmonisation of standards in 
cosmetics—a good practice case that should be 
broadened to include other tradable consumer 
products;

 Ô the crosQ’s good regulatory practices (grp) 
that was developed and strongly recommended 
as a good practice for the implementation of the 
caribbean-eu epa should be shared with other 
acp regions through the intra-acp support 
programmes such as those implemented by 
comesa, oapI, trapca, repoa, etc;

 Ô the good practices on sectoral value chains like 
tanzania’s sea weed processing for export to be 
shared with other regions like the oecs.
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example among acp countries. this kind of 
cooperation can help us deal with the changes 
in the standards at the level of the eu which is 
the main trading partner at the time being. But 
will also help us build and maintain the same 
level of standards for the products we trade 
among our countries. the issue of standards we 
need to continuously deal with as we strengthen 
our trading capacities. the financing resources 
for actions to strengthen our capacities in the 
area of standards are there and available. We 
need to assure the business communities that 
we can market our products and develop our 
own brands and market them.

 What we need is to benefit from your experiences 
as part of the business communities and 
managers in the field, and look into the future 
and see how we can really take advantage of 
what is being done in our countries and regions. 
In the coming months we will be able to come up 
with the new tBt programme in line with what 
our ministers requested two to three years ago.

thank you for coming here. We will continue 
working with the tradecom II pmu and see how 
we can further develop appropriate actions.

for those who are remaining have a 
good day, and for those who are leaving 
have safe flights back home.

“

„

vIwaNOU GNaSSaOUNOU 
ASG—SEDT
OACPS Secretariat

grateful for the comprehensive 
summary of the proceedings of 
the quite interesting and exciting 

discussions that took place over the last two days 
under the second Knowledge sharing on trade 
and Investmen good practices.

What you have done is quite in line with the acp 
group’s priorities, which means that our work 
is quite in line with the needs and aspirations 
of the communities in the acp countries. Your 
recommendations are in line with what we have 
been doing. especially the perception as how we 
deal with applications for technical assistance 
and other all-acp support programmes.

We are seeing many areas of interest such as 
investment feeding into intra-acp and intra-
regional trade. as earlier emphasized in my 
opening statement of yesterday, the heads 
of states at their summit of december last 
year (2019) emphasized the strengthening of 
intra-regional trade within the acp group. the 
prime ministers of ghana, Barbados and others 
referred to this key aspect of trade and economic 
cooperation within the acp group.

now this is something that we should not play 
lip service to. We need to develop trade between 
the caribbean—african—and pacific countries. 
there is an agreement between mauritius 
and png in the area of fisheries as a concrete 
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secondly, is the growing importance of the 
regional market integration process. this came 
through in the many of the points raised and 
was in the conclusions. afcfta which we are 
supporting very much is one case in point. these 
lessons find their way to the policy making and 
to the support much well beyond the tradecom 
II programme. I thank you very much for those 
contributions.

It has been an amazing participation. You have 
come from far away to bring your experiences and 
this have been a very instrumental opportunity 
to collect the wisdom we have gathered over the 
programme and that is so very valuable. 

You have also underlined many challenges, 
bottlenecks, red-tapes, and infrastructural 
challenges, fiscal policies and other investment 
climate related factors that may constrain and 
discourage the private sector to go forward. let 
me just say how important for us to work on these 
issues. my team including elisabetta is working 
on the investment climate constraints, and we 
would like also to use your feedback about what 
those constraints are and what priorities are for 
us to do a better job working with governments 
and our partners to tackle them.

thirdly, just to say how good it is that there is a 
message that engaging with the private sector 
and the dialogue needs to take place. for us 
this has been one of the common threads in 
the conclusions as well. thus, we do need the 
experience of the private sector, so that we can 
do an effective policy making and that we can 
effectively tackle the priorities. We are trying to 
help through our network of eu delegations 
present in all the acp countries. We have trained 
800 colleagues over the past two years just on 
these issues so that there will be adequate 
responsiveness when needed. 

I would, therefore, plead to you also to use that 
network locally, because ultimately investment 

“
aNTTI  KaRhUNEN 
HEAD of uniT
EC DG DEVCO

mr. viwanou, colleagues and friends, it is 
really an enormous pleasure to be able 
to speak to this forum and close the 
second Knowledge sharing on trade 

and Investment good practices. I will just echo 
the asg, my good friend mr. viwanou. I very much 
regret for not being able to follow the two days of 
the discussions. But the last few interventions that 
I heard really resonates with the important aspects 
of our relationship. Would also like to take this 
opportunity to say to my good friend viwanou that 
we always complement each other in harmony 
and it has been a pleasure to work together.

I would like to emphasize that the tradecom II 
programme has been an enormously important 
programme. today and yesterday has shown 
that. It is not only the projects that has been 
of high quality and important, it is also this 
knowledge sharing that has happened over the 
past two days so that we don’t just do a project 
and do away with it and forget. now we have an 
institutional memory. 

I thank ahmed for an excellent conclusion and for 
repackaging the outcome of the proceedings of 
this knowledge sharing event because we need 
that institutional memory. the fact that we can 
deploy these experiences and tools that you have 
discussed including the epas that we have and/
or the external Investment plan that provides 
support for investments, investment climate and 
other programmes, they are immediately usable.

It is also extremely important for the messages 
that we are getting from the occasions like this 
for the policy making processes. may be just to 
mention a couple: on the european side this 
european commission is very much focusing 
on sustainability—the very big project on the 
green deal.  therefore, what you have been 
saying about sustainability and standards, etc. 
are enormously important. these messages 
well taken, and will be taken into account when 
designing our policies.
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„

climate challenges and value chain challenges 
they happen in the country or in the regional 
context, and we want to be present there and to 
help you. It is all about having a mindset and a 
mindset change in our policies and also in the 
mindset of governments for understanding 
how important it is that we are encouraging the 
private sector to live up to its potential.

let me conclude by thanking you so much 
again for your active participation at this 
second Knowledge sharing event on trade and 
Investment good practices. We really hope it has 
been useful for you. one of the key words I heard 
in one of the interventions was “peer learning”. 

that is the spirit in which we should approach 
occasions like this. there is so much to learn, and 
that should be a life-long experience. thank you 
so much for this occasion. We will make a good 
use of it.

I also extend the good wishes for your safe 
journey back home and I am looking forward to 
seeing you again.

thanks so much again.
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